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A piloted simulator experiment was conducted to investi-
gate directional axis handling qualities requirements for
low-speed (<40 knots) and hover tasks performed by a Scout/
Attack (SCAT) helicopter. Included in the investigation
were the directional characteristics of various candidate
light helicopter family configurations. Also, the experiment
focused on conventional single main/tail rotor configurations
of the OH-58 series aircraft, where the first-order yaw-axis
dynamic effects that contributed to the loss of tail rotor
control were modeled. Two types of yaw stability and control
augmentation systems were implemented: one consisting of
washed-out yaw rate feedback and shaped control input, the
other a way rate command, heading-hold system. Five pilots
flew 22 configurations under various wind conditions.
Cooper-Harper handling quality ratings were used as the pri-
mary measure of merit of each configuration. Piloting per-
formance measures were used as backup information only since
it was observed during the experiment that each pilot dis-
played a remarkable ability to compensate for degraded hand-
ling qualities. The results of the experiment indicate that
rotorcraft configurations with high-directional gust sensi-
tivity require greater minimum yaw damping to maintain satis-
factory handling qualities during Nap-of -the-Earth (NOE)
flying tasks. It was also determined that both yaw damping
and control response are critical handling qualities parameters
in performing the air-to-air target acquisition and tracking
task. The lack of substantial yaw damping and larger values
of gust sensitivity increased the possibility of loss of di-
rectional control at low airspeeds for the single main tail
rotor configurations. Task performance measures do have a
predictive validity with reference to task success but such
measures cannot be used as a substitute for pilot ratings in
evaluating vehicle handling qualities. The pilot tends to
accommodate his output to a wide range of variations in con-
trol parameters without permitting degradation of vehicle
performance. This accommodation is accomplished by a shift
of effort and attention to the control task.
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To reduce the possibility of detection and engagement
from sophisticated enemy weapon systems, future battlefield
Nap-of -the-Earth (NOE) helicopter operations will involve
extremely agile flightpath control at very low altitudes
(below treetop level where possible) to take maximum advan-
tage of the cover afforded by trees and the terrain features.
To accomplish this more demanding operational scenario, new
piloting techniques and vehicle flight control requirements
have been rapidly evolving over the past few years. The
anticipated role of the Advanced Scout/Attack (SCAT) heli-
copter has been expanded to include the use of sophisticated
on-board systems such as Target Acquisition and Display (TADS),
multipurpose missile systems, holographic sighting, speech-
command auditory/display systems, advanced digital and opti-
cal control systems, and multifunctional displays. The
advanced SCAT helicopter operating out of unprepared landing
zones will provide close combat support, reconnaissance,
security, target acquisition/designation, fire support, com-
mand, and control (along with self-defense) under day, night,
and adverse weather conditions and in all intensities of war-
fare (Fig. 1). To be effective in the high-threat combat
environment it is necessary that the advanced SCAT helicopter
be exceptionally agile and possess excellent handling quali-





















handling qualities will allow the pilot to concentrate on
aspects outside the cockpit or engage in battlefield manage-
ment tasks. The pilot's workload in this flight regime is
very high and the effect of the helicopter's handling quali-
ties on performance will be significant [Ref. 1].
General NOE flight does not in itself impose the need
for stringent yaw control requirements [Refs. 2-4]. Good
response characteristics are desirable to enable the pilot,
who is quite busy, to devote less attention to yaw control.
When the aircraft is used to aim weapons or sights, yaw con-
trol becomes very important. Each type of weapon/sight and
tactical situation, however, will require different maneuvers
which may result in differing requirements for each situation.
No analysis of various weapons and maneuvers was available in
reference 2, but, by using common maneuvers, some tentative
requirements were set up (42 ''/sec for maximum yaw rates in
conducting rapid pedal reversals with a response time-constant
<0.25 sec). High control power is required but this alone is
not enough. Precision of yaw control also requires ample
damping [Ref. 5]. Sufficiently high control power, as indi-
cated by a specified heading change within a certain time in-
terval, will provide the capability for achieving the desired
result. However, if the rate-response time-constant is long,
the pilot will use an excessive number of control motions
with a resulting over-and-under shooting as he "hunts" for
the desired heading.
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It can also be seen that a pilot's evaluation of the yaw
control characteristics of the helicopter will not only de-
pend on the maneuver which he must perform with the machine,
but also on the severity of the wind and the gust sensitivity
of the helicopter. In reference 6, it was concluded that
the existing wind conditions, to a major extent, dictated
the results of the evaluation. Wind levels and the gust sen-
sitivity of the vehicle must be considered in the definition
of acceptable control characteristics and the interpretation
of related test data. If a vertical takeoff and landing
(VTOL) aircraft has high-yaw gust sensitivity, which is the
case for a single main rotor helicopter, then precision
flight during gusty wind conditions would be difficult. It
would be desirable to increase the damping and thereby re-
duce the pilot effort; however, if the inherent damping is
increased by changing the dimensional characteristics of the
tail rotor, the gust sensitivity would also be increased and
there would be no reduction in pilot effort. A machine with
no tail rotor and with low "weathercock" stability, for in-
stance, will not require the large yaw control moments to
execute high-speed sideward flight or to maneuver during
high-wind conditions. Also, that machine will not be sub-
jected to large yaw disturbances caused by wind gusts. Ref-
erence 4 concludes that the definition of yaw control criteria,
and the interpretation of related test results, must involve
considerations of the gust sensitivity of the aircraft and
the operational wind condition.
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The latest generation of rotary wing aircraft has a wide
range of inherent gust sensitivity. The XH-59A advancing
blade concept (ABC) develops yaw control through differential
collective of the two rotor systems. The XV-15 Tilt Rotor
develops yaw control via differential cyclic inputs; the
Hughes No Tail Rotor (NOTAR) concept uses a ci-rculation control
tail boom, a direct jet thruster, and a cambered vertical
fin to provide anti-torque and directional control forces
(Fig. 2). These configurations are all possible contenders
for the Army's light helicopter family (LHX). References
7-9 suggest that additional analysis and data are needed to
determine the effect of vehicle mission and directional con-
trol requirements for varied helicopter configurations.
Some data were obtained in reference 6 showing that minimum
acceptable damping was a function of N . The investigation
(conducted in the presence of a simulated 15-knot wind and a
simulated turbulence signal equivalent to 8.9 ft/sec rms
gust intensity) shows a very distinct linear variation be-
tween minimum damping ratios and weathercock stability (N )
for hover flight at the 3--^ and 6--^ pilot rating boundaries
(see Fig. 3). Also concluded was that the inclusion of the
controlled, simulated turbulence was extremely important.
A. CURRENT REQUIREMENTS FOR HELICOPTER AND VTOL AIRCRAFT
There has been considerable disagreement with respect to































































































































Figure 3. Minimum damping ratio versus N
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hover. Figures 4 and 5 indicate some of these requirements
including some current aircraft values. It can readily be
seen that these requirements are not dependent upon aircraft
configuration (other than gross weight) or mission task.
MIL-F-83300 and MIL-H-8501A do address environmental factors
but again their overall correlation to aircraft configuration
and maneuvering task is absent. MIL-F-83300 states "that
with the wind from the most critical directions relative to
the aircraft, control remaining shall be such that simulta-
neous abrupt applications of yaw control produce at least 6
degrees within one second." Data from previous experiments
[Refs. 10-12] help substantiate this criterion, but the con-
trol power also depends on the type of control system, the
disturbances encountered, and the particular maneuvers.
MIL-F-83300 also states that while hovering at zero air-
speed, the yaw mode shall be stable and the time constant
shall not exceed 1.0 sec (for Level 1). The choice of mini-
mum acceptable yaw damping appears to be a function of N
,
although at this time there is no satisfactory manner of
stating a requirement to ensure mutual compatability of gust
response and control response characteristics [Refs. 13-15],
MIL-H-8501A [Ref. 16] states,
That it shall be possible to execute a complete turn
in each direction while hovering over a given spot at
the maximum overload gross weight or at takeoff power
(in and out of ground effect) in a wind of at least
35 knots. To ensure adequate margin of control during
these maneuvers, sufficient control shall remain at
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order that, when starting at zero yawing velocity at this
angle, the rapid application of full directional control
in the critical direction resul ts in a corresponding yaw
displacement of at least 110/3 yw + 1000 degrees in the
first second."
Also the sensitivity shall be considered excessive if the yaw
displacement is greater than 50° in the first second follow-
ing a sudden pedal displacement of 1 in. from trim while
hovering at the lightest normal service loading. This speci-
fication is very definitive for hovering over a spot but it
does not address low speed yaw requirements for maneuvers
such as : quick stop and turn into wind [Refs. 3-4]; rapid
pedal reversals for area fire [Ref. 2]; and acquisition and
tracking of air targets. It does seem to provide maximum
and minimum limits for the overall controllability of the
vehicle.
B. YAW WEATHERCOCK STABILITY
The directional stability N is a measure of the tendency
of the vehicle to align itself in sideslip, like a weather-
cock, with the relative wind. The problem that evolves for
helicopter designers is that the aircraft must operate in
both hovering and forward flight regimes. A compromise be-
tween providing adequate forward flight directional stability
and ensuring low gust sensitivity in hover is required. The
principal contributions are from the tail rotor, fuselage,
and vertical tail. Using slender body theory, the Munk cor-
relation factor (K^) defined in reference 17, and a volume
22
coefficient based on an equivalent (inside view) body of









where V^ volume coefficient = vol^/ R . It is generally an
unstable contribution that is more or less proportional to
forward speed. The vertical tail lends a stable contribu-












It is very much proportional to forward speed. The major
contribution to directional stability for conventional con-
figurations comes from the tail rotor. Its contribution to
yawing moment due to sideslip is estimated in reference 17
as:








The tail rotor term is, of course, stabilizing and approxi-
mately independent of forward speed. The sum of these com-
ponents (eqs, (l)-(3)) becomes the total directional stability
^ = 'A * ^t^ * 'tA (4)
(There are other factors such as rotorshaft tilt. Depending
on their importance in the aircraft configuration, they can
be included or neglected. ) By inspecting each component at
a hover and low airspeed, it can be readily observed that the
tail rotor effect is extremely dominant. And with any small
changes in inflow along the tail rotor shaft axis, the entire
moment is correspondingly affected. At higher steady state
airspeeds this factor helps stability, since the direction
of travel is into the relative wind. But at a hover in tur-
bulence, when one may wish to maintain a hover position (not
only directly into the wind, but with the wind in any quad-
rant), this factor can cause problems. This effect manifests
itself in pilots' objections based on increased workload due
to the disturbances caused by the turbulence [Refs. 10-12].
In surveying various configurations, it is readily ap-
parent that most single main rotor helicopters of convention-
al configuration have higher values of N (due to the tail
rotor contribution) in hover and low speed than configurations
which do not depend on a tail rotor for directional stability
and control (Table 1).
24
TABLE 1
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With increasing airspeed, the stable vertical fin contribution
and the generally unstable contribution of the fuselage in-
crease for both conventional and nonconventional configurations
C. CONTROL RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS
In addition to vehicle dynamics, the pilot's opinion of
a vehicle's flying qualities is also influenced by control
sensitivity. The improper selection of sensitivity can de-
grade the flying qualities of an otherwise satisfactory ve-
hicle to an unacceptable level. In this investigation Ng
was made a dependent variable since there has been consider-
able work already conducted to optimize this parameter. The
bulk of the data supporting this approach comes from references
10-12 where the relationship between control sensitivity and
damping in the yaw axis was explored.
25
D. TASK REQUIREMENTS AND ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS
For piloted flight simulations, it was concluded in
references 10-12 that increasing weathercock stability, in
the presence of turbulence, requires significantly larger
values of damping. Also, the minimum directional damping
levels are a function of the task performed. It was also a
critical part of this simulation to precisely define evalua-
tion tasks for generating mission-oriented handling qualities








(5) Air-to-air target acquisition at hover
In order to design aircraft of various configurations with
optimum handling qualities, reference 20 strongly recommends
the use of piloted simulation where the aircraft physical
characteristics and geometry can be varied under different
environmental conditions for various NOE maneuvers. The data
from these efforts could then be used toward eventual air-
worthiness qualification of advanced aircraft and provide a
data base for all subsequent specifications. For the present
time, reference 8 states that for cases of atmospheric dis-
turbances (such as discrete gust, wind shear, and turbulence)
26
the contractor shall choose the conditions subject to the
approval of the procuring authority.
Some requirements (as in MIL-F-8501A) can be demonstrated
in flight. In reference 21 it was shown that the addition of
turbulence had a marked effect on pilot opinion and perfor-
mance. Satisfactory handling qualities could only be achieved
with higher levels of damping to wash out the effects of the
turbulence. If VTOL aircraft are going to be utilized in a
real-world situation, this environmental factor should always
be included as a requirement.
E. FLIGHTPATH MANAGEMENT
The ability of a rotorcraft pilot to perform the flight-
path management function is determined by the handling quali-
ties of the vehicle: "Those qualities or characteristics of
an aircraft that govern the ease and precision with which a
pilot is able to perform the tasks required in support of an
aircraft role." [Ref. 1] Handling qualities are determined
not only by the stability and control characteristics of the
vehicle, but also by the displays and controls which define
the pilot-vehicle interface, the environmental characteris-
tics, and the performance requirements for the task [Refs.
22-24] (Fig. 6).
In developing yaw axis handling qualities criteria which
are relevant for different candidate rotorcraft, this experi-
mental investigation attempted to find some meaningful
27

relationship between aircraft stability and control config-
urations, the control task, aircraft environment and required
task performance measures. The ingenuity of a contractor's
technical solution to meet military performance standards
should not be limited by outdated specifications which may
not lead to an aircraft design optimized for the mission.
29
II. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
A. YAWING EQUATIONS OF MOTION AND EXPERIMENTAL VARIABLES
An approximate yawing equation of motion for a helicop-
ter in hover is presented in reference 10 as:
For this simplified analysis the lateral velocity, v, of
equation (5) may be generated only as a result of a cross-
wind component of the mean wind U . This relation is v = -U
•^ o o
sinil* , where i) is the yaw angle measured from the direction
of the simulated wind. Equation (5) may then be written:
il» = N, -5 +N -iIi-UN sin li* + N • v (6)dpprov vg
For small distrubances from a trimmed flight condition at an
angle 4'q to the simulated wind, equation (6) becomes
Aii< = N, • (A5 ) + N • (Ail>) -UN cos ii (Aii)) + N • v )6ppr ovo vg
+ (N- -6 -UN sin ii> ) i -j \
6p p o V o ^ ' >
o
where ai|> and A5 are the distrubance yaw angle and pedal
displacement from the trimmed condition of i|> and 6
, since 6 is the
^o "o
pedal input required to trim at ^ to the wind.
N, . 6 - U N sin li) = ^^^
6 p o V o
p '^o
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and equation (7) in Laplace notation, becomes
(S^ - N^S + U^N^ cos i|^^)Ail;(S) = N^ • A6 (S) + N vg(S) (9)
p P
The transfer function relating the yaw rate response to pedal
input becomes
N, S
^ (S) = ^^
^n S^ - N S + U N COS ^,
*^ rove (10)
The small aplitude directional response is oscillatory with
natural frequency Ju N cos i) and damping ratio -N /
(2/u~~N cos i, ). When trimmed into the wind, the frequency
o V
is simply Ju N ; when trimmed cross wind, the directional
^ -^ o V




and when trimmed down wind, the mode is statically unstable,











hence, in addition to the wind conditions, the dominant con-
tributors to hover directional stability and control charac-
teristics are Ng , N , and N . The derivation of the
directional transfer function applicable during translational
flight must recognize the contribution made by the lateral
translational degree of freedom of the basic helicopter.
According to reference 10, the three equations determining
the lateral-directional motions of the helicopter (written
using the Laplace operator) are
Side force
(S - Y )v - (Y S + g)^ H- (U - Y )i = Y, -5 * Y -5 dD
Rolling equation
p -^ a
S(S - L )4) = L, '6 (12)
p 6^ a
Yawing equation
-M • V + (S - N )il. = M, . 6 + N . V (13)V "^
-Sp p V g
The side force derivatives are the dimensional derivatives
of the helicopter divided by the helicopter mass.
From the above equations ((11)-(13)) the transfer function
relating yaw rate to pedal input is
^6 tS-Y^*(Y, /N, )N^)
jL. (s) = e B B
<14)
^ S2 . (N^ . Y )S . (N^Y^ - Y^N^) * UN^
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The denominator of this expression determines the normal
modes of lateral-directional motion and hence the stability
characteristics. The dominant parameters for a helicopter
in low speed flight are again N / N , and N .
The main purpose of this experiment was to investigate
the yawing degree of freedom described by the above transfer
functions. The effects of weathercock stability and angular
rate damping were the independent variables; N was assigned
as the dependent variable to attempt to maintain a near-con-
stant steady state yaw rate response to pedal input. The
damping and sensitivity were varied over different ranges of
N selected. Figure 7 shows the combinations of the variousV ^
parameters that made up each test configuration. As indicated
in Figure 1 , the ranges of N also correspond to different
types of LHX candidate aircraft,
B. MATHEMATICAL MODEL
General - The aircraft equations of motion were repre-
sented by the full set of nonlinear gravitational and inertial
terms of the equations (Appendix A). The aerodynamic forces
and moments were represented by reference values and first-
order terms of a Taylor-series Expansion about a reference
trajectory defined as a function of the total airspeed [Ref.
25]. The values of the trim, stability, and control param-
eters for the basic SCAT aircraft were obtained from a gener-




rad/sec^ j^ _ rad/sec^
V ft/sec SP in.
PRIMARY CONFIGURATIONS
R = YAW SCAS
R1 = RATE COMMAND HEADING HOLD
Figure 7. Experimental matrix.
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single main rotor helicopter (ARMCOP) [Ref. 26] using input
source data from the Bell model 406 Army Helicopter Improve-
ment Program (AHIP) (Appendix A). The ARMCOP tail rotor is
assumed to be a two-bladed teetering rotor; tail rotor flap-
ping, vortex-ring-state dynamics, and adverse fin flow were
not modeled. To represent primary nonlinear tail rotor ef-
fects, N and N, were derived as a function of magnitude
' r 6 ^
P
and as a direction of the relative wind; this technique pro-
duced results which compared very favorably to data obtained
in reference 27 (Fig. 8). Also pedal and collective trim
positions utilizing the ARMCOP model exhibited similar trends
as compared to wind tunnel and flight test data [Ref. 28]
(Fig. 9).
An engine model was included in the simulation to talce
into account the effects of variations in rotor rpm on the
total yawing moment and heave-axis force. The engine model
included a representation of an electronic fuel control sys-
tem; for a 1-in. change in collective, the rotor rpm exhibit-
ed a maximum transiet droop of less than 1% (Appendix A).
Figure 10 illustrates the change in tail rotor pitch and ped-
al trim conditions for resulting changes in main rotor rpm.
In the case of a 1%-rpm droop, the effective change in pedal
margin and tail rotor capability to counteract main rotor
torque is minimal.
Augmentation - To maintain good handling qualities in the
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b) NONLINEAR MATHEMATICALLY MODELED DIRECTIONAL
CONTROL CHARACTERISTICS





















































OH-58A FLT TEST 20 knots
tt OH-58C IGE 20 knots WIND
A OH-58C IGE 30 knots
WIND TUNNEL MODEL RESULTS (20 knots)
Figure 9. Comparison of pedal and collective
positions for ARMCOP, wind tunnel, and
flight test data.
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displays and augmentation. The purpose of the added stabil-
ity and control augmentation was to significantly reduce pilot
workload in the pitch, roll, and heave axes so that they would
not become dominant factors affecting pilot opinion of perfor-
ance. The criteria used for the SCAT display and augmentation
came from a classification scheme aeveloped by Hoh and
Ashkenas in reference 22. They were able to quantify the in-
tuitive idea that the minimum acceptable handling qualities
for low speed and hover are strongly dependent on the visi-
bility level and available displays. They proposed an out-
side visual cues scale that gave a fine-grained quantification
of available outside cues (Table 2). Computer generated imag-
ery (CGI) systems are limited, when trying to provide a good
usable cue environment, due to the reduced f ield-of -view and
lack of detail. After comparing the FOV of the vertical mo-
tion simulator CGI display to that of the SCAT (Fig. 11), it
was subjectively decided that the simulator would, in the
worst case, be a 2 on the OVC scale. Applying this number to
the maximum allowable visual cues table, to achieve level 1
handling qualities, it is necessary to have at least an atti-
tude (response feedback) system and an integrated flight di-
rector (for when position and velocity cues are only adequate),
The pitch and roll axis augmentation consisted of an in-
ertial velocity command system while the heave axis consisted
of a rate-command altitude-hold. The yaw stability and con-
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hover and low speed ( <40 knots). The actual implementation
of these systems for the simulation [Refs. 25, 29, 30] is
discussed in Appendix B.
The yaw stability and control augmentation system (SCAS)
comprised washed-out yaw rate damping augmentation and con-
trol quickening. The rate-command heading-hold included in-
tegral-plus-rate feedback and an integral-plus-rate feedback
and an integral-plus-proportional feed forward to provide
steady-state acceleration. A dead zone was included in the
integral feed forward paths to prevent drift caused by the
integration of inadvertent pilot control inputs (Appendix B).
The control force characteristics in Appendix C were imple-
mented and were the same throughout the experiment.
Turbulence and wind - A meaningful investigation of
weathercock stability in hover and slow flight also consisted
of including the effects of turbulence and steady wind veloc-
ities. The following model from reference 25, based on the
MIL-F-8785C Dryden model [Ref. 31] was implemented:
Dryden turbulence model
u = « • (white noise) - amplitude I
8 "g
V = * • (white noise)
g
where
w = * • (white noise)
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u ' u y ttv 1 +
^ . - ^# ^ . (/3Lv/v)s
g
" T "* [1 + (Lv/V)s]^
Ylw 1 -K (/3Lw/
'^T ^^ [1 * (Lw/\
* = o •«/ -77 ^-^=^
—z
g » + V)s
where turbulence "break frequencies" correspond to the value
of V/L
Altitude V/Lw rad/sec V/Lu = V/Lv rad/sec
20 ft 1.27 0.25
200 ft .13 .025
The vertical turbulence intensity o^^ was specified as being
10% of the mean wind speed measured at 20 ft above ground
level (AGL). The ratio of the horizontal turbulence intensi-
ties a and o to the vertical intensity varied as a function
of altitude from the value of 1.0 at 1000 ft to 2.0 at zero
altitude. The scale lengths required were from reference 25:
w
I2
for h > 20 ft
20 for h < 20 ft
for 200 ft > 20 ft
L = L < 100 for h < 20 ft
u V
1
1000 for h > 200 ft
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To provide the effects of steady wind and wind shear, the
magnitude of the steady wind specified at two altitudes:
20 ft and 200 ft AGL. Linear interpolation was used to de-
termine mean wind speed between these altitudes. Beyond
these altitude extremes the mean wind speed remained constant
Wind direction was specified as a function of altitude in a
similar fashion. The wind conditions are defined in Table 3.
TABLE 3
SIMULATED WIND CONDITIONS











III. CONDUCT OF THE EXPERIMENT
In this experiment the task assigned to the pilot in-
cluded control of the aircraft and associated functions, but
it did not include tasks that were indirectly related to con-
trol of the aircraft such as navigation and communications.
The overall mission was to conduct Scout/Attack operations
in an NOE environment. The mission profile consisted of
five task segments representative of a typical SCAT mission
conducted during the day [Ref. 19], specifically:
1) NOE flight,
2) Deceleration to a hover,
3) Precision hovering turn (in-ground effect),
4) Precision hovering turn (out-of -ground effect),
5) Air-to-air target acquisition and engagement.
The profile began at the start point (Fig. 12) with the
aircraft at 50 ft and 40 knots. After negotiating the can-
yon course at or below 50 ft AGL, a deceleration maneuver
was performed with the aircraft coming to a hover (10 ft AGL)
in the center of the hover area pointing to the east. At
that time the pilot performed a 180° left turn while main-
taining position over the pivot point and at a constant alti-
tude. After stabilizing the aircraft at the 180° point, the
pilot turned the aircraft 180° back to the right. He then
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altitude while maintaining the eastern orientation and posi-
tion over the ground. The pilot then again executed a 180"
left turn. After completion of the OGE turn, the pilot
oriented the aircraft to 120° magnetic to wait for the ini-
tiation of the air target. The target (CGI helicopter) was
automatically initiated from the simulation control console.
The target direction was changed randomly from left to right,
and from right to left. The times of the target appearance
varied randomly from 2 to 8 sec. This was done to prevent
the pilots from anticipating when and where the target would
appear. The pilot attempted to acquire and engage the enemy
aircraft with an air-to-air missile in the following manner:
1) Pilot activated fire control symbols on HUD using
cyclic switch after detecting target,
2) Pilot maneuvered aircraft to align sight pipper on
center of gravity of target (+1°),
3) Seeker acquisition tone (1.2 kHz) indicated infrared
energy being received. Missile launch constraints
box appeared (+.6° elevation, +_6° azimuth),
4) After 2 sec of target being inside missile launch
constraints a steady 2.5 kHz acquisition tone in-
dicated good track, missile ready,
5) Pilot depressed fire trigger, rocket motors ignited,
enemy aircraft was destroyed (sound and visual).
Before each pilot started record runs he was given five to
eight familiarization runs. These runs were accomplished to
give the pilot a good idea what standards were required of
him in performing each of the mission tasks. Also, before
the first run of each simulation period, the pilot subjects
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familiarized themselves again with the tasks by reading the
pilot instructions (Appendix D). The pilots were not in-
formed of the characteristics of the particular configura-
tion under evaluation. At the conclusion of the run, a
Cooper-Harper pilot rating [Ref. 32] was assigned and general
pilot comments regarding the yaw axis handling qualities were
elicited.
Each of the test configurations was presented to the
pilots in a random order. The orders were divided into
three groups: primary, secondary, and yaw augmentation con-
figurations. The method was used so that the interesting
configurations were looked at first. This took into account
the possibility that, because of such things as simulation
schedules, malfunctions, all the test configurations might
not be examined. Also, each of the presentation orders was
different for each pilot. This was done in order to prevent
the effects of learning from benefitting any particular test
conf iguration( s ) and generating misleading results. For the
target acquisition task, the target direction and target
appearance time were randomly assigned. This prevented the
pilots from being able to predict where and when each target
would appear. Again, this was done to keep the test results
from being influenced by an irrelevant variable. An example
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Five pilots served as evaluation pilots for the experi-
ment:
1) Pilot 1: Army experimental test pilot with 3,400
flight hr, 2,200 of which were in rotary-wing
aircraft, 100 hr NOE experience.
2) Pilot 2: Army experimental test pilot with 3,800
flight hr, 1,700 of which were in rotary-wing
aircraft, 100 hr NOE experience.
3) Pilot 3: Civilian experimental test pilot with
5,100 flight hr, 2,900 of which were in rotary-
wing aircraft, 500 hr NOE experience.
4) Pilot 4: Army experimental testt pilot with 4,700
flight hr, 3,600 of which were in rotary-wing air-
craft, 75 hr NOE experience.
5) Pilot 5: Army pilot/engineer with 1,100 flight hr,
1,000 of which were in rotary-wing aircraft, 400 hr
NOE experience.
A. FACILITY AND COCKPIT CONFIGURATION
This piloted simulation was conducted on the Ames Re-
search Center vertical motion simulator (Fig. 14). A four-
window, computer-generated-image (CGI) system provided the
visual display. Figure 15 shows the view of each of the
four windows superimposed on the pilot's field of view in
a typical helicopter. The scene shown depicts the NOE can-
yon course. The rocks and trees on the sides of the canyon
wall were used to provide height and attitude cues. The
patterning on the canyon walls and floor provided the rela-
tive motion cues,
A Sigma 8 computer generated the simulator math model






































head-up display (HUD) and a 9 in. KRATOS panel-mounted dis-
paly (PMD). The display format and characteristics are
given in Appendix A. A conventional helicopter arrangement
similar to the OH58D was used with artificial force-feel
loaders driving a cyclic stick, a collective stick, and col-
lective stick, and pedals. The cockpit dimensions, control
system characteristics, and instrument layout are illustrated
in Appendix C. A sound system provided aural cues driven by
parameters from the mathematical model used in the simulation.
Aural cueing was used throughout the simulation for the rotors,
air-rush noise, engine/transmission and missile fire control
cues necessary for the conduct of the experiment.
B. DATA ACQUISITION
Along with the pilot ratings and tape recorded pilot
comments, real time aircraft state data were collected.
Three strip charts were used to record the experimental
digital variables. The variables specified are listed in
Appendix E. Immediate post-run aircraft performance data
to include preliminary statistics were provided from a
Versatec line printer. The aircraft state and performance




A. ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL PILOT RATING DATA
A total of 147 data runs were obtained employing the
pilot-subjects. All of the individual pilot ratings, aver-
aged pilot rating data, and pilot comment data for each task
are listed in Appendixes F and G. A correlation analysis
(Appendix F) and an analysis of variance were also conducted
on the ratings of the primary test configurations, which
enabled indexing pilot sensitivity to configurtion and task
changes and examining significant interaction between the
primary variables.
B. EFFECT OF LEARNING ON PILOT RATINGS
Ratings as an assessment technique vary considerably in
reliability as a function of the characteristics of the
raters (training and experience), and of the rating situa-
tions (objects rated, instructions). By issuing precise in-
structions and randomizing the various configurations over
the course of the experiment, it was felt that the effects
of learning due to time would be greatly diminished. It
can be seen from Figure 16 that the relative effects of
learning for all of the tasks were insignificant. If learn-
ing had taken place, the averaged ratings would tend to de-
crease as the test progressed through each run. Therefore,
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can be analyzed with the ratings for the primary test con-
figurations presented later.
C. ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
Before any attempt was made to elaborate on the theoret-
ical or practical meaning of the yaw control rating data, an
analysis of variance was conducted on the rating data for
the primary test configurations. The goal of this analysis
was to determine whether differences in ratings due to var-
iations in configuration, turbulence, task, or other inter-
actions were ( or were not) greater than what could be
attributed to change [Ref. 33]. A summary of the analysis-
of -variance results is presented in Table 4.
TABLE 4











Configurations x turbulence x task
10 13.8 5.82 0.001
1 132.5 7.11 .076
4 15.4 4.95 .01
40 1.33 2.11 .001
40 1.19 1.72 .01
*Level of significance a < 0.05.
primary test configurations exhibited four statistically re-
liable sources of rating variance:
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a) Variance due to differences in configurations,
b) Variance due to differences in task,
c) Variance due to the interaction between configuration
and task,
d) Variance due to the interaction between configuration,
task, and turbulence.
The statistical significance of these sources of variance
indicates that there are systematic (non-chance) differences
between two or more of the rating means within each source
category. Therefore, the test configurations, tasks, and
their interactions affected the present handling quality
ratings. Contrary to what was expected, the presence/ab-
sence of turbulence did not affect the mean handling quali-
ties ratings (HQRs) when the ratings were averaged across
all configurations and tasks. These findings were used as
a basis for discriminating between real differences in the
handling qualities ratings and those differences due to
sampling error. As a result, a practical meaining of the
results could be derived with a reasonable degree of confi-
dence. It must be noted that this analysis only tells one
that at least one of the means is different from the others.
Additional analyses, or an inspection of the magnitude of
the means themselves is required to tell which means are
different. Also, determining whether or not a statistically
significant difference between means has any practical im-
portance is left to the judgment of the researcher.
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D. CORRELATION OF INDIVIDUAL PILOT RATINGS
WITH THE AVERAGE RATINGS
The reliability of the assessment of the flying qualities
of configurations, when the pilot is asked to rate and com-
ment on the configuration while performing specific tasks, is
improved with an increase in the number of evaluation pilots.
This could not wholly be accomplished due to the fixed num-
ber of simulation hours and required number of configurations
to be evaluated. But high reliability can be maintained if
each of the evaluation pilots consistently correlates well
with the average [Ref. 10]. Each pilot's rating must be
independent of time and have a high index of correlation
with the average ratings. This index of correlation is a
measure of how well his sensitivity to configuration changes
(as reflected in his ratings) correlates with the sensitiv-
ity of the average ratings to the same configuration changes.
The results of the correlations between the individual rat-
ings of the primary test configurations and the average rat-
ings across all four evaluation pilots are given in Appendix
F. This analysis also provided a measure of the average de-
viation to be expected in the observations and an approximate
criterion for rejection of a particular rating or evaluation
pilot.
An index of correlation of unity represents a perfect 1
to 1 correlation between the particular pilot rating and the
average, while an index of correlation of zero indicates zero
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correlation of the pilot rating with the aerage. The index
of correlation for the pilots for each task is shown in
Table 5. The index of correlation for all four pilots was
moderately high except for two cases (Deceleration pilot 3,
Fire-control pilot 2) showing that their sensitivity to con-
figuration changes was basically the same as the average.
Since the correlation was very low in the Fire-control case
for pilot 2, and it appeared that his sensitivity to con-
figuration changes was negligible (the difference in his
ratings due to scatter), pilot 2's ratings were rejected for
the fire-control task. Also, the ratings for pilot 3 during
the deceleration maneuver were rejected, since a value of
0.40 is statistically not any different than zero. For N =
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E. DAMPING AND YAW GUST SENSITIVITY
For NOE Flight, deceleration and hover turns, higher
levels of yaw weathercock stability (N ) required higher
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levels of damping (N ) to achieve level 1 handling qualities
(Fig. 17). With the addition of wind and turbulence, these
same values of N required an even higher level of damping
to achieve level 1 handling qualities.
It was also illustrated that the task does affect the
level of yaw damping required for each of the N 's tested.
It appears that the more the task demands control activity
in the yaw axis, the more yaw damping is required. In the
deceleration task, very low damping levels can be tolerated
for all levels of N . In performing this task the pilot is
only controlling the yaw axis to maintain the nose along the
direction of flight. In the NOE task, yaw control becomes
more important in that the pilot is using the yaw axis con-
troller in coordination with the roll controller in negotiat-
ing the turns throughout the course. Correspondingly more
damping is required as N increases. When the pilot performs
the hover task, he is then controlling mainly the yaw axis.
In this case the required levels of damping are the highest
for increasing values of N . This same trend also occurred^ V
for a different task when turbulence/wind was added. It can
be seen from Figure 17 that the minimum levels of damping
increased considerably and the increase in slope corresponds
to the type of task performed. The only configurations that
maintained level 1 handling qualities for all of these tasks
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Figure 17. N versus N ,
r V
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37 N = 0.001, N = -4V r
29 N = 0.0025, N = -4V r
These values correspond to an ABC or XV-15 type of aircraft
with an added yaw damper.
In this experiment, control sensitivity (N„ ) was held
as a dependent variable and only changed with yaw damping.
It must be recognized though tht all three variables (N
,
N.N ) should be considered when establishing a criteria,
r' 5p
Using data from references 10 and 11, and data obtained in
this experiment, the following 3-dimensional plots were ob-
tained (Figs. 18 and 19) for NOE and hover flight. It can
be readily seen that a criteria for yaw handling qualities
should encompass all of these variables for a given task.
A minimum level of damping can be specified, but its value
is also dependent on N and N .
P
F. YAW CONTROL RESPONSE
For the fire control task, no statistically obvious
trends in pilot rating with N and N were apparent. Ref-
erence 13 states that, "The pilot's awareness of the con-
trollability and maneuverability of the vehicle is influenced
primarily by its short-term-attitude response to control in-
puts." A means of identifying this short-term response in
the yaw axis is by calculating the heading response in 1 sec






















































































































yaw damping and heading response which yielded level-1 hand-
ling qualities for the air-to-air fire-control task are in-
dicated in Figure 20. Level-1 handling qualities were
obtained only for responses between 10-17° after 1 sec for
1-in, of pedal deflection and damping levels between -2.5
and -4 sec" . Military specif icaiton F-83300 states that
the minimum and maximum heading responses for level-1 hand-
ling qualities are 6-23" after 1 sec for 1 in. of pedal de-
flection, but no specific relationship to yaw damping values
or specific tasks are specified. In analyzing the air-to-
air missile fire control task and pilot comments, it was ob-
served that the pilot desired to quickly move the aircraft
to align the sight of the target with a minimum of overshoot
or undershoot. Pilot comments taken from the configurations
lying in the area outside the level-1 handling qualities re-
gion of Figure 20 may be summarized as:
<\f < 10" after 1 sec for 1 in. pedal--The pedals are too
insensitive for acquisiton and tracking.
^ > 17* after 1 sec for 1 in. pedal--The pedals are too
sensitive for acquisition and tracking.
|N^| > 4--Aircraft displayed control ratcheting when
tracking.
JN^I < 2 . 5--Aircraf t keeps overshooting and undershooting
the target. It is hard to get the aircraft settled down
on a consistent rate.
Examples of this are illustrated in Figure 21. The config-
urations that received good ratings had a very good response
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ii//1 sec/1 In. = 15°
COMMENTS: VERY WELL DAMPED
GOOD AND QUICK RESPONSE
5° RIGHT








THE TARGET BECAUSE THE AIR-












^,/^ jec/1 in. • 12.9°
COMMENTS: VERY EASY TO ACQUIRE
AND TRACK THE TARGET
• SELECT F.C. - STRIP CHART DATA STARTS WHEN PILOTS INITIATES MISSILE
FIRE CONTROL SIGHT ON HUD USING CYCLIC STICK SWITCH
•• EOM - END OF MISSION (PILOT EITHER SHOOTS DOWN TARGET OR RUNS
OUT OF TIME)
••• L.fl - TARGET WAS INITIATED FROM EITHER THE LEFT OR RIGHT DIRECTION
Figure 21. Examples of yaw axis control activity
for the fire-control task.
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and tracking error. The configurations that received poor
ratings either had poor response or were not optimally damped,
thus it was extremely hard to get the sight aligned with the
target within the allotted time constraints.
These results are for an air-to-air task with the target
aircraft traveling at a constant velocity of 60 knots and at
a constant range of 1,000 ft. Variations in the target tra-
jectory may very well affect the location of the level-1 re-
gion of the yaw damping-response plane.
Level 1 control response data was also obtained for the
NOE, deceleration, and hover task. These results are listed
in Table 6. It can be seen that for these tasks the MIL-F-
83300 specification is a satisfactory criterion.
G. RESPONSE TO TURBULENCE
An important result of the analysis conducted in refer-
ence 11 was that the minimum damping levels are apparently
determined on the basis of the aircraft's response to tur-
bulence, from either an open-loop or a closed-loop viewpoint.
Minimum damping levels for a given task and boundary are
lines along which the aircraft's heading response to turbu-
lence is constant for all values of N . Therefore, as N isV ' v
increased, the pilot requires increasing values of N to
maintain the aircraft response to turbulence at the desired
level. The values of a^ selected for the level 1 boundary
from the experiment conducted in reference 11 was 8° and 7".
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This was for the visual and instrument approach task,
respectively.
TABLE 6
LEVEL 1 CONTROL RESPONSE DATA FOR TASKS*
NOE Deceleration IGE turn OGE turn MIL-F-83300
Minimum S'' 6" T"* 7° 6°
Maximum 12° 12.5'' 13.5° 13.5" 23°
* after 1 sec for 1 in. pedal (low turbulence/wind).
For the yaw control experiment, heading response data
was obtained by generating om over a period of 6 sec with
light turbulence at a hover (Appendix H). Heading response
(o-p) versus yaw damping for each of the N 's was then plot-
ted. These results are given in Figure 22. It can be seen
for all values of N
, a^ decreases ad damping increases.
A linear correlation analysis was conducted between o^ and
N . The correlation coefficient was 0.79, which shows a
moderately high correlation. It can also be observed that
the higher the value of N , the more the yaw damping re-
quirement is increased. The respective damping levels for
values of N to achieve level 1 were:V
For N = 0.01, 0.02 --N = -4.5V ' r
N = 0.005 --N = -3.5V r
N = 0.001, 0.0025 --N = -1.8V ' r
These values are in general agreement with previous results,
but this criteria was only examined for the hover case and
more research must be directed to investigate possible values
for other tasks.
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The maximum o^ resulting for level 1 handling qualities
was l.e**. This differs considerably from a a^ of 7° or 8**
as obtained in reference 11. The possible difference may
have come from the time period used to generate or^ , the dis-
tinctive tasks, and the level of turbulence. These results
show that it is possible to determine good handling qualities
from open loop turbulence response. In order to become a
viable criterion, however, the specific task, the time to
generate Or^ , and the turbulence level must be thoughtfully
considered.
H. LOSS OF TAIL ROTOR CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS
This phenomena has been experienced operationally by
many OH-58 series aircrews in the field [Refs. 34-35]. In
investigating the loss of tail rotor effectiveness, a total
of 47 data runs were obtained. The moderate and strong wind
conditions were evaluated by one engineer/pilot and the re-
maining configurations were flown by four test pilots. The
resulting Cooper-Harper ratings are presented in Table 7.
By modeling the first-order effects of N , N , and N,2 -^ r v' 5
P
for different wind conditions and azimuths, it was possible
to induce a right-spin which is characteristic of that en-
countered during loss of tail rotor control effectiveness
in OH-58 series aircraft [Refs. 34-35]. These results do
not imply that these are the only vairables or circumstances
to cause the phenomena; but, by investigating these factors,
more groundwork was laid for further research.
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TABLE 7
COOPER-HARPER RATINGS FOR TAIL-ROTOR CONFIGURATIONS
Nf.sec"^
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1 YAW AUGMENTATION ADDED
\ \ LOSS OF TAIL-ROTOR CONTROL ENCOUNTERED
For yaw damping levels of |N | < 1.0 with moderate or
strong wind conditions, control of the aircraft was lost or
the aircraft was flown into the surrounding terrain while
the pilot was attempting to initiate a recovery. All of the
loss of control incidents occurred during the 90° right turn,
where a right spin was encountered. At no time did loss of
control occur in the left turn; however, pedal margin limits
were reached for certain configurations. The pilots flew the
various configurations NOE through the left turn, having to
turn the tail of the aircraft into the relative wind. Pilot
comments indicated that the very sharp right turn which took
coordinated roll and yaw control inputs required a higher
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than normal yaw input (and subsequently a higher induced
rate). This rate, combined with the added yaw rate due to
the environmental right tail-wind moment for low damped con-
figurations, forced the yaw rate and accompanying accelera-
tion to become even more aggravated. The tail rotor would
then lose partial effectiveness due to receiving a relative
wind coming from il' angles of 30" to 90" (Fig. 7). Depending
on the severity of the wind, yaw rate induced by the pilot,
the yaw damping of the aircraft, and the effective change in
yaw control power ( ij< between 30° and 90" for incrased rela-
tive velocities), the spin was induced. Figure 23 shows some
of the aircraft dynamic states and control positions during
a typical loss of control case. Additional pilot comments
indicated that if the loss of control had occurred at a high-
er altitude (>200 ft), recovery might have been possible.
At NOE altitudes, adding additional collective during the
spin tended to aggravate the condition. When the pilots at-
tempted to decrease the effect of main rotor torque by de-
creasing the collective, the result was usually ground or
tree contact during the spin.
While performing the left turn, control wasn't lost even
though control power margins may have been reached. In cor-
relating this to Figure 7, a left turn would generate a
relative wind on the tail rotor from ij» angles of 270" to
330". In this region, damping is adequate but increased
thrust is required. Pilot comments implied that since the
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left turn wasn't as severe as the right, neither was the
required left yaw rate. This left yaw rate was also dimin-
ished by the relative wind coming from the right. This
caused the pilot to increase the left pedal in order to line
up the nose with the line of flight. They would continue
adding pedal until the margin was reached. Since no large
yaw rates were encountered, the pilot would be in a steady
state condition with full left pedal. The pilots commented
that this was not desirable, but they could compensate for
this condition by adding left cyclic and flying with the
nose of the aircraft out of trim to the right. This is also
illustrated in Figure 23.
By decreasing the value of the aircraft directional gust
sensitivity parameter (N ) from 0.02 to 0.01 in strong winds,
it was observed that pilot ratings improved for yaw damping
values of -4.0 and -6.0; for damping values of -0.5 and -1.0
in moderate and strong winds, aircraft control was lost for
both values of gust sensitivity. For light winds, no degra-
dation in pilot rating with increasing gust sensitivity was
evident (N • v is insignificant).V g ^
Due to the excellent nature of the engine governing sys-
tem, the rotor rpm changed less than j+1.0%. Even though the
rpm effects were coupled to the aircraft yawing moment, a 1%
drop in rpm required only a 0.3 in. change in required left
pedal (6 ) for trim conditions. Pilot comments further
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PILOT ATTEMPTED TO DECREASE TURN
RATE BY LOWERING COLLECTIVE
A/C CRASHED
Figure 23. Typical loss of tail-rotor control
N = -0.5, N = 0.02, N, = 0.5, high winds.
r ' V '6 r ^
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or aggravating the loss of yaw control effectiveness in this
experiment. This result does not imply that poor rpm control
is not a factor in tail rotor loss of control; but, that with
a very good governor, rpm control is eliminated as a factor.
By adding a yaw SCAS or rate-command heading-hold augmen-
tation to a configuration with low yaw damping (N = -1.0),
the averaged pilot ratings improved. The pilots commented
that the nose of the aircraft had less of a tendency to os-
cillate and it was very easy to modulate the yaw rates.
I. BANDWIDTH ANALYSIS
Bandwidth is a qualitative measure of the input-to-out-
put response of a dynamic system. Since it is a measure of
the system input-to-output response, multi-parameter changes
within the system should be captured. This phenomenon makes
bandwidth an attractive criterion. Bandwidth analysis is
conducted in the frequency domain and results in a fundamen-
tal measure of the ability of the system output to follow
the system input. A higher system bandwidth reflects a fas-
ter and more predictable aircraft response to control inputs.
The input and output quantities selected to define the sys-
tem bandwidth are those most appropriate to the task being
evaluated; for example, heading regulation involves rudder
pedals as the input and yaw angle or rate as the output.
The bandwidth hypothesis [Ref. 36] originated from the
idea that the pilot's evaluation of aircraft handling
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qualities is dominated by the response characteristics of
the aircraft when it is Operated in a closed-loop tracking
task. That is, the pilot's capability to make rapid and
precise control inputs to minimize errors, and thereby im-
prove closed-loop tracking performance, dominates his eval-
uation. The classical definition of closed-loop bandwidth
[Ref. 36] is the frequency at which the Bode amplitude is 3
decibels (dB) less than the steady-state amplitude of the
system. For a closed-loop system characterized by a first-
order response, the bandwidth as defined above is also the
crossover frequency of the constituent rate-ordering (K/S)
open loop as shown on the left side of Figure 24. In this
figure, the crossover frequency is labeled oj / and the
bandwidth T; the latter to signify that bandwidth here is a
direct measure of the closed-loop time response to a step
command as shown on the right side of Figure 24. In this
case, crossover frequency, bandwidth, and the inverse of
the response time are identical.
In general, such exact unity does not carry over to
higher-order systems. Nevertheless in many cases, including
those of flying qualities interest, the bandwidth as defined
above is close, but not exactly equal, to the crossover fre-
quency. In the field of aircraft flying qualities, "band-
width" (defined by the highest open-loop crossover frequency
attainable with good closed-loop dynamics) is typically used































































tracking with rapid control inputs. Bandwidth indicates how
tightly he can close the loop without threatening the sta-
bility of the pilot/vehicle system; it is a measure of track-
ing precision and distrubance rejection. For precise tracking
tasks, maximizing open-loop stability and damping allows the
pilot to track high-frequency inputs and reject disturbances
without unacceptable oscillations due to low damping in the
closed-loop system.
Bandwidth hypothesis - Since the open-loop frequency is
equal to (and, for higher-order systems, approximately equal
to) the classical closed-loop bandwidth, the definition of
bandwidth and crossover frequency are equivalent. That is,
the system bandwidth is defined as the crossover frequency
for a simple, pure gain pilot with a 45° phase margin or a
6 dB gain margin, whichever frequency is lower (Fig. 25).
The basis of this criterion comes from gathered data that
express the relationship between closed-loop damping and
open-loop phase margin for an ideal open-loop plant [Ref. 36].
Physical significance of bandwidth. A pilot will attempt
to equalize the open-loop response characteristics (Kp,Kc of
Fig. 24) to a K/S shape. Controlled elements requiring lag
equalization are generally downgraded a minimal amount,
whereas requirements for significant amounts of pilot-gen-
erated lead (T >1 sec) are characteristically unsatisfactory
Li
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bandwidth as handling qualities criterion are summarized as
follows:
1. Bandwidth is a measure of risetime or speed of re-
sponse 1/T = -N^ (yaw damping) or -Z (heave damping).K r w
2. The closed-loop system bandwidth is approximately
equal to the crossover frequency for a pure pilot
gain (3 rad/sec yaw).
3. Low values of bandwidth are indicative of a need for
pilot lead equalization and hence poor ratings.
4. Requiring a minimum value of bandwidth is equivalent
to requiring rapid responses to control inputs with-
out overshoots or any other undesirable characteris-
tics of low damping (see Root Locus Analysis--Appendix
I). If such characteristics are not available through
the basic airframe, stability augmentation may be re-
quired. But still the control response characteristics
are limited by certain inherent aerodynamic derivatives,
which for the yaw axis are:
2
3 - N 3 -t- N U cos i)
r V o o
even if the aircraft is perfectly decoupled.
Pilot modeling. A closed-loop bandwidth analysis using
a simplified pilot model was investigated to see if pilot
modeling could be used as a predictive tool for yaw-control
handling-qualities research. The assumed form of the pilot's
transfer function was:
P(s) = K. e-^^
where K- is the pilot gain and x is the reaction time de-
lay (Fig. 26). For e~ ^ , the Pad^ approximation (expanded
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with the initial value of x set to 0,3 sec, which is repre-
sentative of the human neuromuscular time delay. The com-
putations consisted of adjusting the pilot's gain K- , as a
function of N , N , N to give a selected phase margin
P
(30") at the crossover frequency (frequency at which the
open-loop amplitude ratio is unity). A value of 3 rad/sec
was used as the constant crossover frequency, which assumes
that the pilot adjusts his characteristics to maintain this
constant value. The selected value of 3 rad/sec yields the
optimum lead for the values of N and phase margin [Ref. 11]
In this analysis, the pilot was assumed to be performing a
constant heading task while the aircraft was disturbed in
heading caused by lateral turbulence, so that the pilot re-
acted to suppress the deviation of aircraft heading from
the reference heading. Therefore, in closing the loop he
performed a "compensatory" task [Ref. 11].
Bandwidth results. To characterize the configurations
evaluated by the pilot in the yaw-response simulation, an
idealized heading-rate-to-pedal control-input transfer
function i/6 , was assumed. From this transfer function,
P
Bode plots were obtained for open-loop and pilot-in-the-
loop analyses, using the matrix of the experimental
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variables that were evaluated (Appendix J). An idealized
form of this transfer function may be assumed with good con-
fidence because the mathematical helicopter model [Ref. 25]
used for these studies was a small-perturbation model uti-
lizing stability derivatives as functions of velocity. The
open-loop system block diagram, including the assumed form
of the transfer function where Y = 4)/5 , is shown in Figure
27. A linear analysis computer program [Ref. 37] was used
to obtain the open-loop Bode plots and to perform the closed-
loop pilot model analysis (Appendix J). Figures 28-31 show
an evaluation of the open-loop heading rate bandwidths aig^
for the experimetnal matrix of variables versus the averaged
Cooper-Harper pilot ratings for the NOE taslc, the decelera-
tion taslc, the low-hover turns taslc, and the air-to-air tar-
get-acquisition taslc. The high-hover turn was omitted here
because of similarities between those data and the low-hover
turn data.
For the NOE taslc and low-hover turns, bandwidths greater
than 3.0 rad/sec resulted in substantially better handling
qualities. At these higher values of bandwidths, however,
the ratings range from 3 to 5 and do not consistently stay
in the level 1 region. The bandwidth where the deceleration
task gets considerably better ratings appears to be at
values greater than 3 rad/sec. For the air-to-air engage-
ment task, there was no readily correlated bandwidth for

















































































































































































































































































































































































the bandwidth can be assumed to be a measure of the speed of
response, the results of the air-to-air targeting task sug-
gest strongly that there is a specific range of bandwidth
values which will yield level 1 handling qualities, and that
these values can only be obtained by optimizing N^ and N
P
for this task (see previous results for air-to-air task).
This conclusion seems appropriate since the initial hypothe-
sis assumes a defined compensatory tracking. The air-to-air
tracking in this simulation is a variation of the above as-
sumed tracking because the pilot is attempting to quickly
match his yaw rate with the flightpath of the target ship
while also simultaneously minimizing the missile aiming
error.
The results for the NOE, deceleration, and hover tasks
indicate that while a minimum bandwidth may be specified,
this along with additional parameters (such as N , N , or
*^P
4* response to pedal inputs) must be used in order to com-
pletely define a specification. Finally, an investigation
was made into the use of a simple pilot model as a predictive
tool for yaw-control handling-qualities research. The pilot
gains resulting from the closed-loop pilot analysis (Appen-
dix J) were correlated with the Cooper-Harper pilot ratings
for the NOE task (Fig. 32). The correlation indicates that
a pilot gain of 4 will yield better handling qualities than
a configuration that requires a gain of 6. Even though a
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still be only a marginally satisfactory configuration. In
looking at Figure 32 it is evident that even at the lower
pilot gain values, configurations with high gust sensitivity
still were marginally satisfactory configurations. In order
to fully categorize an aircraft using this data, one must
have the derived pilot gain along with the aircraft gust
sensitivity value. To look at the validity of this approach,
a configuration with known marginal handling qualities was
analyzed (configuration 35). Using the closed-loop pilot
techniques, this configuration yielded a pilot gain of 5.5.
Comparing this value with the results presented in Figure
32 shows this configuration to predict handling qualities in
the level 2 region (a Cooper-Harper pilot rating of 6.5).
This technique can provide a preliminary predictive capa-
bility, but other criteria (such as specifying N < 0.01)
must also be used for a more complete specification.
Performance analysis - This method for assessing handling
qualities invovles the use of various objective measures of
system performance. The assumption underlying this technique
is that poor vehicle-handling qualities result in the degra-
dation of certain aspects of system performance which are
objectively measurable. Degradation of these measures is,
in turn, assumed to be negatively correlated with mission
achievement.
The performance approach has the advantage of measurement
objectivity. It yields an objective record (for example,
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tracking error, airspeed error, and time to complete a task)
as a function of variation in vehicle-control parameters.
These measures can be reliable when^ireated with sophisti-
cated techniques as stated in reference 33. There are at
least two serious shortcomings of the performance approach.
First, it is difficult to select one or two performance mea-
sures that have predictive validity with reference to ulti-
mate mission success. Secondly, the pilot tends to
accommodate his output to a wide range of variations in con-
trol parameters without permitting degradation of vehicle
performance. Reference 33 states that this accommodation is
accomplished by a shift of effort and attention to the con-
trol task, at the expense of operator readiness for unex-
pected contingencies of the mission. This method was
explored using data and performance measures from the yaw
control experiment's primary test configurations.
Analysis of variance - The performance measures selected
for an analysis of variance examination during the experi-
ment were:
Height above ground level - NOE task (1)
Forward airspeed - NOE task (1)
Heading changes - deceleration task (2)
Yaw rates - in-ground-ef feet hover turn (3)
Height above ground level - IGE turn (3)
Heading error - hover bob-up (4)
Yaw rates - OGE hover turn (5)
Height above ground level - OGE turn (5)
Reaction time data - fire control task (6)
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These measures were selected by the researchers on an arbi-
trary basis. A task analysis was conducted, and standards
used in reference 19 to perform the listed combat task were
utilized as a reference for the various measures.
Table 8 lists the analysis of variance results for each
of the performance measures. The F-test indicated differ-
ences in level of performance for the following measures
(significant difference indicated if p < 0.05):
Forward airspeed (task 1) due to differences in configura-
tion or turbulence
Aircraft heading (task 2) due to the combination of dif-
ferences in configuration and turbulence
Yaw rates (task 3) due to differences in configuration
Yaw rates (task 5) due to differences in configuration.
The F-test did not indicate which of the configurations
differed significantly in performance from other configura-
tions. To establish the differences and the meaningfulness
of each of the above measures, a further analysis was con-
ducted of each of the above.
Forward airspeed performance measure. The mean forward
airspeed versus damping is depicted in Figure 33. Also for
each data point, the associated pilot rating is included.
The pilots were instructed to fly at 40 knots
_+5 knots in
flying the NOE stay within the performance criteria. Also,
the ratings for the turbulence cases do not approach level 1
handling qualities.
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TABLE 8.- ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR NOE PERFORMANCE MEASURES
Variable Degrees of Mean p statistic Probability
freedom square
Height above ground level - task 1
Configuration 10 15.44 1.19 0.33
Turbulence 1 48.1 3.22 .17
Configuration x turbulence 10 9.1 .54 .85
Forward airspeed - task 1
Configuration 10 15.2 2.31 0.0375
Turbulence 1 2503.5 88.9 .0025
Configuration x turbulence 10 7.31 .72 .6985
Aircraft heading - task 2
Configuration 10 29.6 1.94 0.078
Turbulence 1 17.9 .43 .56
Configuration x turbulence 10 24.1 2.66 .019
Yaw rates - task 3
Configuration 10 15.35 4.77 0.000
Turbulence 1 .47 .09 .783
Configuration x turbulence 10 1.79 .81 .62
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Heading error - task 4
Configuration 10
Turbulence 1










Yaw rate - task 5
Configuration 10
Turbulence 1










Height above ground level - task 5
Configuration 10
Turbulence 1










Reaction time - task 6
Configuration 10
Turbulence 1












































The cases that did meet the performance criteria are
divided into two groups. Those two groups were: the con-
figurations that met level 1 handling qualities criteria
( N < 2.5); and those configurations that remained outside
level 1 ( N < 2.5) in the level 2 handling qualities cri-
teria area. The pilot comments show that most of the con-
figurations that did meet the performance criteria (but not
level 1 handling qualities) just required more pilot compen-
sation to adequately perform the task. This caused the
degradation in the pilot ratings. In this experiment the
pilot was not required to perform other tasks such as navi-
gation and communication that might impinge on his ability
to compensate for poorer configurations. It does appear
that forward airspeed can be used as a good performance
measure for NOE flight. However, the total task must be
structured so that it encompasses all necessary actions a
pilot must cognitively perform manually, perceptively, and
communicatively. This would ensure that a performance mea-
sure is met because of overall good handling qualities and
not just because of added pilot compens-ation.
Aircraft heading error performance measure. Aircraft
configuration (represented by values of yaw damping) versus
aircraft heading error is represented in Figure 34. During
this task the pilot was insructed to maintain the aircraft
heading at 360° ±5°. It can be observed that most of the
configurations performed within the performance criteria,
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even with turbulence. It can be concluded that the task
performance standard was not set at a level where the lack
of good handling qualities really made a considerable dif-
ference. If the data in Figure 34 were to be given a per-
formance criterion of +_3*' instead of the +.5°, then the
standard could possibly have some significance regarding
handling qualities. Minimum damping values could then be
specified that met both the performance criteria and the
level 1 handling qualities. Still, there would be cases
that do not meet level 1 handling qualities criteria, but do
meet the revised performance standard. This again illus-
trates the pilot's ability to compensate for poorer handling
qualities, which further substantiates the conclusion that
performance data cannot be used solely in determining the
"goodness" of an aircraft.
Yaw rate performance measure (tasks 3 and 5). The per-
formance data for all the configurations show the minimum
yaw rate achieved was 8° /sec and the maximum rate was 12°
sec. The pilots were only instructed to maintain a yaw
rate of less than 22°/sec for both hover tasks, and all of
the configurations were well within the criteria limits.
Even though differences in performance caused by changes in
configuration were statistically evident, it was concluded
that the overall diffference in yaw rates was not signifi-
cant. In this case the relative performance criterion was
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Figure 34. Deceleration task performance
measure data.
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Fire-control task performance analysis. With Army doc-
trine currently emphasizing air-to-air combat for helicopters,
the ability of the aircraft weapon system to accomplish this
task in an NOE environment takes on special significance.
Because there is presently no operational air-to-air
system from which to gain performance data, several questions
become apparent. Can an aircraft at hover engage a moving
air target with a stinger-type missile system? If it can,
what are the performance standards for this type of task?
Performance data were collected during the simulation of
the fire control task to obtain information that could possi-
bly be used in assessing preliminary aircraft system designs.
A complete tabulation of the performance data collected is
shown in Appendix K. The data consisted of: the average
successes, raction time data, circular error radius data,
maximum yaw rates, successful-firing-time data, and mean yaw
rates. These measures were selected due to their importance
in the overall peformance of the fire control task.
Target engagement success rate. In Figure 35 the region
of success <75% is plotted on the N versus graph. Also
illustrated is the level 1 handling qualities boundary. A
success was defined as: when the piloted aircraft was able
to acquire and shoot down the target aircraft within the
allotted time without ascending above 100 ft or crashing
into the surrrounding terrain.
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20
Figure 35. Fire control task performance
measure data.
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The graph illustrates that the level 1 handling quali-
ties boundary is encompassed by the area of high success,
but there are regions where high success dates occurred that
lie outside the level 1 handling qualities boundary. The
data emphasize previous performance results that show the
pilot can still maintain adequate performance by increasing
pilot compensation to a moderate or considerable extent.
The success rate can be used to determine overall adequacy
of the system, but it must be analyzed in context of total
pilot effort expended to complete all aspects of the task.
Task peculiar performance data. The performance data
listed in Table 9 did not correlate with any specific con-
figuration parameter, but it was considered important because
it outlined the overall performance of the pilot-aircraft
system in accomplishing this particular task. The data in
effect could be an initial attempt at producing an aircraft
performance criterion for conducting the air-to-air engage-
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V. CONCLUSIONS
A piloted simulation was conducted to investigate direc-
tional-axis handling-qualities requirements for low speed
(<40 knots) and hover tasks performed by an advanced Scout/
Attack helicopter. The various test configurations included
directional characteristics of various candidate light heli-
copter family configurations. A secondary objective of this
investigation was to model the first-order effects that con-
tribute to the loss of tail rotor control experienced by the
OH-58 series aircraft and also to evaluate the handling qual-
ities parameters that reduce or eliminate tail rotor control
problems in the context of the given test conditions. Based
on the results of the experiment, the following conclusions
were drawn:
1. Subjective ratings are a reliable method of determin-
ing the handling qualities of piloted aircraft. By
using the analysis of variance technique, Cooper-
Harper pilot ratings were utilized to ascertain sub-
jective differences in configuration, turbulence, and
task; the establishment of which led to further mean-
ingful analysis of the results.
2. Higher values of directional gust sensitivity required
greater minimum values of yaw damping to achieve level
1 handling qualities for nap-of -the-Earth (NOE) flight,
NOE deceleration, and hover turns. Not only are mini-
mum yaw damping levels affected by changes in weather-
cock stability (N ), but the variation in task and the
addition of turbulence will also cause a shift in
required damping levels. Typical values of required
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-1.0 \< -6.0.02 -3 > N > -6.0
Yaw damping, yaw gust sensitivity, and control sensi-
tivity cannot be used as total criteria for an air-to-
air target acquisition and trac]<:ing taslc. Control
response criteria must also be applied. Values of N
between -3 and -4 (sec"-'-) and a heading response of
10° to 16" in 1 sec for 1 in. of pedal input yielded
level 1 handling qualities.
Open-loop aircraft turbulence response appears to be
a satisfactory criterion for determining aircraft
handling qualities at hover. For the hover taslc with
low turbulence/wind, the level 1 handling qualities
criterion was 1.6° ( ot ) . Two important factors must
be recognized as affecting this value: one is the
level of turbulence/wind selected, and the other is
the time allowed for the a value to be generated.
For the tail rotor configurations, a relatively simple
tail rotor model was able to reproduce the reductions
in yaw damping and control power at certain relative
wind azimuths which contribute to a loss of directional
control. Loss of directional control occurred only
for tailwinds and quartering tailwinds greater than 20
knots, configurations with larger values of yaw damp-
ing ( |N |> 1.0 sec~l) were less susceptible to a loss
of directional control; for winds greater than 30 ]<nots,
lower values of weathercoclc stability (N < 0.01) also
had beneficial effects. The effects of this particular
engine model did not induce or aggravate the loss of
tail rotor control substantially for the given test
conditions and variables.
It appears that minimum bandwidths may be specified,
in general, for some taslcs. But other aircraft param-
eters should also be used for the definition of any
particular criteria. This applies to the NOE, deceler-
ation, and hover tas]<:s. For these tas]<:s, configura-
tions with bandwidths less than 3 rad/sec will assuredly
have poor handling qualities; but on the other hand,
just because a configuration exhibits a bandwidth great-
er than 3 rad/sec does not ensure that it will be a
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level 1 configuration. There are other factors such
as the task, the control strategy, inter-axis coupling,
and turbulence levels that must be accounted for. Be-
cause of the uniqueness of the air-to-air tracking
task, it is necessary to optimize pedal response with
yaw damping for the specific task. Using only the
bandwidth criteria may not yield totally reliable re-
sults. Finally, a simple pilot model can be used to
provide a preliminary predictive capability. This
analytic approach can be considered ideal from the sys-
tem design point of view because the optimization of a
system with reference to handling qualities can be
begun on paper in the very early phases of control
design.
i
The performance data for the yaw control experiment
yielded an objective record of measures as a function
of the variation in vehicle, task, and turbulence
parameters. The performance measures that were found
to have a predictive validity with reference to mission
success were: airspeed, for the NOE flight; heading
error, for the deceleration maneuver; and target en-
gagement success rate, for the fire control task. The
values of these measures were:
Airspeed - 40 knots +_5 knots.
Yaw heading error +_5° (initially), +3° (revised).
Target engagement success rate > 75%.
In using performance measures alone, one must be care-
ful in equating them to handling qualities. As shown
in the performance measures results, the controller
tends to accommodate his output to a wide range of
variations in control parameters without permitting
degradation of vehicle performance. Therefore, per-
formance measures must be used in conjunction with
handling qualities assessment to ensure that the air-
craft performs the mission with the desired level of
effort. Finally, for performance measures to have
some predictive validity they must be carefully chosen
so they reference the success of the task. This can
only be accomplished by conducting a thorough task
analysis and deriving specific and significant stand-
ards for the given task.
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APPENDIX A
SCAT CONFIGURATION PARAMETERS AND STABILITY DERIVATIVES
SCAT AERODYNAMICS
General
The total aerodynamic forces and momenta required for the a ix-degree-of-freedom
equations of siotion are generated as the sunnation of reference and first-order
terms of a Taylor series expansion atjout a reference trajectory defined as a func-
tion of airspeed (VEQ). Function generation system subroutines are utilized to
produce the values for the following parameters as funccions of a single variable
VEQ:
1. Reference values for total forces and moments— X^^, Y|^, Z^, and H^
2. Reference values for aircraft motion and control varlabies—Wj^, A^
,
Bis ' W *""* ''^''r ^^




, X^ and Za
o
4. Values for engine/rotor degree-of-freedom—e.g. , Zg, Mg
The reference values for the total forces and moments are specified at 20-lcnot
intervals of the independent variable for 20 Icnots < VEQ i 100 Icnots. Each of the
remaining dependent variables is specified at 20-lcnot intervals (above 20 lonots) and
at 10-lcnot intervals (from to 20 knots of the independent variable). Linear
interpolation is used to determine the value of each parameter between these
brealcpoints.
Derivatives
The longitudinal and lateral-directional aerodynamics of the basic model are
uncoupled with the exception of yawing moment due to tail rotor collective pitch
inputs. An option which adds perturbations to the basic aerodynamic forces and
moments to account for coupling effects is available. The following coupling
effects are included: (1) longitudinal equations, v^, p, r, A^ , e-^j^, Q, and




OWB 3 WB - WBR
DTHET0 s THET0 - THET0R
DAIS 3 A1S - A1SR
DB1S a BIS - B1SR
DTHETTR s THETTR - THETTRR
OOMECA : OMEGA - OMEGAR
where WBR, THET0R, A1SR, B1SR, THETTR are ail generated by function generator
system subroutines as functions of VEQ. OMEGAR Is set at a constant equal to the
nonnal rotor operating speed.
X-force equatlon-
FAX = )(MASS»{XQ«QB XW»DWB XB1S»DB1S XTH0«DTHETa XREF}
where XQ, XW. XB1S, XTH0, XHSIA, and XREF are all generated as functions of VEQ
Y-force eqxiatlon-
FAY 3 XMASS»{YP«PB • YR«RB r;*RB YAIS'DAIS * rTHTR'DTHETTR * YREF}
where YP, YR, YV, YA1S, YTHTR, and YREF are ail generated as functions of VEQ
Z-force eqiiatlon-
FA2 = XMASS»{ZQ«QB ZW*DWB ZB1S»DB1S ZTHO*DTHET0 ZH«OH ZREF}
where ZQ, ZW, ZB1S, ZTH0, ZH, and ZREF are all generated as functions of VEQ and
HAGL - 40 for HAGL i UO ft
OH 3
for HAGL > 40 ft
where HAGL = HCG - HTER.
L-oument equation*
TAL = XIXX»{ULP»PB ULR»RB -.. ULV«VB ULAIS'DAIS ULTTR«DTHETTR
}
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where ULP, ULR, ULV, ULA1S, and ULTTR are all generated as functions of VEQ.
M-moment equation-
TAM = XrYY«{UMQ*QB *- UMW»DWB * UMB1S»DB1S > UMTH0»DTHET0 + UMREF}
where UMQ, UMW, UMBIS, UMTHO, and UMREF are ail generated as functions of VEQ.
N-moment equation-
TAN = XIZ2«(UNP«PB > UNR*RB •• UNV»VB UNTH0»DTHET0 UNTTR»DTHETTR -.- UNA1S»DA1S)
where UNP, UNR, UNV, UNTH0, UNTTR, and UNA1S are ail generated as functions of
VEQ.
The values of the referenced forces and moments, stability and control param-
eters, and reference aircraft motion and control variables are presented In
tables A-1 through A-8 as functions of (VEQ) at the designated breakpoints.
The optional perturbations to the basic expressions for total aerodynamic
forces and moments to account for coupling effects are as follows:
DELFAX = XMASS»(UXP*PB UXR«R8 * UXV«VB XA1S»DA1S ••• XTHTR*DTHETTR)
DELFAY : XMASS»(UYQ»QB > UYW»DWB * YB1S«DB1S * YTH0»DTHET0)
DELFAZ : XMASS»(UZP*P8 UZR«RB * UZV»VB > ZA1S»DA1S * ZTHTR«DTHETTR
ZOMEGA*DOMEGA)
DELTAL = XIXX«(ULQ»QB ULW»DWB * ULB1S*DB1S * ULTH0»OTHET0)
DELTAM = XIYY«(UMP«PB UMR»RB * UMV»VB > UMA1S»DA1S > UMTTR«DTHETTR)
DELTAN = XiZZ»(UNQ»QB > UNW"DWB UNB1S»DB1S NOMEGA»DOMECA)
The values for the derivatives are also presented in tables A-3 through A-8.
Tail rotor modeling- For military applications, adequate directional control
must be provided in hover and at low speeds in winds coming from any azimuth. To
investigate this aspect, changes in tail rotor control power, aircraft yaw damping,
Np, and aircraft yaw gust sensitivity for winds coming from any azimuth was modeled
by making both Nj. and Nj functions of relative wind direction and magnitude and
by making N^ a function bf wind magnitude.
The ARMCOP model in reference 22 was utilized to obtain the linear derivatives
for Np and Nj from 0' to 360* (in 20' increments) for to UO knots (in 10-knot
increments) (tables A-9 and A- 10).
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The tail rotor was modeled as a teetering rotor without cyclic pitch. Since
the tail rotor flapping frequency was much higher than that of the main rotor
system, the tip-path plane dynamics were neglected. The local flow at the tail
rotor included the effect of downwash from the main rotor system. A complete
description of ihe maChemacicai nodei i.3 given in reference 22. A iiscing oC the
values for the tail rotor paramecers is given in table A-11.
















XMA25 M Aircraft mass Slugs 122.51
XP Pilots design Ft 5.375










10 20 40 60 80 100
WR, ft/sec
"R 3.97 3.65 6.56 6.29 5.36
A1SR, deg Al -0.51 -2.06 -2.678 -1.854 -1.23 -.824 -. 1
B1SR, deg bSR -.715 -.357 -.143 .286 .572 .6435 1.6
THET0R, deg a SR
oR 6.0 5.7 5.25 5.1 5.25 5.55 6.0
THETTRR, deg




2.913 3.633 3.633 1.893 2.142 1.392 .872
YR, ft/sec
'^R
1.H«i» 1.U12 1.412 .8192 .6561 .6736 .9660
ZREF, ft/sec Zr -32.036 -33.013 -33.013 -31.819 -31.963 -31.386 -31.878
UMREF, rad/sec Mr -.203 -.203 -.0135 -.0331 -.0105 -.0006
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10 20 40 60 80 100
XQ.
^q 1.03 1.07 1.19 1.42 1.43 1.29 1.29
ft/sec'^/rad/sec
XU,» % -.01U4 -.021 -.025 -.024 .043 -.055 -.073
ft/sec^/ft/sec
XW,
^W •oigu .0236 .0319 .0396 .041 .045 .046
ft/sec^/ft/sec




^BIS .51 .5 .48 .46 .43 .41 .42




-.04 -.034 -.04 -.066 -.042 -.03 -.04
ft/sec^/rad/sec
UXV,
^ .004 .004 .0043 .0067 .005 .0046 .007
ft/sec^/ft/sec
XAIS
^AIS -.147 -.146 -.146 -.146 -.139 -.133 -.119
ft/sec'=^/deg
XTHTR
^9TR -.00024 -.002 -.0015 -.005 -.007 -.016 -.03
ft/sec'^/deg
XOMECA Xa
*Not explicitly included in aerodynamics.
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10 20 40 60 80 100
YP.
^P




Yr .3 .29 .33 .63 .914 1.17 1.52
YV, ^ -.033 -.032 -.033 -.08 -.107 -.135 -.175
ft/sec'^/ft/sec
YA1S




^9tr .239 .235 .226 .217 .206 .226 .24
UYQ.








^8 IS .15 .15 .155 .165 .165 .170 .189
YTH0,





^U .0075 .0018 .0035 .00403 -.006 .0012 .0026
ft/sec'^/ft/sec
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10 20 40 60 80 100
ZQ, 2q -0.028 0.126 0.854 0.47 0.12 0.54 0.087
ft/sec^/rad/sec
ZOMECA, ft/sec "•Q -2.52 -2.52 -2.52 -2.52 -2.52 -2.52 -2.52
ZU«,
^u .0133 -.156 -.188 -.069 -.011 .021 .016
ft/sec'^/ft/sec
ZW, Zw -.32 -.38U -.5 -.65 -.73 -.73 -.81
ft/sec'^/ft/sec
ZTH0, ^9 -4.93 -4.8 -4.77 -5.29 -5.73 -6.2 -6.56
ft/sec^/deg "o
ZB1S,
'^BIS .06 .199 .35 .713 1.12 1.55 2.08
ft/sec^/deg
ZH.
^h .47 .3525 .235
ft/sec'^/ft
UZP, 7 -.023 .175 .23 .53 .35 1.2 1.53
ft/sec^/rad/sec
UZR, Zr .209 .21 .213 .25 .289 .33 .348
ft/sec^/ft/sec
UZV,
^7 -.0006 -.002 -.0026 -.004 -.0056 -.0077 -.01
ft/sec^/ft/sec
ZA1S,
^AIS -.016 -.048 -.084 -.168 -.14 -.36 -.45
ft/sec^/deg
ZTHTR, ft/sec/deg
^9TR .00013 .0012 .002 .004 .006 .01 .022
"Not explicitly included in aerodynamics.
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10 20 40 60 80 TOO




-.114 -.113 -.106 -.013 -.072 -.17 -.33
rad/sec /rad/sec
ULV, ^ -.026 -.025 -.024 -.03 -.03 -.032 -.031
rad/sec^/ft/sec
ULA1S,
^AIS .92 .99 .92 .92 .92 .92 .937
rad/sec^/deg
ULTTR,
''9TR .067 .066 .064 .06 .055 .06 .0634
rad/sec^/deg
ULQ.








-.315 -.315 -.315 -.32 -.32 -.325 -.34
rad/sec^/deg
ULTH0,




ULU, hi .026 .0184 .0085 .003 -.007 -.005 -.003
rad/sec^/ ft/sec
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10 20 40 60 80 100
UMQ,






.007U .0074 .0067 .0061 .0045 .009 .0051
UMW
"w
-.0046 -.0064 -.0088 .0029 .004 .031 .0184
rad/sec^/ft/sec
UMTH0, ^^3 -.043 -.029 -.013 .005 .046 .04 .12
rad/sec^/deg ''o
UMB1S,




"p .257 .255 .246 .232 .225 .24 .24
UMR,
"r




"ais .108 .108 .108 .108 . 11 .108 .108
UMTTR,





My -.0025 -.0025 -.0025 -.003 -.0028 -.003 -.0046
.
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10 20 40 60 80 TOO
UNP, % -0.09 -0.126 -0.144 -0.179 -0.225 -0.3 -0.48
rad/sec^/rad/sec
UNR, h -.U3 -.48 -.55 -.33 -1.14 -1.40 -1.77
pad/sec /rad/sec
UNV, \ .018 .019 .022 .027 .031 .036 .078
rad/sec^/ft/sec




.03 .03 .03 .02 .016 .015 .025
rad/sec^/deg
UNTTR,
^9TR -.268 -.265 -.253 -.248 -.232 -.265 -.27
rad/sec /deg
UNO,
^q -.21 -.216 -.24 -.262 -.36 -.455 -.599
rad/sec^/ft/sec
UNW, \ -.002 -.004 -.009 -.021 -.02 -.015 -.005
rad/sec^/deg
UNB1S,
^BIS -.01 -.012 -.015 -.028 -.39 -.04 -.005
rad/sec^/deg
NOMEGA, 1/sec
"q .062 .062 .062 .062 .062 .062 .062
UNU,
*•







TABLE A-9.- M. DERIVATIVE VALUES FOR LINEAR TAIL-ROTOR MODELING
Bwtnd/dlrecclon (GAMAHIC), ieg
VEQ 20 40 60 30 90 100 120 140 160
10 N10 N10 N10 M10 N10 M10 N10 N10 N10 N10
100.7* 100.7* 100,7* 100.7*
•
99.6*


























40 N40 MttO N40 M40 N40 N40 N40 N40 N40 N40
125* 127* 126* 124* 125* 128* 127* 126* 125*
VEQ ISO 200 220 240 260 280 300 320 340
10 M10 M10 M10 M10 N10 N10 N10 N10 N10


















109* 75* 66* 78*
40 N40 N40 M40 N40 N40 N40 N40 N40 N40
120* 91.5* 95*
X
70* 53* 118* 56*
X
93.3* 131*
N10 3 N.^j. at 10 knots VEQ
N20 s Ng-j, at 20 Imota VEQ
N30 s Ng-.j, at 30 Icnots VEQ
N40 = Mg-j,j, at 40 taiota VEQ
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TABLE A-10.- Mj. DERIVATIVE VALUES FOR LINEAR TAIL-ROTOR MODELING
^tnd/dlreccion (GAMAHIC). deg
VEQ 20 40 60 80 90 100 120 140 160
10 RIO RIO RIO RIO R10 RIO RIO RIO RIO RIO
105* 105% 105% 110% 108% 108%
s
104% 96%













30 R30 R30 R30 R30 R30 R30 R30 R30 R30 R30
101% 103%
n
103% 109% 113% 110%
X
101% 94% 89.7%
40 R40 R40 R40 R40 R40 R40 R40 R40 R40 R40
30% 32% 32% 82% 92% 37% 30% 73% 69%
VEQ 180 200 220 240 260 280 300 320 340
10 RIO RIO RIO RIO RIO RIO RIO RIO RIO
94% 91% 91% 91% 91% 92% 91%
20 R20 R20 R20 R20 R20 R20 R20 R20 R20
86% 31% 75% 68% 68% 71% 76% 86% 95%
30 R30 R30 R30 R30 R30 R30 R30 R30 R30
87% 79% 95.5% 70.5% 45.5% 51% 75% 106%
40 R40 R40 R40 R40 R40 R40 R40 R40 R40
68% 89% 79%
<
80% 97% 89% 85% 82%
RIO = N att 10 Icnota VEQ
R20 = N at 20 Icnota VEQ
R30 = N at 30 Imota VEQ
R40 = M at 40 Icnots VEQ
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Main rotor (MR) f?rouo
MR rotor radius
^MR ROTOR ft 17.5
MR chord
°Mr CHORD ft .79
MR rotational speed
^m OMEGA rad/sec U1.3
Number of blades nb BLADES N-D H
MR Loclc number
^MR GAMMA M-D 7.06
MR hinge offset e EPSLN t/100 .0291
MR flapping spring constant ^^8 AKBETA lb- ft/ rad 11287.46













MR lift curve slope
»MR ASLOPE rad*^ 6.00
MR oaximuffl thrust ^ CTM N-D .1145





MR hub stationline STA„ STAH in. 107.329
MR hub waterline WLh WLH in. 115.3
Tail rotor (TR) ;?rouD
n
TR radius
^R RTR ft 2.7083
TR rotational speed
^TR 0^ffR rad/sec 249.338
TR Loclc number
^TR GAMATR N-D 1.79
TR solidity
'TR STR N-D .1244

















TR hub stationline STA^I, STATR in. 354.104
TR hub wateriine «Ltr WLTR in. 88.067
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TABLE A- 11.- CONTINUED
Maae Algeoraio Computer tJnits txamole
5ymool snemonic '/aiue
Horizontal stabilizer (HS)
as station STAhs STAHS in. 258.12
HS waterline
«-HS WLHS in. 72.94
HS incidence angle
^HS AIHS rad -.091
HS area Shs SHS ft2 9.74
HS aspect ratio aJ'hs ARHS N-0 4.33
HS ataximuffl lift curve slope
^^^HS
CLMHS N-D .674
HS dynamic pressure ratio
"HS XHG M-0 .77 - .35





VF stationline STAvF STAVF in. 354.67
VF waterline
«-VF WLVF in. 93.2
VF incidence angle iVF AIFF rad -.091
VF area SVF SF ft2 9.12
VF aspect ratio ARyp ARF N-D 4.60
VF sweep angle Ap ALMF rad .4538
VF oaximuo lift curve slope









Tall rotor induced velocity \n XKVTR N-D 1.0
effect at .VF
Aircraft mass and inertia
Aircraft weight
«lc WAITIC lb 3944.7
Aircraft roll inertia hx XIXXIC slug-ft^ 1208.4
Aircraft pitch inertia Iyy XIYYIC slug-ft^ 2938.9
Aircraft yaw inertia I22 XIZZIC 3lug-ft2 2228.0
Aircraft cross product of inert ial hz XIXZIC slug-ft^ 363.0
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TABLE A- 11.- CONTINUED
Name Algeoraic Computer Unita Sxampie
aymbol mnemonic value
Center of gravity stationiine STAc.g. STAGG in. 108.7
Center of gravity waterline
«-c.g. WLCG in. 39.3
Center of gravity buttiiae 3^e.g. 3LCG in. 1.4
Fuselage (Fua)
ru3 aerodynamic reference point STAjj,p. STAACF in. 114.2
stationiine
Fua aerodynamic reference point
«-ACF WLACF in. 58.2
water! ine
Fus drag, a = 3 = D^/q D1 ft2 16.71
Fua drag, variation with a 3(D/q)/3o 02 ft^/rad -1.719
Fua drag, variation uitti a- 32(D/q)/3a2 D3 ft^/rad^ 27.63
Fua drag, variation with 3~ 32(D/q)/3a^ 04 ft^/rad^ 71.38
Fua drag, a = 90* D/q|a s 90* D5 ft2 50.00
Fua drag, 3 = 90° D/q(3 = 90* 06 ft2 93.00
Fua lift, a 3 3 =
^o'^
XLO ft2 -.5
Fua lift, variation with a 3(L/q)/3o XL1 ft^/rad 16.977
Fua aide force, variation with 3 M(Y/q)/Mb n ft^/rad -48.988
Fua rolling moment, variation 3(l/q)/38 YL! ft^/rad -28.00
Fua rolling moment, 3 = 90* l/q|8 = 90* YL2 ft3 6.0
Fua pitch moment, a = 8 : M/q XM1 ft3 -58.0
Fua pitch moment, variation with a «(M/q)/3o XM2 ft^/rad 257.8
Fua pitch moment, a s 90* M/q|a s 90* XM3 ft3 60.00
Fua yaw moment, variation with 3 3(N/q)/38 XN1 ft3/rad -343.78
Fua yaw moment, 3 = 90* N/q|8 = 90* XN2 ft3 210.00
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TABLE A- 11.- CONCLUDED
Name Algebraic Computer Units Example
symbol mnemonic value
Controls
Suaahpiate Laceral cyclic pitch \ CAIS radfor zero lateral cyclic sticic
Swashplate longitudinal cyclic \ CBIS radpitch for zero longitudinal
cyclic sticic
Longitudinal cyclic control CK, CXI rad/ in. 0.036019
sensitivity
Lateral cyclic control sensitivity CX2 CX2 rad/ in. 0.02U52
Main rotor root collective pitch
^5 C5 rad 0.01745
for zero collective sticic
Main rotor collective control
•=6 C6 rad/ in. 0. 02618
sensitivity
Tail rotor root collective pitch
^7 C7 rad 0.1403
for zero pedal position





The total iorque raquirad fop the engine iegrae-of- freedom •quaciona is gener-
ated as Che auoanatton of rei'erence and flrac-opder carina oi" a Taylor series expan-
sion about a reference trajectory defined as a function of VEQ (table A-i2). The
torque supplied for the SCAT will be similar to what the Allison oodel 250-C30R
engine provides. The torque and rpm derivatives (table A-13), supplied by Hughes
Helicopters Inc. were needed to include the engine dynainics in the equations of
motion. The model assumes there are no drive system dynamics (N = kfl). A hydro-
mechanical unit (HMU) and an electronic control unit (ECU) are represented.
Approach
The torque required equation is expressed as









- ' &9 * —^ • 4e.« —- ' 50
18^ o (je_ TH <jaO in
and QREF are reference (trim) values as a function of VEQ (table A-12),
TABLE A- 12.- TORQUE REFERENCE TRIM VALUES

















The torque supplied equation is expressed as:
Q, = Q,(ref) &Q„3 S 3
Where Qg(ref) is a function of initial collective position (table A-12) and AQg
is a function of Che change in collective position fed through an ECU & HMU with an
124
rpm feedbactc iooo. '/aiues for Jej aa a funccton of airaoeed were -akcen from engine
performance daca (figs. A-1 chrougn A-i).
The blocic diagram in figure A-4 atioua tha Low frequency repreaencacion of che
engine speed concroi.
Thia linear oodei la good for t6t Mq shangea about 91f Mq.
The reaultant changea in rpm (a) are included in the aerodynamic coupling
equationa.
TABLE A-13.- iNGINE TORQUE .AND ROTOR SPEED DERIVATIVES
j 4Q p^




















. 0.206 1/aec^/deg (QTHO)
fl"
s. R '
J_ 3 0.0112 1/aec^/deg (QTHTR)4"
R
1 ii
= -2.52 ft/aec (aero derivative) IOMEGA
J_ f^R : 0.5^3 l/aec (QOMEGA)
h R
1 iH
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O BELL HELICOPTER TEXTRON FLIGHT TEST DATA
FLIGHT 459C
GW • 3.905 lb








20 30 40 60
TRUE AIRSPEED, knoti
ao 100
Figure A2.- OH-58 flight test data (60-120 taiots)
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350 400 450/500
SHAFT HORSEPOWER MAX hp USED
IN CURRENT
ENGINE MODEL
Figure A3.- Installed engine naximum continuous power available.
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^E*fl ' combined power turbine/rotor inertia = 607.2 aiug-ft
M_ 3 power turbine speed (rad/see)
Q^ = required aero torque (ft-Lb)
Q, 3 supplied torque (ft'Lb)
Cq 3 torque to power turbine (ft-Ib)
'Nq 3 gas generator speed (percent)
a 3 rotor speed (rad/sec)
Engine rpm = 6000
Qj^CTORQ) s TORQR DEL70RQ where TORQR represents Che values of 7EQ and
OELTORQ = qW»PWB • QQ^QB • QP«PB * QR'HB « qTH0»OTHET* QTHTR*OTHETTa
QOMEGA*DOMEGA
QjCTORQS) 3 TORQSR DELTORQS where TORQSR represents values of 7EQ and DELTORQS
is derived from:
AQg( DELTORQS) 3 0.U75 CG
where
^
550(5 ^ 6) ,
^G (S 5)(S 14) " "g
and JNG 3 3.35 DELTHETa 50 (S 1.15). Finally:
TTORQ 3 TORQS - TORQ
dmoega 3 1 * -imea.
^ 4-..R
and
a( OMEGA) 3 OMEGAR DOMEGA
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DISPLAY DYNAMICS
The purpose of :he display dynamics porcion af ':he aachenactcai aodei La ta
produce the signals used to drive Che oioving symools on che electronic displays.
These signals are either simply elements of Che aircraft state vector or che result
of certain logic applied to selected state vector elements to produce the desired
dynamic characteristics. The onving symbols are organized in this section on the
basis of the type of information they convey; that is, orientation, situation,
oooDand, and fire control.
An additional function of this portion of the program Is to alter the display
logic as a function of five discrete display nrodes—cruise, transition, hover,
boo-up and fire concrol—whicn are selected lanually by the pilot.
The operational requirements associated with each display oiode are defined as:
1. Cruise—high-speed level flight enroute to the forward line of troops
(FLOT).
2. Transition— low-speed nap-of-the-earth maneuvers, such as dash, quicic stop,
sideward flight, decelerations.
3. Hover—stable hover with minimum drift.
4. 3ob-up—unmask and remasic maneuvers over a selected horizontal ground
position.
5. Fire control—acquiring and tracking aerial/ground target for weapon deliv-
ery during any of the above phases.
In addition to the electronic display symbol drive logic, the display dynamics
program will also provide signals for the following cockpit instruments:
1. Attitude-director indicator (ADD.
2. Horizontal situation indicator (HSI).
3. Radar altimeter.
'i. Barometric altimeter.






FLIGHT CONTROL DISPLAY LMIC
A SCAT basic electronic diapiay foroac is ilioscraced In figure A-o. The
primary symooia used by She pilot to control the aircraft are the '/elocity vector,
cyclic director symbol, and hover position symbol. The logic and scaling of the
parameters that drive these symbols vary as a function of display mode.
Transition node- The velocity vector is driven directly by the horizontal
components of Ooppler velocity in the transition aiode; that is, displayed vertical
notions of the vector are driven by the longitudinal component (X) and the lateral
component (Y) of heading referenced velocity (DH), while its lateral motions are
driven by YDH.
The displayed vertical motion of the cyclic director symbol with respect to the
top of the velocity vector is driven by washed-out pitch attitude with a washout
time constant of 50 sec. Laterally, the symbol is driven by roll attitude for roll
angles greater than 5.73' and by washed-out roll attitude for smaller values of roll
angle. For the latter case, the washout time constant is 10 sec.
Hover mode- For the smaller values of velocity encountered in the hover, the
velocity vector Ls driven by the longitudinal and lateral components of the heading-
referenced velocity (XDH, YDH).
The cyclic director symbol is driven by washed-out pitch attitude ( lO-sec time
constant) and washed-out roll attitude (10-sec time constant).
These changes in logic occur instantaneously at the time of the switch from
transition to hover node.
Bob-uo iK3de- The logic driving the velocity vector and cyclic director symbol
remains the same as the hover mode logic. The hover position symbol is now driven
vertically by cXH and laterally by EYH where EXH and EYH are the integrals of XDH
and YDH, respectively, with integration coonencing at the time the bob-up display
node is selected. Finally, a command heading symbol, which has remained fixed on
the display, is now driven by the difference between the current heading and the
heading that existed at the time the bob-up display node was selected.
Fire control display (aerial target engagement) - This display (fig. A-5) will
be used by the pilot when engaging an air target. The following actions will be
performed
:
1. Pilot activates the Fire Control HUD symbology using cyclic switch.
2. Pilot maneuvers aircraft to align sight pipper on target t1'.
3. Seeker acquisition tone (1.2 KHz) indicates IR energy being received.
(Missile launch constraints box appears t6' EL ±6" AZ).
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CRUISE / TRANSITION MODE
SYMBOL INFORMATION
A. AIRCRAFT REFERENCE FIXED REFERENCE FOR HORIZON UNE
VELOCITY VECTOR. HOVER WDSITION.




FITCH AND ROLL ATTITUDE WITH HESFECT
TO AIRCRAFT REFERENCE (INDICATING
N03E-UF PITCH AND LEFT ROLL)
C. VELOCITY VECTOR HORIZONTAL OOFFLER VELOCITY
COMPONENTS (INDICATING FORWARD AND
RIGHT DRIFT VELIXITIES)
0. HOVER POSITION DESIGNATED HOVER POSITION WITH
RESPECT TO AIRCRAFT REFERENCE
SYMBOL (INDICATING AIRCRAFT
FORWARD AND TO RIGHT OF DESIRED
HOVER POSITION)
S. CYCLIC DIRECTOR CYCLIC STICK COMMAND WITH RESPECT TO
HOVER POSITION SYMBOL (INDICATING
AIRCRAFT FORWARD AND TO RIGHT OF
DESIRED HOVER POSITION)
F. AIRCRAFT HEAOINO MOVING TAPE INDICATION OF HEADING
(INDICATING NORTH)
a. HCAOINO ERROR HEADING AT TIME BOB^JP MODE SELECTED
(INDICATING 030)
H. RAOAR ALTITUDE HEIGHT ABOVE GROUND LEVEL IN BOTH
ANALOG AND DIGITAL FORM
(INDICATING 90 ft)
1. RATE OF CLIMB MOVING POINTER WITH FULL-SCALE
DEFLECTION OF t 1.000 n/mn
(INDICATING ft/min)
J. LATERAL ACCELERATION INCLINOMETER INDICATION OF
SIDE FORCE
K. AIRSFEED DIGITAL READOUT IN knoa
L. TORQUE ENGINE TORQUE IN vtnmtt
M. SIGHT P1FWR FOV FOR CAGED MISSILE SEEKER (« 1')
N. CONSTRAINTS BOX FOV FOR UNCAGED MISSILE SEEKER (t 3*)
Figure A5.- Heads up/panei mounted display symbology.
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U. Aftar 2 sec of targec aeing i.n3Lde aiaaiie iauncn conacrainca a steady (2.5
KHz) ione wtli indtcace a good :racic.
5. Pilot depresses fire trigger igniting simulated rocicet aotor. Launch
constraints box flashes at 3 cycles per second.
The derivation of the logic for aerial target fire control sequence proceeds as
follows
:
Let (X.^, Y^, Lj) represent the target position in an aircraft body axis system






E, (THETI) = -sin" ~
•i,. Getting (X^, f't., Zy) is performed by transforming the
target position in an Earth-referenced coordinate system to an aircraft body system:
cos ) cos « cos i sin u -sin 9
sin « sin a cos « sin « sin a sin it sin $ cos e
- cos $ sin « * cos 9 cos v
cos * sin 9 cos 9 cos « sin 9 sin ^^ cos « cos 9





Orientation- The following parameters are used to derive the moving symbols




Horizon line THET, PHI
Situation- Aircraft position and velocity information in the horizontal and
vertical planes are provided to the pilot through the following symbols:
133
2ymbol Paramecer
Velocity veccop XDH, YDH (TRANSITION)
XDHAT, YDHAT (HOVER/ BOB-UP]
Horizoncai -^ Longitudinal, airspeed VEQ
Lateral
Hover position EXH, EYH (BOB-UP)
Radar altitude HAGL
Rate of climb ALTD
Vertical
The velocity vector symbol is driven in the transition, hover, and aob-up modes by
the :rue values of ground velocity, XDH, fDH. The ability to vary the 3caling of
the velocity vector 13 retained in the display dynaaics program. Thus:
VVECX s (JKDXD*XDH (TRANSITION) ( HOVER/ B08-UP)
and
VVECY s OKDYD'YDH (TRANSITION) (H0VER/B08-UP)
where UKDXO and UXOYD are constants, the values of which inay be selected by the
researcner and which, in general, vary as a function of display aode.
In the bob-up snde, the hover position symbol moves in response to the varia-




where tJKDX and UKOY are constants whose values may be selected by the researcher.
Additional status information includes engine torque and lateral acceleration.
Command- The cyclic director symbol provides "command" information in the
horizontal plane which, if properly designed, allows the pilot to reach and maintain
a stable hover. Thus,
VTIPX = VVECX UKDTHT*THET«
VTIPY = VVECY UKDPHI»PHI»
T-s
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where UKDTHT and UKDPHI are ionacanca, the values of uhich aay ':e selected by the
researcher and wnicn. In jenerax, -/ary as a :'uncclon oi' display oiode; the nominal
values of T^ and T2 are funccians of display siode as follows:
Transition Hover/bob-up
Ti, sec 50 10
Tj, sec 10 for PHIR <_ 0.1
- for PHIR > 0.1
10
In addition, a command heading symbol is provided; this symbol is driven by the
difference between the current heading and the heading thac existed ac the time the
bob-up display iiode was selected (EPSIBU).
Finally, logic for a collective stlclc director Is provided. The director logic
is implemented as a weighted sum of altitude and altitude rate which drives the
original rate of climb symbol; thus,
ALTDRC - 'JKDALTD»(VLTD U1CDHAGL»(HAGLE-100)
For rate of climb information only, (JKDHAGL Is set to zero.
Additional status inforoation includes engine torque and lateral accelera-
tion. The expression for engine torque was derived in the section titled "engine
Dodel" of this appendix. The torque response to collective pitch is lagged by a
first-order filter with a 0.1-sec time constant. Thus:
TRQ = TORQS »
'"^
S 10
Lateral acceleration is driven by the parameter AYP.
Fire Control (Aerial Target Acquisition)
The equations derived for the azimuth, elevation, and fire control logic are
implemented as
XT = T11»XTP T12«rrP -.• T13*2TP
rr s T21»XTP T22»YTP T23*2TP




where SLANTR = XT^ YT^ 2T^. When PSII - PSI = |1«| and THETI - THET = ll"].
Seeker acquisition tone (T.5 KHz) Indicates IR energy being received. Missile
constraints box also appears.
If PSII - PSI = 13' I and THETI - THET = |3'| for 2 sec, then 2.5 KHz tone
sounds. The oissile can then be fired.
MOTE: R20 : radians to degrees conversion.
DERIVATION OF THE LINEARIZED SIX-OEGREE-OF-FREEDOM REPRESENTATION
OF THE SCAT HELICOPTER
The values of the stability derivatives used in the sioulation model were
obtained from a nonlinear, total force and tnment, atatheoatical model of a single
main rotor helicopter (ref. 22). The model has ten degrees of freedom: six rigid-
body, three rotor- flapping, and rotor-rotational. The rotor model asstimes rigid
blades with rotor forces and moments radially Integrated and suomed about the
azimuth. Table A- 11 lists the parameters required to describe a helicopter config-
uration for use In the computer simulation. Listed are the parameter name, alge-
braic symbol, computer mneonnic, and units for each parameter. The values for each
parameter were taieen from AHip source data. Figures A-6 through A-23 illustrate the
aircraft trim and some selected stability derivative data from hover to 100 knots.
These data are also compared with derived C31 data using AHIP parameters. Also,














Figure A6.- Tail rotor pedal trim /a airspeed.
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Figure A2U.- Time history for 1-in., ramped longitudinal cyclic input
(15 sec) - no augmentation.
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Figure A26.- Time history for 1-ln., ramped lateral cyclic input







































STABILIZATION AND CONTROL SYSTEMS DESCRIPTION
FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEMS











Coni'lguration l la baaed on information from AHIP reference data. Configurations 2
and 3 are derived from reference 14. Configurations 3 and 4 are generic control
systems Judged to represent useful control system variation for experimental inves-
tigations based on Scout/ Attaclc Helicopter Missions. Previous work done in refer-
ences 13 and 'U was a basis for Shese ayscems. In general, a digital representation
of the control system transfer functions is obtained by the use of "he Z-cransform;
osing computer programs, 'i\e appropriate difference equations are obtained from the
corresponding 3-olane transfer functions. 31oclc diagrams of the various control
system configurations are presented in figures 31-35. The stability derivatives and
dynamic chectc data derived from several of these transfer functions are also listed
in this appendix.
MECHANICAL FLIGHT CONTROLS
The baseline mechanical flight control system uses pilot inputs of ( 1 ) longi-
tudinal cyclic control (4^), (2) lateral cyclic control (4^), (3) directional
controls (5-), and (4) collective control (5^,) to determine, respectively
(1) longitudinal swash-plate angle (B1S), (2) lateral swash-plate angle (A1S),
(3) tail rotor collective pitch (S-j-p), and (4) main rotor collective pitch (9g).
The relationships between the pilot control position and control surface position
for the basic airframe are as follows:
Longitudinal -
5 : ±5.33 in.
B._ = 0.0 - 2.06 « Limits
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Figure BS." SCAT yaw axis control system.
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Lateral"
A^2 = 0.0 1.43 i^ Lifflita




4 : S3. 25 in.




9 = 1.0 • 1.5 4 Lifflita
'^
° *^
9 : 10 - 17"
STABILITY AND CONTROL AUGMENTATION SYSTEM (SCAS)
Liaiite<l or 'onliaiteil auchority SCAS actuators produce additional control sur-
face ootion in response :o sensed aircraft action paraaecers (SAS) and oiloc concrol
inputs (CAS) :n :ne longitudinal, iaceral, and directional axes. The 3CA2 concrol
ocde aiay be aelecced by the researcher for »acn axis i.ndividually or for all Chree
axes collectively. The transfer funccions for the SCAS are presented below cogecher












2li / ^ . 3-5^ a'-ja - 1.756) 10.52(3 * Q.3)(3 * 0.975]
(s 0.l)(s 0.145) (s * 0.15)
- deg/rad
til /,^ 8.5U s^(s 1.756) * 10.62(3 0.1)(3 0.3)(3 0.975)
9 ^'' ' (s 0.1)(s 0.15)
19.16(3^ * 1.545 3^ * 0.2327 3 0.01621)
' (s O.DCs 0.15)
19.16(3 1.386)C3^ 2(0.72)(0.11)s (0.11)^1




is) - 15.7US 1.386)
and
u ^''
- (3 * 0.;5)(3 * 1.0) - cteg/£C,3ec
Simplify Ing
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- 12.32 3(3 * 1.758)
TT- (3) =oe ' ' ' (3 * 0.IU5)(3 - O.I47)(3 3.45)
Lateral SCAS-
where
**i ' T • * ir • **
!!l (3) , -1.t6l 3^;3 * 2.j) _ 1.45 3^3 ^2.28) .
•
^*' (3 * 0.1)(3 * 0.2) (3 0.37) 3eg/raa
-2.911 3(3 * 2.3)(3 0.0175)(3 » 0.5636)






-I f,l - 0.908 3(3 * 2.3) .„,.
ia ^*' (3 * 0.2)(3 0.2)(3 * 0.769) " '=*««^^"-
Directional SCAS-
TR p i p V
p
where




7^— (3) = 7— ..'-,.; :^^v ' ieg/in.J. (3 0.2)(3 -<• 3. J) '
r
?or V <. 50 loiota,
^^y^ . j^^^^ , q_ ^^^ V > 50 taoca only,
!lS r \ -324.3 !C3^ 6m. 8 Ka . , .
«
^^' ' (3 • 0.2)(3 10) * (3 -.. 0.2)(3 10) " ^«8/''*<*
where K = 0.5 - 0.00333(V - 50) (V - taots). Simplifying,
!lH ,,. -32.^3 :<3(3 1.896)
«




"^ ^'^ ' V(3 \ 14.7) ' <ie8/f':^3ec
3CAS Llait3- SCAS accuacor auchopity liaita were Caken from reference 2 aa
percencagea of equivaiene full conCroller deflection aa followa:
1. ±10% for pitch and roil SCAS
2. S 15J for yaw SCAS
When SCAS actuator authority la limited, the following control surface llmita
reauit:
48^ - Si. 10
SA^ i0.6<»
According to reference 7, the attitude hold node is available below V : 50 knota
by switching out the CAS in the pitch and roll axea, that la
48, = — • 9 — . u
and
"1
^*i = T- •
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and by provtdin? a paeudo-haading-hoid feature Ln yaw, ':hac la
Hover Augmentation Systema
Inertlal vgioeity eenmand and ooaltion hold- The iapianentatlon of a hover
position hold system througn the pitch and roll SCAS actuators conaista of the
following logic:
IB, = FC, ($ * ^r, (i K q * K^e fCi K e
e
* ' e* « <1 9 *
fi X x^
and
= \'^ * '^^ij'^ * V * S* * Vh * s
where the h subscript indicates poaitiona and inertlal velocitiea in an aircraft
heading-referenced azia syateo i^ith origin at the noainal center of gravity, and
the t tenaa indicate poaition trrora fron the piloc-iesignated hover point.
Sioulation software caiculatea the r^orth and eaat componenta of the aircraft
inertia! velocity (VNPH and 7EPH, reapectively) . The tranafonnation from theae
Sarth-referenced /elocity coraponenta to the heading-referenced coffloonenta utilizes
the sine and coaine of the heading angle (SPSI and CPSI) aa followa: (SOPH, YDPH)
VNPH s XDPH»CPSI - YDPH«SPSI
7EPH 5 XDPH»SPSI * YDPH»CPSI
The heading-referenced poaitlon -rrors EXH and EYH are calculated through an inte-
gration of the appropriate velocity components which comnences when the pilot desig-
nates a hover point (see fig. 3-6).
These head-referenced quantities are alao uaed by the display dynaaica program
to calculate the poaitiona of varioua aymbola on the pilot's electronic display.
Rate Coomand Heading Hold

































Figure 86,- Heading reference position error derivation.
The intent of this control laode La so provide a yaw rate command-heading hold con-
trol system through the pilot's directional controls.
Inertlal Velocity Command Altitude Hold
With vertical augmentation selected, a simulated collective SCAS is imple-
mented, consisting of the following logic:
The objective of this SCAS mode is to provide an altitude rate command-altitude hold
control system through the pilot's collective stick.
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Sunmary of Equations
In general, the various concroi sysceos to be investigated are iopiemented as
perturbations on the basic mechanical flight control systesi; that is:
A1S = -0.00 1.43*0ELA DELA1
with A1S Limited to 6.0"' to -o.O", DELA iiaited to i4.27 in., and 0ELA1 limited to
t0.6».
31S = 0.0 - 2.06»DELE OELSI
with 31S limited to 11", DELE limited to i5.33 in., and DEL31 limited to tl.T,
THETTR s a. 00 - 6.15»0ELH DELTR
with THETTR limited to *28"' to -12', DELR limited to *3.25 in., and DELTR limited to
THETa 5 1.0 1.5»0ELC DELTH0
with THETa limited to 1.0* to 17', and OELC limited to 0.0 to 10.65 in.
The perturbation quantities DELA1, DEL31, DELTR, and DELTH0 are calculated
using logic determined by the control mode selected (taoles 3-1 through B-4). (The
2CAS actuator limits specified above are nominal SCAT values and may be set to any
other '^lues by the researcher). Stability derivatives for selected cases are
listed in tables 3-5 through 3-i6. Time histories for selected cases are given in
figures B-7 through 3-11.
Control nonlinearities- Dead zones are Included in the integral feed forward
paths for all the hover-vertical augmentation systems to prevent drift caused by the
integration of inadvertent pilot control inputs. The size of the dead zones,
tO.1 in., was selected to be large enough to prevent any noticeable drift effects
even in turbulent conditions yet small enough so as not to affect adversely the
system response to control inputs.
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TABLE B-1.- i2^ ^^^^
Control, oiode DELBI s
Pitch SCAS on -12.32 3(3 -. 1.756) .j,p.j. ^, TT-ntrrn
(3 o.iu5)(3 o.i47)(3 * 3A5) °^^^ -i.TTTiirrn
15.7T*0B * 0.0086ai*UB
Hov«r augmentation UKDEL£»DEL£ ( 1/S)»(UKDELEI»DDELE * UKX*XDH) JKTHETH*THETR
= UKQH*<3B • UKXD«XDH
where DDELE is the perturbation of DELE from its value at the
tioe of engagement passed through a dead zone of 20.1 in.
TABLE 3-2.- 4;^^ LOGIC
Control mode DELA1 =
Roil SCAS OFF
Roil SCAS on r 0.908 3(3 * 2.3) l--rL 1 1 0"/' * ^'^Vrn
(s 0.2)(3 0.2)(3 * 0.769) ' ' \3 * 0.2/
^"
Hover augmentation UKDELA*DELA ( 1/S)»(UKDELAI»DDELA UKY«YDH) UKPHIH*PHIR
UKPH«PB UKYD»YDH
where ODELA is the perturbation of OELA from its value at the
time of engagement passed through a dead zone of tO.1 in.
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TABLE B-3.- -S, LOGIC
Control aiode DELTH =
Yaw 2CAS on -90 ,3 a|si-» [» fft ^4^1 s Won
[(3 * 0.2)(3 5.0)J
°'=^"
" ^°-° \z * Q.2) ^
KH* (-21.61 0.06391»UB)»(2~I^^j»PB - ^—^ •VB
where
Heading augmencacion UKDELR*!3ELa ( 1/S)*(UKJ)ELai*0DELH OKPSI'RB) • UKRH-^RB
where OOELR is the perturbation of OELR from ita value at the
time of engagement passed through a dead zone of tO.1 in.
TABLE B-4.- 4- LOGIC
'o
Control mode DELTH0 =
Collective UKDELC*DELC ( 1/S)»(UKDELC1»0DELC UKAH»ALTD) tJKHD»ALTD
augmentation
where OOELC is the perturbation of OELC from its value at the
Cioe of engagement passed through a dead zone of tO.1 in.
M0TE2: (1) The previous derivatives used other than unity for step sizes in the
independent variable. Therefore, all of the derivatives had to be
divided through by the step size.
(2) Also, in running the stability derivative program, the transfer func-
tions for the augmentation were put in front of the basic A/C control
linlcage; therefore, to get the correct control derivatives, the previous
control derivatives must be divided through by the respective control
linlcage conversion factors: Pitch— 1.90 and Roll— 1.3 (includes mechan-
ical feed forward loop), TR—6,15, and COLL—3.09 (includes mechanical
feed forward loop.
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TABLE B-5.- STABILITY DERIVATIVE MATRIX WITH AUGMENTATION ADDED, fAW SCAS
(HOVER CASE)
USER IDENTIFICATION : SCAT
THIMMED AIRSPEED ' I. J <NOTS
itEUATIVE VELOCITY 1.7 FT/SEC
ANCLE OF ATTACK • 3.21 3E6
?LISHT PATH ANCLE .J9 3ES
WEIGHT • 39««. '. 3S
MASS • 122. 4 SLU6S WIN6 AREA - .a PT2
SPAN > 4.3 FT CHORD " 27.7 FT
RHO - .23738E-f2 SLUC/FT3 QBAR m .a .8/FT2
I XX - ijvza . SLUC -FT2 IZ2 - 2228. SLUG -FT2
IVY • 2939 • IXZ • 383.
STEP SIZE UNITS SCALE FACTOR
T VARIABLES P8IC .saaaaz ai R/S .I7453E-ax
Q8IC .aaaaat ax «/S . 17453E-*!
RBIC .iaaaat ax »/S . i74S3E-
VBIC .aaaaat ax FPS . laaaaz
W8IC .saaaat iM FPS . laaaaz
OAP .aaaaat it INCH . :aaaat
OCP .saaaai aa INCH . laaaaE
ORP .zaaaat ax INCH . laaaai



















PITCH. aOLL - IVC
COULECTIVE - AUG
EACH COLUMN REPRESENTS ONE OF THE 5 OEPENOENT VARIABLES.
EACH ROW I^EPRESENTS ONE OF THE i.a INDEPENDENT VARIABLES.
FTX FTV fTZ TTL TTM TTN
/P8IC -.i54HE-fi -.1S3S#E ax .2jr4iaE-«i -.42312E ax .12394E aa '.).2a%at aa
/Q8IC .Sa844E ax .I2Ji89C ax .7a#HE aa -.3739*E ax -.432SaE ax -.3»7a8E aa
/R8IC -.a434tc-ax .U81SC tz .22327E aa :3899aE ax -,17574E aa '•.I5644E az
/V8IC .322881-az -.47948E -ax .73894E-ax -.5#317E-ax -.49852E-az .12SS3E-•ax
/VlIC .1277SI as .324MI-•§\ -.2SM8E ax -.133A0E-41 -.1S291C-•ax .1M89C aa
/0A» -.3X2891 ta .\a*%n fi -.4«884C--ax .19744E ax .23M4C aa .S3899E--a\
/ORP .2SS73E •az -.14874E ax -.14S48E--az -.4ll4ffE aa .17S2SE-»l .18S78E ax
/OCP .52732E aa .isassE aa -.78672E ax -.ia624E aa -.S6S6SE-•ax .514S3E aa
/U8IC
-.55aS3E •a\ .2fiJr77E -ax .44fi61E--ax . 1^9 5«E aa .40855E-ax -.99113E--az
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AN«LS OF ATTACK -
FLIGHT i>ATH ANCLE «
WEIGHT « 3940. L3S
MASS 122.4 SLUGS VINC AREA • .M FT2
SPAN " 4.3 FT CHORD • 27.7 FT
RHO • .23738E-02 SLUG/FT3 Q8AR • .3 L3/FT2
IXX • 1«8. SLU6-FT2 122 • 222S. SUUG-fT2
IVY 2939. IXZ - 363.
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
DEPENDENT VARIABLES
STEP SIZE UNITS SCALE FACTOR
P3IC .S^VME a\ */S .i74S3E-«l
Q8IC .3MMat i\ »/s .174S3E-»1
^aic .iMMMt 91 </s .:7433E-in
V8IC .iaaaat 3\ fPS .iMMMMt 11
W8IC .SMtBK 19 FPS .laaaat ii
DAP .S00ME Mt INCH .laaaat ii
OEP .SJ00J0E at INCH .laaaat mi
DRP .3MaMl Ml INCH . laaaai mi
OCP .IMMMMl M2 INCH .iaaaai mi
U8IC .4MME Ml FPS .laaaat mi
UNITS SCALE FACTOR
FTX '.as.' .IMMMMi Ml
FTY L3S. .IMMMME Ml
FTZ laS. .iJ»»»E 11
TTL FTLB .IMtaat 11
TTM fTLS ..MBMMt 11
TTN FTL3 .IMME *1
YAW - SCAS


















a4i4iE-az -.I7IS0E 01 .23397E 00 -.43178E 01 .1221SE 00 -.16289E 00
S8349E Ml .13B14E 01 .28210E 01 -.37313E 01 -.43447E 01 •.33027E 00
1I98SE aa .10aS3E 02 .28132E 00 .27133E 01 -.88843E-0I -.11948E 02
41071C -02 -.4C903S -01 .•094SS--01 -.S1038E--01 -.S1S88S-02 .14399C--01
12442C 00 .280241 -01 -.202441 01 -.180921 -01 -.127941-01 . 973871--01
9BM«I 00 -.284991 00
-.a7781I 00 .998471 00 .828971 00 .22787C-01
21426E-ffl
-.2S178E 01
-.12843E-•01 - . 70708E 00 .16072E-01 .28890E 01




437»3E-»1 .27783E-•01 .30S44E-01 .10231E 00 .38204E-01
-.13745E-01
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ANCLE OF ATTACK •
FLIfiHT PATH ANCLE












122.4 SLU6S WINS AREA -
4.3 FT CHORD •27.7
.2373«E-f2 SLU6/FT3 QSAR • 1
1^28. SLU6-FT2 IZZ - 2228. SLU6'FT2






STEP SIZE UNITS SCALE fACTOR




RBtC .5MMMMI Ml R/S .174S3E-01
VSIC .5MMMMt Ml FPS .iMMMMt Ml
WBIC .iMMMMt MM FPS .iMMMMt Ml
OAF .SMMMMt MM INCH . iMMMMt Ml
OCP .iMMMMt MM INCH .IMMMMt Ml
ORP .3M0«E Ml INCH .iMMMMt Ml
OCP .IMMMMt MZ INCH .iMMMMt Ml
U8IC .iMMMMt Ml FPS . iMMMMt Ml
UNITS SCALE FACTOR
FTX 13S. .IMMMMt Ml
FTY taS. .iMMMMt Ml
FT2 LBS. .iMMMMt Ml
TTL FTL8 . IMMMMt 11
TTM PTLB .iMMMMt Ml
TTN FTL8 .iMMMMt Ml
EACH COLUMN REPRESENTS ONE OF THE S DEPENDENT VARIABLES.









































































TABLE 3-a.- STABILITY DERIVATIVE MATRIX WITH AUGMENTATION ADDED, YAW SCAS
(30 KNOT CASE)
USSR IDENTIFICATION : SCAT
TRIMMEO AIRSPEED - 2g.J <NOTS
RELATIVE VELOCITY • 3«.7 FT/SEC
ANCLE OF ATTACK - 4.S9 3Ea














SLU6S- WINS AREA > .a FT2
FT CHORD - 27.7 FT
8E-«2 SLUC/PT3 QBAR 3 .a La/FT2
SLU6--FT2 I2Z - 2228. SLUC-fT2
IXZ • 383.
STEP SIZE UNITS SCALE FACTOR
P8IC .iM09t Ml R/S .174S3E-«I
QSIC .saaan ti R/S .17453E-fI
RBIC .saMBt ii R/S .I7453E-*!
V8IC .iMaaat m\ FPS .laaaaz a\
WBIC .iaaaat aa FPS .iaaaai ai
OAP .saaaai aa INCH .laaaat ai
OEP .saaaai aa INCH .iaaaai ai
ORP .zaaaat ai INCH .laaaat ai
OCP .iaaaai az INCH .laaaat ai
UBIC .laaaat ai FPS .laaaat ii
UNITS SCALE FACTOR
FTX .3S. .\aaaaz m\
FTY tas. .laaaa^ a\
FT2 I.3S. .laaaat i\
TTL FTLB .\aaaat i\
TTM FTLa .laaaat i\
TTN FTLa .laaaai a\
EACH COLUMN REPRESENTS ONE OF THE S OEPENDENT VARIABLES.
EACH ROW REPRESENTS ONE OF THE IJ INDEPENDENT VARIABLES.
YAW -SCAS
PITCH. flOLL - IVC
COULECTIVE - AUG
FTX FTY FT2 TTL TTM TTN
/P9IC .33ffS2E-ai -.19477E #1 .S3494E aa -.43a88E «1 .liVBiSE aa -.1922SE aa
/QBIC .S7837E ai .1S382E ai .57281E ai -.37af7E ai -.43371E ai -.4859«E aa
/RBIC
-.24794E aa .1377»I f2 .41U7C aa .38&f3E ai .31448e-ffl -.i8a8«E az
/VBIC .S8978I--az -.89871<-«1 .917191-
-ai -.9IM9C-•ai -.8713#C-f2 .21S13E-«1
/vaic .119841 aa
-.18228I-«1 •.2289n fi -.284211-ai -.13S97E-tf2 .82148C'-fl













-.38349E-4I .aa32aE-ai .16a34E'a\ .37989E-»l -.i3jr42E-ai
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TABLE B-9.- STABILITY DERIVATIVE MATRIX WITH AUGMENTATION ADDED, YAW SCAS
(UO KNOT CASE)
USER IDENTIFICATION SCAT
TRIMMED AIRSPEED - i$.J <NOTS
RELATIVE VELOCITY S7.5 FT/SEC
ANCLE OF ATTACK - 3.37 3EG
FLIGHT .'ATM 4NGLg Jg 3E6
WEISHT « Z9A0. <. 3S
MASS • 12Z. i SLUG S WING AREA - .J FT2
SPAN - i.3 FT CHORC1 - 27.7 FT
RHO " .23736E-« 3LUG/FT3 QBAR 3 .4 L3/FT2
IXX * 1028 . SLUG -fT2 122 - 2228. SLUG-FT2
IVY - 2939 • 1X2 - 363.
STEP SI2E UNITS SCALE FACTOR
DEPENDENT VARIABLES P3IC .5B0tK a I R/S .17453E-»l
QBIC .%Maat t\ X/S .17453E-»1
RBIC .5MgMt 91 R/S .17493E-01
V8IC .iMtaai t\ FPS . IMgK il
UBIC .3J0ME at ?»S .ijigggt ai
DAP .ianaat mm INCH .iggaai a\










DEPENDENT VARIABLES FTX LBS. .igatK ri
FTY L3S. .1000VE a\
FT2 LBS. .100ME ai
TTL FTLB .IMBatt ffl
TTM FTLB .iagtMt 11
TTN FTLB .iUBaMt tl
YAW - SCAS
PITCH. flOLL - 'VC
COLLECTIVE - AUG
EACH COLUMN REPRESENTS ONE OF THE i OEPENOENT VARIABLES.






































































TABLE 3-10.- STABILITY DERIVATIVE ;<ATRIX WITH AUGMENTATION ADDED, YAW SCAS
(50 :<NOT CASE)
(JSER IDENTIFICATION : SCAT
TRIMM60 AIRSPEED - ia.M KNOT?
;*ELATIVE VELOCITY • 34.4 ?T/SEC
ANCLE OF ATTACK • 3.S5 OES
FLISHT PATH ANCLE -• .MB DEC
WEISHT • 3944. U3S
MASS * 122. 4 SLUCS WINC AREA - .*'FT2
SPAN > 4.3 ?T CHORD -27.7 FT
RHO > .23738E-02 3LUC/FT3 Q8AR a 3 L3/FT2
IXX - 1^28 . SLUB-FT2 IZ2 • 2229. SLUS-FT2
IVY • 2939 • IXZ - 383.
STEP SIZE UNITS SCALE FACTOR
T VARIABLES P9IC . iaaaat il »/S .i7483E-*l
oaic . sBaaat ai »/s .174S3E-01
ASIC . saaaat 11 l/S .17433E-«1
vaic . Baaaat t\ FPS .iaaaat ai
WSIC . iaaaat m ?PS . iaaaat ai
OAF . saaaat ja INCH .iaaaat ai
9EF . saaaat ia :nch .ijaaat ai
ORF . zaaaat ai INCH .iaaaat ai
OCF
. iaaaat n INCH .iaaaat ax
UIIC . iaaaat ax FPS .iaaaat ax
UNITS SCALE FACTOR
IT VARIABLES FTX LflS. .iaaaat 3i
?TY i.as. .iaaaat n
FT2 '.as. .iaaaat ai
TTL ;TLa .iaaaat ji
TTM ?TL3 .iaaaat ai
TTN PTLa .iaaaat ai
EACH COLUMN REPRESENTS ONE OF THE S 3EPEN0ENT VARIABLES.
EACH ROW REPRESENTS ONE OF THE iB INDEPENDENT VARIABLES.
YAW - 3CAS
PITCH, 30LL - iVC
COLLECTIVE - AUG
PTX FTY FTZ TTL rm TTN
/P9IC .32775E-#l -.29813E ax .a7937E aa -.443I3E ax .94423E-«1 -.22414E aa
/QBIC .S888SE ai .18324E ai . iBzaat 31 •.3724SE ax -.43386E ax -.23«2aE ax
/RBIC
-.41397E aa .13482C az .4J744E aa .i*a72i ax .i9i#3E aa -.i89^E az
/VlIC .77987f-#J -.iMiit at .41788C-•ax -.S4184B-«1 '.%a%z7t-az .27M4E-fl









-.8fl8;VE ax -.U399E aa .4*784E-#l .3#7iaE aa
/UBIC
-.45942E-*!
-.24478E-*! .1«232E aa .19S2SE-«I .3«215E-«1 .13431E-»1
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TABLE B-n.- STABILITY DERIVATIVE MATRIX WITH AUGMENTATION ADDED, 'fAW RCHH
(10 KNOT CASE)
USER IDENTIFICATION SCAT
TRIMMED AIRSPSEO • IM.J <NOTS
RELATIVE VELOCITY • 15.9 FT/SEC
AN6LS OP ATTACK - 5.48 3E6
FLI6HT PATH AN6LE • .Jt 0E6
WEIGHT > 394J. L3S
MASS - 122.4 SLUGS WING AREA
SPAN • 4.3 FT CHORD • 27.
RHO • .23736E-f2 SLUG/rT3 Q8AR -
IXX • laZS. SLUG-FT2 IZZ - 2228.
























































EACH COLUMN REPRESENTS ONE OF THE 8 DEPENDENT VARIABLES.
EACH ROW REPRESENTS ONE OF THE 1« INDEPENDENT VARIABLES.
FTX FTY FT2 TTL TTM TTN
/PBIC -.a4UtE- az -. i7i9ifE ai .23399E aa -.43178E ai 122:SE 00 - .182a9E 00
/QBIC .S8349E ai 13814E ai .2621irE «1 -.37318E ai - 43447E ai - .33027E aa
/RilC -.11985E at 1039 3E az .2613«E M .27133E «1 - 86843E -01 - .U948E az
/VBIC .41483E-•*2 -. 489«3f-«l .SJ92SC-«l -.91038E-01 - 91888E -02 .14400E -fi
/VSIC .12442C M ZUZit'tl -.ZM2A*t §1 -.1B082I-01 - i2794C -01 .973t«S -fi
/MP -.31J99C W IMHn 01 •.10222E ft .21086E 01 23004E 00 .83899E -01
/DRP .2U28E-•»1 -. 29178E 01 -.12844E-»1
-.70708E 00 16072E -01 .2a990E ai
/OCP .4928drE aa 167gaE 00 -.76801E 01 -.n200E aa - 484nE -01 .47998E 00
/U8IC
-.4a7»2E-a\ 27783E-«1 .30543E-01 .1023 IE aa 3a204E •ai - .13744E -ax
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TABLE B-12.- STABILITY DERIVATIVE MATRIX WITH AUGMENTATION ADDED, YAW RCHH
(20 KNOT CASE)
USER IDENTIFICATION i SCAT
TRIMMED 4IRSP6E0 - Za.J <NOTS
WLATIVE VELOCITY - 33.3 FT/SEC
ANCUe OF ATTACK - 3.32 OES
FLIGHT l»ATH ANCLE < .MB 0E6
WEIGHT - 394*. U3S
MASS - 122. 4 SLUGS WINC AREA - .M FT2
SPAN • 4.3 FT CHORD - 27.7 FT
RHO > .23736E-«2 SLUG/FT3 QBAR • 1 .4 L3/FT2
UX • 1023 . SLUG-FT2 IZ2 - 2229. SLU6-FT2
lYY • 2939 • ItZ • 3S3.
STEP SIZE UNITS SCALE FACTOR
DEPENDENT VARIABLES PBIC .50Btai Ml »/s .;74S3E-«1
QBIC .iMBMMi Ml a/s .174S3£-*l
R8IC .SMMMMt Ml a/s .17453E-»I
V8IC .iMMMtt Ml FPS .IMMMMt Ml
WBIC .iMBMMl MM FPS .IMMMMt Ml
DAP .SMME MM INCH .IMMMMt Ml
OEP .iMMMMt MM INCH .IMMMMt Ml
ORP .IMMMMt Ml INCH .IMMMMt Ml






OEFENOENT VARIABLES FTX L3S. .IMMMMt Ml
FTY L3S. .iMMMMt Ml
FTZ LBS. .IMMMMt Ml
TTL FTL3 . iMMMMt Ml
TTM FTLa .IMMMMt Ml
TTN FTL3 .IMMMMt Ml
^Ml - aCHH
PITCH, ROLL - IVC
COLLECTIVE - IVC
EACH COLUMN REPRESENTS ONE OF THE S DEPENDENT VARIABLES.











































































TABLE 3- 13-- STABILITY DERIVATIVE MATRIX WITH AUGMENTATION ADDED, YAW RCHH
(30 KNOT CASE)
JSER OENTIFICATION : SCAT
TRIMMED AIRSPEED - 3«.J <NOTS
RELATIVE VELOCITY • 5«.7 ?T/SBC
ANGLE OP ATTACK > 4.39 0E6
FLIGHT i»ATH ANCLE - aW 3ES
WEIGHT - 3940. Las
MASS « 122.4 SLUGS WING AREA - .M FT2
SPAN • 4.3 FT CHORD • 27.7 FT
RHQ • .23736E-02 SLU6/FT3 QBAR - 3.0 13/FT2
UX • 1023. SLU6-rT2 122 . 2228. SL'JC-FT2
















STEP SIZE UNITS SCALE FACTOR
.30000E Jl X/S .;74S3E-01
.30000E ^1 */S .i74S3E-01
.S0000E 01 «/S .174S3E-01
.S0000E ai ?PS .10000E 71
.S0000E 3W -PS .10000E 71
.S0000E 00 INCH .10000E 71
.S0000E 00 INCH .10000E 01
.30000E 01 ;nCH .;0000E 71
.10000E 02 INCH .I0000E 71





















EACH COLUMN REPRESENTS ONE
EACH ROW REPRESENTS ONE OF
OF THE 5 OEPENDENT VARIABLES.
THE 10 INDEPENDENT VARIABLES.
FTX PTY FT2 TTL TTM TTN
/PSIC .3308SE-•01 -. 19477E 01 .S3494E 00 -.4386SE 01 108 15E 00 - .1922SE 00
/Q8IC .S7837E 01 1S382E 01 .S72S9E 01 -.37307E 01 - 43371E 01 - .4S590E 00
/R8IC -.192131 00 99883E 01 .38993E 00 .2S9S5E 01 23733E-01 - . 122S7E 02
/VBIC .8897t(-•02 -. 89871S-01 .S1709E-01
-.91009S-01 - S7128E--02 .21S13E--01
/VBXC .119831 0« -. 18228C-01 -.228908 01 -.2842JS-01 - 13S87C--02 .821478-•01
/OAP
-.31#«7C MM 104371 01 -.288401 00 .19S98E 01 23003E 00 .S3249K -*1
/DIP -.892948 it '. 3^3981 0« -.100981 ft .uniu a§ 818488 §0 .408498 -01
/DRP .38612E-01 -. 2t999E 01 -.33797E-01 -.S9aS9E 00 - S0SISE -02 . 30200E 01
/OCP .43037E aw -. 56030E-02 -.30476E 01 -.13280E 00 - .64087E -02 .36638E 00
/U8IC -.10384E 00 -. 3a349E-01 .a8336E-01 .16034E-01 .37969E -01 - . 13042E -01
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TABLE 3-1U.- STABILITY DERIVATIVE MATRIX WITH AUGMENTATION ADDED, YAW SCHH
(UO KNOT CASE)
JSER IDENTIFICATIOH : SCAT
TRIMHCO AtRSPCEO -
HELATIVE VELOCITY -
ANCLE OF ATTACK - 3
FLISHT PATH ANGLE -










122.4 SLUGS WING AREA - .0 FT2
i.3 FT CHORD • 27.7 FT
.23736E-#2 SLUG/FT3 QBAR • 8.4 LB/FTZ
lJ»29. SLUG-FT2 122 - 2228. SLUG-FT2
2939. 1X2 363.
YAW - «CHH
PITCH, flOLL - IVC
COLLECTIVE - IVC
STEP SI2E UNITS SCALE FACTOR
OEPENOENT VARIABLES P9IC .SMBtn ft R/S .174S3E-»1
Q8IC .5Mggt 31 «/S .174S3E-*!
RBIC .5MBtK il «/S .174S3E-«1
VSIC .S00ME 11 FPS .ittttt ai
WBIC .SMMMi at FPS . latatt a\
OAP .iaanat at !NCH .'.state, ai
OEP .sggaat at INCH .ittttt ai
ORP .3ttttt a I INCH .Ittttt ai
OCP .IttttE 92 INCH . laaatt ai














FTL3 .itaatt a I
FTLB .laaaas a\
FTLS .itatti ai
EACH COLUMN REPRESENTS ONE OF THE S OEPSNOENT VARIABLES.
EACH ROW REPRESENTS ONE OF THE It INOEPENOENT VARIABLES.
FTX FTY FT2 TTL TTM TTN
/P8IC .46563E-•tl -.ZtiZit 11 .73BSSE If -.4431SE .99t57E-fl -.2^saE If
/Q8IC .S8S36E ai .ia443E ai .72827E ft -.3749SE -.43f7aE fl -.S2883E ff
/R8IC -.28MaE at .3922SE ft .42t23E ff .2SS83E .84f23E-fl -.14f3aE 12
/VSIC .mstt-az
-.93#3«C--ft .488991--ft -.S4f9fE--fl '.itntt-az .24787E-•fl
/viie .121S8C at •.23««2t-«l -.24S28C ft -.3f972C--fl .88342f-f2 .4897SS--fl
/OAP -.31J97t at . 144371 fi -.387841 ff .198981 .23ff4C ff .42S99e--fl
/ORP .S66S7E-a\ -.24S93E ft -.49319E -ft -.87997E ff -.l4721E-fl .39132E fl
/OCP .4«478E tt -.3B792E--ft -.84B37E fl -.14399E ff .79834E-f2 .316afE ff
/UBIC -.74J32E •t\
-.32«72E -ft .734f9E -ft .17474E--fl .3«238E-fl -.77977E--12
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TABLE a- 15.- STABILITY DERIVATIVE MATRIX WITH AUGMENTATION ADDED, YAW RCHH
(50 KNOT CASE)
JS6R IDENTIFICATION : SCAT
TRIMMED AIRSPEED • iM.J KNOTS
RELATIVE VELOCITY " 34.4 FT/SEC
ANCLE OF ATTACK - 3. 33 DEC
FLISHT PATH ANCLE - .MM OES
WEISHT • 3940. L3S
MASS > 122.4 SLUGS WTN« AREA "







6t'M2 SLUC/FT3 OBAR • 8.S LB/FT2
SLU6 -fT2 IZ2 - 2228. SLUC-fT2
IXZ • 3S3.
STEP SIZE JNITS SCALE FACTOR
P8IC . iMMMMt M\ «/S .17453E-*!
QBIC . zMMMMt Jl R/S .I74S3E-«l
RBIC . SMMMMZ Ml H/% .17433E-01
V8IC . iMMMMt Ml FPS . IMMMMt Ml
WBIC . iMMMMt MM FPS . IMMMMt Ml
OAP
. SMMMMt »M INCH . IMMMMt Ml
SEP . iMMMMt MM INCH ..MMMMt Ml
ORP . 2MMMMI Ml INCH .IMMMMt Ml
OCP . IMMMMt M2 INCH .IMMMMt Ml
uaic . IMMMMt Ml FPS
. IMMMMt Ml
UNITS iCALE 'ACTOH
FTX L3S. .:MMMMt tl
FTY LBS. -.MMMMt Ml
FTZ LBS. .\MMMMt Ml
TTL FTLB ..MMMMt Ml





PITCH, ROLL - IVC
COLLECTIVE - IVC
EACH COLUMN REPRESENTS ONE OF THE S DEPENDENT VARIABLES.
































































































122.4 SLUCS UINC AREA
4.3 FT CHORD - 27.7
.23738E-«2 SLUQ/FT3 Q8AR • 12









































































EACH COLUMN REPRESENTS ONE OF THE S OEPENOENT VARIABLES.
EACrt ROW REPRESENTS ONE OF THE la INDEPENDENT VARIABLES.
FTX FTY FT2 TTL TTM TTM
/PBIC .I3973E-ai '.zayaat .1*22 IE ai -.4431SE 71 .B9899E-fl -.24467E at
/QBIC .55277E ai .iszatt .ir792E az -.3899SE «1 -.43857E ax -.4f787E ax
/RBIC -.34177E aa .97384E .3U84E aa .22832E «1 .21331E aa -.13468E az
/vaic .7«92aE-•az '.izaait aa .378B3E-ai -.S424fE--*1 -.61278E-f2 .2924SE--ax
Vviic .12SJ9S at -.42S8U- tf 1 -.2882JC ax -.313175--fl .21ft^C-«l .4S478fi--ai
/DAP -.296«n aa .1#8848 -.298231 aa .19S96C fl .2342aE at .34jr8«C-ax
/DIP •.St««8l 9» -.313491 aa -.212771 ft .8«798l at .823188 at .74l««f at
/ORP .79333E -ai -.23346E -.87987E--az -.82329E aa -.943a7E-fl .32368E ai
/DCP .41U8E aa -.8479«-ai -.91880E ai -.14399E aa .73584E-#1 .29758E aa
/UBIC









































Figure B7.- Tine history for 1-tn., rajnped longitudinal cyclic Input































































Figure B8.- Time history for 1-ln., raoped lateral cyclic input (15 sec)









































































Figure B9.- Time history for 1-in., ramped collective input (15 sec)












































































































































Figure B11.- Tine history for 1-in., ramped pedal input (15 sec)
rate comand heading hold.
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A listing of the control characteristics that were ijnplefflented for the
simulation Is ?iven in TaOie C-i. The actual set-up of the coclcpit for the conduct
of the experiment is shown in figure CI.











Control travel ^0.65 in. 10.66 in. 3.5U in. 5.50 in.
Swash-plate travel 1* full down IT forward 6.0« left
17« full up 11' aft 6.0« right
Rotor blade travel 16» 22» 12* 40"
at 0.75S
Rotor gearing i.5Vin. S.oe-Zin. l.43«/in. 6.-!5'/in.
Control breakout force 2.0 lb 0.5 lb 0.5 lb 4.0 lb
(zero friction)
Control-force gradient 0.0 lb/in. 1.05 Ib/m. 0.68 Ib/m. 3.5 lb/in.














































(To be read by pilot)
The oiaaion will begin at point A, with the aircraft at 50 ft AGL and Uo .mota,
and the panei-iDounted slispiay (PMD) in the Transition aade. There iiay be wind ana
turbuience
.
MOE . Fly through the canyon at UO iS toots, acaying as close to 'he ground as
possible (no higher zhan 50 ft ACL).
DECSL . After :ro3Si.ng che Last Sera, ieceieraca and switch she PMD to Hover at
lO to 15 icnocs. Come ;o a ;'ull atop wichm ft of the cencer of cne nover area,
at 10 i2 ft ACL and pointing Morth t5'
.
LOW-TURNS . Switch the PMD to 3oo-ap. Turn left and atoo ac l80 r5'. Then turn
right and scop ac 'lorch rS* . Jse a conscant :um race, noc ;o exceed 90' in U aec,
and stay wichin 5 ft of the initial >nover point at 10 r2 ft ACL. At che and of the
Low curns, aay "laric'* and squeeze the trigger aw i ten to the first decenc. ^CAU-
TION: second <letenc disengages aunuiacion.
;
BOB-UP . With the PMD atill in 3ob-up, bob-uo to 30 slO ft ACL. Stay within 5 ft of
the initial hover point, pomcing North 25'. Say "aark" and squeeze the trigger
switch to the first detent.
HIGH-TURNS . With the PMD scill in 3ob-up, turn left and acop aC 180 =5'. Then cum
righc and atop at Morth s5' . 'Jse a constanc :urn race, noc to exceed 90* in 4 aec,
and stay within 5 ft of the initial hover poinc at 30 2 10 ft ACL. At che end of cne
high-turns, switch the PMD to Hover.
FIRE-CONTROL . With the PMD still in Hover, turn right oiaintaining 80 210 ft ACL.
Stop at the ZSU-23 (at 120-130').
Switch the PMD to Bob-up, and stay within 5 ft of the current hover point at
30 210 ft ACL. Watch for the target which will be flying from left to right, or
right to left. It may not appear right away. As soon as you see the target, and
not before , switch the HUD to Fire Control.
Using the HUD, put the sight pipper on the target. A tone will aound, and the
missile-launch-constraints box will appear on the HUD. Keep the target inside the
launch-constraints box until the tone changes in pitch, then press the fire
button. The missile-launch box will flash, indicating a hit. Stay within 10 ft of
189
the hover point and at 80 t20 ft AGL throughout target-acquisition. If you do not
fire within 15 see, a puisacing ^one will aound and you will ie scored as having
been shot down. This will also naopen if you fire before acquiring the target,
exceed tOO ft ACL, or sraah Lnco a tree or the ground during traclcing.
Ratings . Assign a C-H racing :o "he MOE, deceleration, Low-<iover ^urns. high-nover





Tables S-' througn E-3 deiineace ;he /ariaole daca coiiecced on the -hrae scrip
charts availaole for use Chraugnouc Che ^xperunenc. Taoie c-4 lists :he unmeaiace
post-run aircraft performance data to Include preliminary statistics :hat were pro-
vided from a Versatec line printer. Table E-5 lists when the different phases of
data collection were initiated. Table E-6 lists the mission outcome codes used to
categorize each air-to-air engagement. Figure El represents a graphical time line
representation of the complete fire control tasie.
TABLE E-1.- STRIP CHART DATA VARIABLES (MO. 1)
Parameter Full scale/units Polarity
1. Longitudinal cyclic position DELE t50% Aft
2. Pitch angular acceleration QSDDG t50«/3ec^ * Mose up
3. Pitch rate QBOG t30"/sec « Nose up
4. Pitch attitude THET 20 • « Nose uo
5. Airspeed UBKTS -20 to 60 Icnots
6. Collective control position OELC 0-100t Up
7. Vertical velocity HD 500 ppm Up
3. Vertical acceleration HDDG 25 g'3 * Up
TABLE E-2.- STRIP CHART DATA VARIABLES (NO. 2)
Parameter Mnemonic Full scale/units Polarity
1. rpm OMEGA 360-410 rpm
2. Arpm DOMECA t20 High
3. Torque Q TORQ 0-200 ft-lb >
4. Radar altitude HAGL 0-100 ft >
5. Lateral cyclic stick position DELA £50% RT
6. Roll angular acceleration PBOOG 50»/3ec2 RT
7. Roll rate PBDG 30»/3ec RT
3. Roll attitude PHI 25 • RT
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TABLE E-3.- STRIP CHART DATA VARIABLES (NO. 3)
Paraoeeer Mnemonic Full 3caie/unit3 Polarity
1. Directional pedal position OELR ±50% * RT
2. Yaw angular acceleration RBOOG ±50»/3ec2 HT
3. Yaw rate RBDG 50«/3ec RT
4. Yaw rate RBOG ±10" /sec * 8T
5. 9„ THETTR -20* to -.40 •
6. Yaw 2CAS actuator novefflent DELTR SIO in. ar
7. ^-heading arror PSII i50« * RT
3. 9-elevation error THETI i20* RT
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TABLE i-^.- 2ID OF 3UN 7ERSAT£C -DATA
(Mlnifflua /aiua, aaxinum value, .-aia. jean, a, M aaooiei
Mission phase
Variables
MOE DECEL IGE TURN OCE TURN TARGET
Height above ground, ft / • / • /
Longitudinal velocity, ft/aec / / /
Lateral velocity, ft/sec / / /
Heading, (^eg / / / / /
Cyclic lateral position, m. / / / / /
Cyclic Longitudinal position, in. / / / / /
Collective oosition. In. • • / • •
Pedal position, in. / / / / /
Attitude rate, deg/sec /
Pitch angle, ieg / / • /
Y-hover error, ft / • /
X-hover error, ft / / /
Radial hover -rror^ / • /
Heading srror, cteg /
Y-hover velocity, ft/sec / / /
X-hover velocity, ft/ sec / / /
Yau rate, ft/sec / / / / /
Yaw acceleration, ft/sec^ / / / / /
Aziouth sighting error, (3eg /
Elevation sighting error, deg •
Tine^ / / / / /
Mission failure code*^ /
Target direction, t /
Target slant range /
Torque, ft-lb • / • / /
SAS actuator, deg / / / / /
Lateral component of wind, Icnots / / / • /
^Radial hover error calculations are explained in detail on page 146,
"Time narlfing points are shown in table E-5 and figure E-1.
•^Mission failure codes are described in table E-6.
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TABLE £-6.- AIR-TO-AIR TARGET ACQUISITION MISSION OUTCOME CODES
Code 1 s Missile fired/target in launch-constraints-box (LCB) = Hit
2 s Missile fired/ target not in LCB a Miss
3 3 Exceeded time limit for target-acquisition Cask * Shot Down
4 3 Exceeded altitude limit for Carget-acquisition task s Shot 3own
5 - Ownship sontactad cerrain during T-A Cask = Crashed
9 = ?/c logic or CGI Problem, but reaction 2 data valid
= ?/e Logic or CGI Problem, and all phase i data invalid
DEFINITIONS OF HOVER-cRROR .MEASURES ?0R TAW-CONTROL STUDY
Vehicle location at start of aaneuver: X^, Yg
Longitudinal hover error: (EXH), s Xj_ - x^
Lateral hover error: (EYH), = /i - y^
Radial hover error: (ERH)^ = ^(EXH)^ • (EYH)^







Median radial hover error (50 ERH): Value of (ERH)^ which encompasses 50% of Che
(ERH)j^'s; Chat is, with Che radial hover errors ranked according Co size, Che
median (ERH)j^ is Chat radius at or below which 50% of the (ERH)j^'3 lie.
Median circular error radius (50 CER): Value of (CER)j^ which encompasses 50% of
(CER)i's.
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PILOT FIRES MISSILE -
OR RUN ENDS BECAUSE
TIME LIMIT EXCEEDED,
ALTITUDE LIMIT EXCEEDED,
















































Tables ?-l through ?-5 reoreaent the individual and averaged ptloc racings for
9acn task and teased configuraclon. Tables ?-o througn ?-iO represent a correlation
analysis conducted on the pilot racings of the primary test configurations to enaole
the indexing of pilot sensitivity.
TABLE F-1.- PILOT RATINGS FOR MOE FLIGHT TASK
Tesc HQR 1
configuration pi P2 P3 p4 n 2 sd
3 5.0 7.0 5.0 6.0 4 5.750 0.329
4 5.0 4.5 3.0 3.5 4 4.000 .791
5 4.0 6.0 3.0 7.0 4 5.000 1.581
6 3.0 4.0 3.0 3.0 4 3.250 .433
7 3.0 6.0 3.0 7.0 4 4.750 1.785
8 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 U 3.000
9 3.0 8.0 5.0 3.0 4 7,250 1.299
10 ... 7.5 8.0 6.0 3 7.167 0.850
11 6.0 5.0 4.0 7.0 * 5.500 1.118
12 u.o 3.5 4.0 5.0 4 4.125 .545
13 3.0 5.0 4.0 5.0 4 4.250 .329
Mi 3.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4 3.750 .433
15 5.0 ... 4.0 4.0 3 4.333 .471
16 U.O ... 4.0 4.0 3 4.000
17 7.0 7.5 5.0 10.0 4 7.375 1.781
18 7.0 4.0 4.5 7.0 4 5.625 1.386
19 5.0 8.0 5.0 7.0 4 6.250 1.299
20 5.0 3.0 4.5 5.0 4 4.375 .320
21 4.0 ... 3.0 4.0 3 3.667 .471
22 3.0 ... 3.0 4.0 3 3.333 .471
23 4.0 ... 2.0 4.0 3 3.333 .943
24 4.0 ... 5.0 4.0 3 4.333 .471
25 6.0 8.0 4.0 5.0 4 5.750 1.479
26 4.0 5.0 4.0 6.0 4 4.750 .329
27 3.0 8.0 4.0 10.0 4 6.250 2.361
28 3.0 4.0 3.0. 3.0 4 3.250 .433
29 4.0 7.0 4.0 4.0 4 4.750 1.299
30 3.0 ... 4.0 3.0 3 3.333 .471
31 3.0 ... 3.0 4.0 3 3.333 .471
32 3.0 ... 9.0 4.0 3 5.333 2.625
33 7.0 9.0 4.0 5.0 4 6.250 1.920
34 3.0 7.0 2.0 4.0 4 4.000 1.371
37 3.0 3.0 4.0 3 3.333 .471
38 3.0 3.0 2.0 5.0 4 3.250 1.090
39 3.0 3.0 4.0 3 3.333 .471






conflguraCion Pl 92 p3 p4 n 2 3d
51 •*«« 3.0 5-0 2 4.000 1.000
52 ... ... ... u.o 1 u.ooo ...
53 ... ... H.O ... 1 4.000 ...
54 ... ... ._ 5.0 1 5.000 ...
55 6.0 ... 8.0 2 6.000
57 ... ... a.o 6.0 2 7.000 1.000
58 ... 5.0 1 5.000
TABLE F-2.- PILOT iUTINGS FOR DECELERATION FLIGHT TASK
Teac HQR
configuration pi ?2 p3« p4 n i 3d
3 6.0 4.0 4.0 5.0 3 5.000 1.410
4 3.0 4.0 3.0 3.0 3 3.300 .318
5 3.0 4.0 3.0 7.0 3 4.500 2.500
6 3.0 3.0 3.0 4.0 3 3.300 .318
7 3.5 4.0 3.0 5.0 3 4.200 1.170
8 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 3 4.000
9 6.0 7.0 4.0 7.0 3 6.660 .580
10 ... 4.0 6.0 5.0 2 4.500 .707
n 5.0 4.0 3.0 5.0 3 4.660 .324
12 3.0 3.0 5.0 4.0 3 3.300 .318
13 4.0 4.0 3.0 4.0 3 4.000
14 3.0 3.0 4.0 4.0 3 3.300 .318
15 4.0 ... 3.0 4.0 2 4.000
16 4.0 ... 3.0 3.0 2 3.500 .707
17 5.0 4.5 4.0 7.0 3 5.500 1.370
18 6.0 5.0 3.0 7.0 3 5.000 2.240
19 6.0 7.0 5.0 7.0 3 5.600 .530
20 3.0 4.5 6.0 3.0 3 3.500 1.220
21 4.0 ... 3.0 3.0 2 3.500 .707
22 4.0 ... 3.0 3.0 2 3.500 .707
23 5.0 ... 3.0 4.0 2 4.500 .707
24 4.0 ... 4.0 3.0 2 3.500 .707
25 4.0 4.0 3.0 4.0 3 4.000
26 3.0 5.0 3.0 3.0 3 3.500 1.630
27 3.0 4.0 3.0 7.0 3 4.600 2.940
28 4.0 4.0 3.0 2.0 3 3.300 1.630
29 4.0 4.0 3.0 3.0 3 3.600 .320
30 3.0 ... 3.0 3.0 2 3.000
31 3.0 ... 3.0 4.0 2 3.500 .707
32 4.0 ... 2.0 3.0 2 3.500 .707
33 6.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 3 4.600 1.630
34 4.0 4.0 2.0 4.0 3 4.000




configuration ?1 p2 P3* p4 n 1 3d
38 2.0 3.0 2.0 4.0 3 3.000 1.410
39 3.0 ... 3.0 3.0 2 3.000
UO u.o ... 3.0 3.0 2 3.500 .707
51 ... ... 3.0 4.0 1 4.000
52 ... ... ^~. 3.0 1 3.000
53 ... ... U.o ...
54 ... ... ... 4.0 1 4.000 ...
55 5.0 ... ... 5.0 2 5.000
57 ... ... 5.0 5.0 1 5.000
58 ... ... ... 5.0 1 5.000 ...
•Ratings were rejected :3ue to low correlation.
TABLE f-3.- PILOT RATINGS ?QH LOW HOVER TORN FLIGHT TASK
Teat HQR
configuration pi ?2 P3 p4 n 2 ad
3 5.0 7.0 5.0 5.0 4 5.750 0.829
4 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 4 3.000
5 4.0 4.0 3.0 7.0 4 4.500 1.500
6 4.0 4.0 4.0 3.0 4 3.750 .433
7 4.0 4.0 3.0 5.0 4 4.250 1.090
3 4.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 4 3.250 .433
9 7.0 7.0 5.5 3.0 4 6.375 .393
10 ... 3.0 6.0 5.0 3 5.0OO 1.414
11 6.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 4 4.500 1.118
12 4.0 3.0 4.0 7.0 4 4.500 1.500
13 5.0 3.0 3.0 7.0 H 4.500 1.553
14 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4 4.000
15 5.0 ... 4.0 5.0 3 4.567 .471
16 4.0 ... 3.0 4.0 3 3.567 .471
17 6.0 3.0 5.0 6.0 4 5.000 1.225
18 7.0 5.0 3.0 3.0 4 4.750 1.785
19 4.0 5.0 5.0 7.0 4 5.250 1.090
20 3.0 3.0 4.0 3.0 4 3.250 .433
21 4.0 ... 3.0 4.0 3 3.667 .471
22 4.0 ... 3.0 4.0 3 3.667 .471
23 5.0 ... 3.0 5.0 3 4.333 .943
24 4.0 ... 3.0 4.0 3 3.667 .471
25 5.0 5.0 4.0 5.0 4 4.750 .433
26 3.0 2.5 4.0 3.0 4 3.125 .545
27 4.0 4.0 3.0 7.0 4 4.500 1.500
28 4.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 4 3.250 .433
29 5.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4 4.250 .433




configuration ?' P2 p3 p4 n 2 3d
31 4.0 ... 3.0 4.0 3 3.667 .471
32 4,0 ... 3.0 3.0 3 3.333 .471
33 4.0 6.0 4.0 6.0 4 5.000 1.000
34 4.0 3.0 2.0 3.0 4 3.000 .707
35 4.0 ... 3.0 4.0 3 3.667 .471
37 3.0 4,0 2.0 4.0 4 3.250 .329
39 4.0 ... 3.0 4.0 3 3.667 .471
40 5.0 ... 3.0 4.0 3 4.000 .316
51 ... 3.0 5.0 2 4.000 1.000
52 ... ... ... 5.0 1 5.000 ...
53 ... ... 4.0 ... 1 4.000
54 ... ... ... 5.0 1 5.000 ...
55 5.0 ... ... 5.0 2 5.500 .500
57 ... ... 9.0 5.0 2 7.000 2.000
58 ... ... ... 5.0 1 5.000
1
TABLS F-4.. PILOT RATINGS FOR HIGH HOVER TURN FLIGHT TASK
Teat HQR
configuration ?' ?2 P3 p4 n i 3d
3 5.0 7.0 5.0 6.0 4 5.750 0.329
4 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 4 3.000
5 4.0 3.0 3.0 7.0 4 4.250 1.639
6 4.0 4.0 4.0 3.0 4 3.750 .433
7 3.5 4.0 4.0 6.0 4 4.375 .960
a 4.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 4 3.250 .433
9 7.0 7.0 5.5 7.0 4 5.625 .550
10 ... 3.0 5.0 5.0 3 4.667 1.247
11 6.0 3.0 4.0 7.0 4 5.000 1.581
1
12 4.0 3.0 3.5 7.0 4 4.375 1.556
13 5.0 3.0 3.0 6.0 4 4.250 1.299
14 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4 4.000
15 5.0 ... 4.0 5.0 3 4.667 .471
16 4.0 ... 3.0 4.0 3 3.667 .471
17 6.0 3.0 5.0 6.0 4 5.000 1.225
18 7.0 6.0 4.0 3.0 4 5.000 1.581
19 4.0 4.0 5.0 7.0 4 5.000 1.225
20 3.0 3.0 4.0 3.0 4 3.250 .433
21 4.0 ... 3.0 5.0 3 4.000 .816
22 4.0 ... 3.0 4.0 3 3.667 .471
23 5.0 ... 3.0 5.0 3 4.333 .943
24 4.0 ... 3.0 4.0 3 3.667 .471
25 5.0 5.0 4.0 5.0 4 4.750 .433




configuration pi P2 P3 p4 n 1 ad
27 4.0 4.0 3.0 7.0 4 4.500 1.500
28 4.0 3.0 3.5 3.0 4 3.375 .415
29 5.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4 4.250 .433
30 2.0 ... 3.0 4.0 3 3.000 .816
3T U.O ... 3.0 5.0 3 4.000 .816
32 4.0 ... 3.0 4.0 3 • 3.667 .471
33 4.0 6.0 4.0 6.0 4 5.000 1.000
34 4.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 4 3.250 .433
37 4.0 ... 3.0 4.0 3 3.667 .471
38 3.0 4.0 2.0 4.0 4 3.250 .829
39 4.0 ... 3.0 4.0 3 3.667 .471
40 5.0 ... 3.0 4.0 3 4.000 .816
51 .^. ... 3.0 5.0 2 4.000 1.000
52 ... ... 5.0 1 5.000 ...
53 ^. 4.0 ... 1 4.000 ...
54 ... ... 5.0 1 5.000 ...
55 6.0 ... 6.0 2 6.000
57 ... 6.0 6.0 2 6.500 .500
58 —
—
-~ 5.0 1 5.000 ...
TABLE F-5-- PILOT RATINGS FOR TARGET ACQUISITION AND TRACKING FLIGHT TASK
Teac rfQR
configuration pi P2» ?3 p4 n 2 3d
3 7.0 7.0 99.0 7.0 3 7.0OO
4 4.0 99.0 3.5 4.0 3 3.333 .236
5 5.0 99.0 4.0 7.0 3 5.333 1.247
6 4.0 5.0 99.0 5.0 2 4.500 .707
7 4.0 5.0 4.0 6.0 3 4.600 1.630
8 5.0 6.0 4.0 99.0 2 4.500 .707
9 4.0 7.0 6.0 7.0 3 5.660 2.160
10 ... 5.0 6.0 99.0 1 6.000 1.000
11 99.0 99.0 5.0 7.0 2 6.000 1.000
12 5.0 99.0 4.0 5.0 3 4.667 .471
13 4.0 6.0 4.0 5.0 3 4.330 .812
14 99.0 5.0 5.5 4.0 3 4.833 .624
15 4.0 ... 4.0 4.0 3 4.000
16 4.0 ... 3.0 6.0 3 4.333 1.247
17 7.0 6.0 5.0 99.0 3 6.0OO .816
18 99.0 99.0 4.0 4.0 2 4.000
19 99.0 99.0 4.0 5.0 2 4.500 .500
20 6.0 7.0 5.0 4.0 3 5.000 1.410
21 99.0 ... 4.0 4.0 2 4.000




Goni'l^uracion 31 P2* 33 34 n 2 3d
1
23 6.0 ... 3.0 5.0 3 U.667 1.2U7
24 5.0 ... U.O 6.0 3 5.000 .316
25 6.0 7.0 U.5 U.O 3 U.800 1.U70
26 5.0 5.0 5.0 7.0 3 6.300 1.960
27 5.0 7.0 3.0 5.0 3 U.300 1.630
28 5.0 7.0 3.0 3.0 3 3.U00 2.5UO
29 tt.O U.O 99.0 U.O 3 u.ooo
30 U.O ... U.O 3.0 3 3.667 .U71
31 U.O — 99.0 7.0 2 5.500 1.500
32 5.0 ... 99.0 99.0 1 5.000
33 99.0 99.0 U.O 5.0 2 U.500 .500
3* 4.0 7.0 2.0 3.0 3 3.000 1.U10
37 99.0 — 3.5 99.0 1 3.500
38 U.O 7.0 3.0 U.O 3 3.500 .360
39 99.0 ... 3.0 5.0 2 4.000 1.000
40 99.0 ... 99.0 U.O 1 U.OOO
51 — — 3.0 U.O 2 3.500 .500
52 — ... ... U.O 1 U.OOO ...
53 — ... U.O ... 1 u.ooo ...
54 — ... — 6.0 1 6.000 ...
55 5.0 ... ... 6.0 2 5.500 .500
57 ... ... 99.0 5.0 1 5.000
58 "•— ... ... U.O 1 U.OOO ...
•Ratings rejecced due to negligible correlation
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Tables G-l 'Mrough G-5 liat individual pilot connent data for eacn
configuration flown wtiile conducting the five designated taslcs.









1/17/8U 6 Mo 3 26 4 I find Chat wOile ;he breaicout is ade-
quate, the force gradient could be a oit
higher. As far as :he directional
access, the conmanded position ijas
there. It became iionediately apparent
that the damping was decreased somewhat
and that there was a tendency to over-
shoot the desired heading.
1/17/84 7 fes 3 3 5 The damping and control sensitivity were
aarkedly decreased. One, by the fre-
quency of directional tuotions required
and in magnitude of aotions in order to
obtain the desired heading. In the turn
there was tendency for reverse yaw, a
1 subscantial amount of pedal and a ten-
dency to overshoot.
1/17/8U 8 Yes 3 11 4 The damping appeared to be adequate, but
the decrease in control sensitivity
required the tendency to overshoot. The
desired yaw rate could easily be com-
manded. The aircraft did not want to
seem to turn as rapidly as I had com-
manded it to.
1/17/84 1 No 1 8 3 Very responsive, would prefer increased
friction on the collective.
1/17/84 2 Yes 1 7 3 Increased friction on collective is a
benefit.
1/17/84 3 Mo 1 18 7 Controllability in question. Lack of



























Tendency to overcontroi the directional
axis. The damping seesed to be adequate
as the frequency of the pedal inputs was
not that high; however, there was a
tendency to overshoot on the desired
heading.
Acute angle and reflex angle turns were
exceptional. Excellent control and good
ability to achieve Che desired race of
turn or rate of yaw.
The additional control systeis damping
was adequate and satisfactory; however,
relative sensitivity was decreased.
This decrease did not affect control,
but it did increase the magnitude of
pedal displacements in order to obtain
the desired yaw rate or a skid through
the turn. The turns were accomplished
easily.
Apparent damping was substantially
decreased with an apparent increase in
sensitivity. Considerable difficulty in
maintaining the desired heading down the
NOE course within 5* and with some
bicycling on the pedals.
Heading control was not a problem. It
seemed lilce the aircraft was overall
more sluggish, higher damping and a
decrease in control sensitivity. It
wasn't reacting as quick as I would have
desired.
Maintaining desired heading was not a
problem. The damping appeared adequate,
the sensitivity perhaps was Just higher
than desired. Could be coupled with
shorter than necessary time constant.

















It appeared that the pedals had no
control or did not tend to streamline.
The aircraft did not tend to streamline
with the aircraft in forward flight.
Yaw damping was inappropriate. High
pilot worlcload required :o iiaintain "he
aircraft as far as yaw control is
concerned. Very poor acan system.
Pretty fair all in all. Good collective
response. Mo change in pitch and roll
over the previous configurations nor in
collective. In going straight and
narrow there were no proolems; in clear-
ing the bens, however, the heading does
appear to want to drift right and left,
depending upon Che application or
decrease of torque, requiring increased
pilot workload.
Heading control is difficult. There are
the desired normal frequency of pedal
notion bicycling baclrc and forth on the
pedals, indicative of a low damping.
There also appears to be relative low
sensitivity. In straight runs control
Is no problem, in the turns it becomes
one.
Increase in damping appeared to be
marginal to adequate. Control sensitiv-
ity was low enough in requiring some of
the large pedal excursions to establish
the desired heading and desired rate,
caused a tendency to lag—not necessar-














1/16/84 1 No 1 34 3 MlniouB compenaaclon required. Collec-
tive very aenaitive, very nice for
controlling over berm and alao going
down the other aide. A little troubie
with the lower torque of the aircraft.
Very aenaitive yaw inputa. Small minor
roll inputa cauae the turn alip indi-
cator to go outaide of the trim condi-
tlona.
1/16/84 2 Yea 1 13 3 Controllability waa no problem. Minimum
compenaation waa required.
1/18/84 1 Yea 1 5 4 Coopenaation waa required in the pitch
and roll and I acill feel the aenaitiv-
ity in Che pitch and roll axia ia too
little.
1/18/84 2 Mo 1 20 5 Conalderable compenaation primarily In
the yaw axla compared to other config-
uratlona.
1/18/84 3 Yes 1 3 5 Conalderable compenaation in the yaw
axia, very high aenaltivlty in the
pedala.
1/18/84 4 Yea 1 27 3 Minimum compenaation required maneuver-
ing down the course. High gaina in yaw
axia make some compenaation neceaaary.
1/18/84 5 Yea 1 17 7 Performance obtainable, but only with
maximum pilot compenaation. Large yaw
excuralona and extenalve compenaation in
the yaw axia to maintain any heading
whataoever
.
1/18/84 6 Yea 1 11 6 Extenalve compenaation required to
maintain any kind of directional control
throughout the maneuver.
1/18/84 10 Mo 3 12 4 Initial tendency to overcontrol In the
yaw axia with the aircraft overcompen-
aatlng. Control aenaltivlty very
high. Did not have a noticeable
weathercock stability or side force


























Sensitivity seeoed higher. The daoping
was not sufficient for the control
sensitivity, consequently there Is a
tendency to over control, evidenced by
the frequency of back and forth of
bicycling pedal antions. Performance on
the straight runs was no problem.
Control on Sums was, however, at ::he
desired speed.
Tendency to overcontrol. High frequency
of bacic and forth pedal motions indica-
tive of low daoiplng. The sensitivity
was not particularly high either. There
was a large magnitude of pedal displace-
ments, significant difficulty in main-
taining the desired heading during the
NOE run. Control not a problem. I had
to slow down to obtain desired perfor-
mance.
DaiBplng was unsatisfactory. Sensitivity
did appear to 'se increased and small
magnitude pedal displacements would
generate high yaw rates. Speed had to
be slowed to 30-35 Icnots in order to
negotiate the turns.
Oaoping appeared to be generally ade-
quate. There was not a necessity of
high frequency pilot inputs;, sensitiv-
ity appeared to have decreased.
Very highly damped. Very, very insensi-
tive in the directional axis.
Good harmony between damping and sensi-
tivity. Tasic could be accomplished













1/18/84 11 Yes 3 25 4 Tendency to overcontroi slightly ( 1 or
2*). Slightly decreased in sensitivity.
1/18/8U 12 Yea 3 5 3 Forward speed directional stability
seemed adequate with airspeed. No
problem oaintaining the desired heading
in the straight runs and che turns were
relatively easier than the other
configurations.
1/18/84 13 No 3 4 3 Oaaplng appeared to be somewhat lower,
and control sensitivity unchanged from
previous runs, and so consequently the
aircraft had some apparent quiclcness.
Maintained desired heading.
1/18/84 14 No 3 40 9 Highly damped, totally insensitive
control system. Turning the aircraft
was difficult. You had to roil the
aircraft and once you got it over in a
reasonable high bank angle, then you had
to pitch the aircraft through the turn,
causing pedal deflection.
1/18/84 15 Mo 3 32 9 Aircraft does not want to turn in for-
ward flight. Lack of control Ln the
turns.
1/19/84 1 No 3 24 5 Seemed underdamped In forward flight.
Tendency to overcontroi in pedal
notions.
1/19/84 2 Yea 3 31 3 Adequate weathercock stability.
Adequate side forces were generated for
conmanded side slip angles. Damping and
sensitivity appeared to be well matched
and the forward flight regime could














1/19/8U 3 fea 3 29 4 Damping appeared to be adequate in
relative comparison. Control sensitiv-
ity was not significantly lower than
what I'd want it to be. It required
large pedal excursions in order to
generate the correct yaw. However, that
was ameliorated because of the rather
high damping, so consequently there was
not a tendency to overcontrol.
1/19/8U n Yes 3 15 H Aircraft did not seem :o have the full
flight weathercocic stability and I had
to resort to acre pedal inputs to coor-
dinate the turns.
1/19/84 5 Yes 3 23 2 Good forward flight stability. Good
weathercock stability. Could easily fly
through the turns.
1/19/au 6 Yes 3 39 3 Could fly through the turns without
problems. Major collective inputs to go
up and over the benns did noc induce
large yaw excursions, and was able to
reasonably fly through at :he generally
targeted airspeed.
1/19/au 7 No 3 30 4 Good flight traclc. Directional stabil-
ity could generate adequate side
forces. It was not quite as well damoed
In forward flight as the last two. No
major Increase in workload.
1/19/84 8 No 3 22 3 Good forward flight stability. No
appreciative pedal displacements.
Tendency to make me overconfident.
1/19/84 9 Yes 3 16 4 It did quite well through the turns.
Adequate damping and control sensitivity
but required a bit more work.
1/19/84 10 Yes 3 53 4 Very lightly damped. Slight tendency to
overcontrol
.
1/19/84 11 Yes 3 57 8 Damping was virtually nonexistent.



















1/19/84 tea 17 7.5
1/23/84 Yes
Able to generate adequate 3lde forces
with aide alip. Able to fly through the
tui^s with ainlmum pedal displacement.
Heading information up here on the HUD,
especially the altitude information
helps a good deal. I don't use the
torque at all and the heading la rela-
tively useless during the MOE. All I am
using for the MOE portion Is Che right
portion with the tape and altitude
readout. The biggest problem I 3aw was
the heading shift as a function of
increasing and decreasing power going
over the berm, so there was a slight
tendency for the nose to shift right
with increased power.
A lot more difficult to fly primarily
due to the degraded yaw control. Air-
craft nose was much more active in going
left and right. In power applications
and actually going over the first berm,
it was almost uncontrollable due to a
rather rapid application of power on my
part. Difficult to have any precise
tracking. However, Jumping over the one
berm, it was controllable.
Biggest worlcload was trying to get the
aircraft to make it around Che turns
without smacking into the sides. It
took an awful lot of bank angle and a
whole lot of pedal to get the aircraft
coming around. 40 knots seemed to be
far too fast to maneuver the aircraft

























I liked tn» handling qualities of Che
aircraft setter. It aeemea sasier to
OBke the turns at 40 knots without
smacking Into the side. The aircraft
seemed looser in yaw control and seemed
ouch less stable or steady In a particu-
lar heading, so that it did require a
little bit of pedal inputs all the time
you were flying, but the turns in fact
were easier. I had some trouble with
altitude control and a little heading
control problem.
Nothing ouch different other than I did
lose the panel-mounted ^Isolay. It
seemed like it took an excessive amount
of bank angle and pedal to scop the
aircraft from sliding to the left.
Difficult coordinated turn. On the
second turn I tried to come inside and
look at the panel-mounted display and
use the velocity vector :o help ae
determine whether or noc I was
coordinated. The coordination scene is
really poor. It seems like it is taking
an excessive amount of bank angle and
pedal input to get around the turn,
continually wanting to jlioe.
I felt my ability to fly a predetermined
path over the ground to keep the air-
craft in the center line of the canyon
was easier than it had been on previous
runs. Bank angle on pedal displacements
in the turn did not seem excessive.
Airspeed control was good.
The predictability of the pedal require-
ments is very poor when the aircraft is
banked. The aircraft was loose and
wallowing around in yaw control. A
slight pedal displacement caused a very
large yaw displacement and I could not














1/23/84 7 Yea 2 5 8 I had to slow down to 20-25 Icnots to
negotiate the course. Any faster and I
would have flown through the sides of
the course.
1/23/84 8 Yes 2 19 8 In the right turn the aircraft dished
out to the left and then yaw control
becaoe extremely uncoordinated. The
nose Icept turning to the right.
1/24/84 1 Yea 1 19 5 Considerable compensation required in
the yaw axis, especially when negotiat-
ing the turns.
1/24/84 2 Yes 1 9 8 Large pedal Inputs required to compen-
sate for yaw drift once you put the
pedal in (a fair amount), it feels lilce
there's a delay and then a large rate
occurs, so large inputs are required to
oaintain some ^ind of straight course.
1/24/84 3 Yes 1 25 6 Extensive compensation was required in
maintaining directional control. This
also affected aaintaining a proper
course through the NOE area.
1/24/84 4 No 1 12 4 No comments.
1/24/84 5 Yes 1 39 3 Minimal compensation required, minor yaw
Inputs required with collective applica-
tion.
1/24/84 6 No 1 22 3 Very easy to fly down the course.
1/24/84 1 No 2 6 4 Aircraft had a tendency to dish out a
bit in the turns, but I was able to keep
it within what I considered acceptable
limits while traversing the canyon
area. Yaw excursions with collective
increases and decreases were minimal.
1/24/84 2 No 2 8 3 Control seemed real smooth and the













1/2U/8U 3 Mo 2 4 4.5 Yaw axia aeemed Co be a bit undamped. I
would like to have more poaitive control
over it.
1/24/84 5 No 4 4 3.5 No particular probleoa.
1/24/8U 6 Yea 4 18 7 Secauae of the poor heading reaponae, I
ended up doing "S" turna down the
courae
.
1/24/84 7 Mo 4 12 5 The noae waa tu itchy and very aenai-
tive. The noae icept wobbling back and
forth aa the aircraft went down the
courae
1/24/84 10 Mo 4 26 6 Overahot the turna and had to "S" turn
down the courae.
1/24/84 11 No 4 6 3 Slight overahoot in yaw axia duriTig
turna, but not nearly to the extent that
I've aeen bei'ore.
1/24/84 12 Mo 4 20 5 Mot ouch power to yaw coupling, but I
did have to chaae the heading after
coaing out of the turna.
1/24/84 13 Ua 4 13 5 The addition of the wind cauaed me to
overcompenaace in controlling the yaw
axia.
1/24/84 14 tea 4 27 10 Extremely aenaltive in the yaw axia to
the extent that I had to alow down in
attempting the turna, even though I
eventually loat control and craahed.
1/24/84 15 Yea 4 19 7 To maintain adequate control I had to
alow down 10 loiota.
1/24/84 16 Yea 4 9 3 In thia run, flying MOE waa not the
primary taak, it waa maintaining air-
craft control.














1/25/84 3 Yes 2 9 8 The aircraft was fairly loose in yaw
control, and it required quite a bit of
activity on the pedals to try to keep
the nose straight. It was so difficult
to control in yaw that altitude and
speed control deteriorated.
1/25/84 4 Mo 2 20 3 The turn coordination was really great.
1/25/84 5 Yes 2 27 8 The aircraft required a lot of pedal to
establish a good turn. I had to alow
down to 20 knots to aaice the turns.
1/25/84 6 Yes 2 33 9 It took excessive amouncs of pedal and
roll coordination Just to get the air-
craft to turn.
1/25/84 1 Mo 1 30 3 Very nice and easy to control in the yaw
axis.
1/25/84 2 Mo 1 28 3 Mo problems.
1/25/84 3 Yes 1 21 4 You've got to be a little more active in
the loop to keep the desired heading as
you oalce collective changes.
1/25/84 1 Yes 4 11 7 The yaw to collective coupling was a
problem. There seemed to be a longer
than normal lag in the yaw response.
1/25/84 2 Mo 4 28 3 Minimal compensation, no obnoxious power
to yaw coupling.
1/25/84 3 Yes 4 33 5 I had to slow down considerably to
negotiate the course.
1/26/84 1 Yes 2 25 8 The yaw control during turn coordination
was very poor. The aircraft was very
loose in directional control.
1/26/84 2 Yes 2 11 5 Extensive pilot compensation was
required primarily based on the diffi-













1/26/84 3 Mo 2 18 4 I was able to roil Into and out of the
turns without a lot of uortcload in
trying to continually increase the bank
angle and pedal inputs to iceep the
aircraft in the center. I did not like
the yaw to collective coupling.
1/26/8U 4 Yes 2 3 7 The aircraft was continually wallowing
around. I was not able to sake precise
pedal inputs and get a desired result.
1/26/84 5 Yes 2 38 3 It required some pedal in the turns, but
I was quickly able to recognize what I
needed in the way of pedal input and
Innediately get it when I initiated the
controls. It felt real comfortable.
1/26/84 6 Yes 2 29 7 You can keep the nose in what looks like
a coordinated turn but the aircraft Just
doesn't want to turn.
1/26/84 1 Yes 1 29 4 I was very aggressive in this particular
operation, aiore so than I've been in the
past.
1/26/34 2 Yes 1 13 3 It is easy to compensate with the pedals
for any yaw excursions that I experi-
enced througnout the course.
1/26/84 3 No 1 40 ' 5 The NOE course requires considerable
pilot compensation in the yaw axis in
making heading changes while making
turns. It is easy to maintain heading
while increasing or decreasing the
collective.
1/26/84 4 Yes 1 23 4 Moderate pilot compensation was required
to negotiate the turn properly. The
sensitivity seems to be increased a bit.
1/26/84 5 Mo 1 32 3 Easy to negotiate the course. Collec-














1/26/84 6 Yea 1 15 5 Conaiderable compenaation In the yaw
axla in negoeiaCing the turna. Also,
collective to yaw coupling required
increaaed pilot worldoad.
1/26/8tt 7 Mo 1 24 4 The senaitivity isn't very high, but you
still need to be in the loop pretty
tight to negotiate the course with any
aggreaaivenesa.
1/26/84 3 Yes 1 31 3 Collective to yaw correlation requiring
no coopensation in the yaw axis. It uaa
eaay to negotiate turna.
1/26/84 9 Yea 1 16 4 Heading control waa very good. It waa
very eaay to negotiate the turna.
1/26/84 10 Yea 1 55 6 Extenaive pilot coopenaacion required in
yaw axia, eapeeially in negociating the
turna
.
1/26/84 1 Yea 4 39 4 I had to work with the pedaia more Chan
I liked. The yaw seemed like it wasn't
aa reaponaive aa it should have been in
negotiating.
1/26/84 2 Mo 4 30 3 Minimal compenaation, no power to yaw
feedback.
1/26/84 3 Yea 4 37 4 Moderate compenaation to go through MCE
course. Mo power to yaw correlation
required.
1/26/84 4 No 4 24 4 I could detect a little bit of wallowing
and lack of preciseneaa in the heading
control.
1/26/84 5 Yea 4 21 4 Every time I would go over a berm and
make a large power change, coming back
down would require a lot of right pedal
to keep the noae where I wanted it.
1/26/84 6 Mo 4 40 3 Minimal compensation required. I was













1/26/84 7 No 4 22 4 The heading would wobble every time I
would make a power change and it toolc
reasonably large pedal applications to*
correct.
1/26/84 8 Yes 4 23 4 There was a lack of preciseness in
heading control.
1/26/84 9 iea U 51 5 Considerable cotnoensation <lue to power
to yaw compensation and the apparent
unpredictability of the pedals.
1/26/84 10 Ho 4 54 5 I had to overcompensate in yaw control
to negotiate the course.
1/26/84 11 Mo 4 52 4 The first turn was easy the second turn
was reasonable.
1/26/84 12 res 4 55 6 Very difficult to control.
1/26/84 13 No 4 58 5 Some power Co yaw compensation required.
21.9











1/17/84 6 Mo 3 26 3 Heading control not a problem. Again,
it's a matter of coordinating the
collective.
1/17/84 7 Yes 3 3 4 It was evident that the normal
directional control motions required in
order to maintain the hover were
increased
.
1/17/84 3 Yes 3 u 3 The desired heading could be maintained.
1/17/84 1 No 1 3 4 Moderate compensation from :he sensitiv-
ity of the controls increased power
workload to stabilize the desired hover
point. Tendency to PIO within the
collective bounce with the high sensi-
tivity set on then.
1/17/84 2 Yes 1 7 3.5 Taifces a little more power workload to
stabilize at the desired point. I think
some of the compensation might have been
on the collective.
1/17/84 3 Mo 1 18 6 Controllability becomes questionable.
1/17/84 9 Yes 3 27 3 Mo major problems in maintaining
directional.
1/17/84 10 Mo 3 34 2 Directional control not a problem, the
desired heading could easily be
attained.
1/17/84 11 No 3 6 3 Decrease in sensitivity caused the
heading to wander in the normal collec-
tive coupling, in that there was larger
than perhaps desired, pedal
displacement.
1/17/84 12 Yes 3 9 4 Oversensitivity in the pedals had a
tendency to make me oscillate what I was













1/17/84 13 tea 3 13 3 Aircraft had leaa of a tendency Co
wander in heading aa the aircraft waa
decelerating.
1/17/8U 14 Yea 3 7 3 Mot difficult. I entered TO to 12 toiota
slower than I have in the previous runa.
1/17/84 4 Mo 1 28 4 The aenaitivity in the pitch ia particu-
larly noticeable. On chat approach I
got down to 3 't prior to acopping the
aircraft' 3 forward aiotion and along Jith
that aoffle minor yaw excuraiona. High
pilot woricload.
1/17/84 5 Yes 1 33 6 Kigh pilot uorKload. Collective
reaponae very good. AbLiity to jsaincain
a deaired altitude once establianed.
exceilenc.
1/17/84 6 No 1 4 3 Very eaay concrol.
1/18/84 1 No 3 10 6 Heading control ia difficult because of
the decreaae in daisping and apparent
inaensitivity to the controla.
1/18/84 2 Yea 3 33 4 Mo problema. Deaired perforaance could
be obtained. Perhapa larger than
deaired pedal excursiona.
1/18/84 3 No 3 20 6 Significant difficulty in trying to
aaintain the deaired heading perfor-
aance. A median frequency bicycling
motion back and forth in order to try
and keep the noae generally the way we
wanted it to go.
1/18/84 4 Yea 3 19 5 Low damping, low control sensitivity,
bicycling back and forth on the pedals.
1/18/84 5 Yea 3 17 4 Easily accomplished, while compensating













1/18/84 6 MO 3 18 3 Adequate daoping <3ven Chough it was low
control sensitivity. The desired per-
formance could be obtained without a
problem.
1/18/84 7 Mo 3 14 4 Mot particularly difficult.
1/18/84 8 Mo 3 20 3 No problem with desired performance.
1/16/84 1 Mo 1 34 4 The collective to yaw coupling inputs
required by che pilot are considerable
in that area, in ihat it requires axsder-
ate compensation by the pilot to main-
tain the heading. Very easy and safe to
decelerate the aircraft with a nose-up
attitude.
1/16/84 2 Yes 1 13 4 Moderate compensation. A very aggres-
sive quick scop maneuver. I find that
the concrols are sensitive in pitch,
roll, and yaw when trying to stabilize a
desired altitude at a specific point.
1/18/84 1 Yes 1 5 3 Moderate compensations. Compensation
was required in the pitch and roll and I
still feel the sensitivity in the pitch
and roll axis— it's a bit too much for
that particular maneuver.
1/18/84 2 Mo 1 20 3 Minimal compensation. Easy to control
the aircraft.
1/18/84 3 Yes 1 3 6 Very hard to stop the aircraft yaw and
high sensitivity in the pedals. I ended
up overshooting the point. I'm more
concerned with the control of the air-
craft requiring extensive pilot compen-
sation Just to slow the aircraft and
attempt to maintain a heading.
1/18/84 4 Yes 1 27 3 Not much compensation required.
1/18/84 5 Yes 1 17 5 Extensive compensation required once
slowing some of the airspeed, high power














1/18/84 6 Ye3 1 11 5 Conaiderable pilot compensation required
once the airspeed slows down. High
power worlcload in the pedals to (naintain
directional control.
1/18/84 10 No 3 12 5 Significant overcontrol tendencies in
maintaining the desired heading *5'
.
1/18/84 11 Yea 3 25 3 No problems.
1/18/84 12 Yea 3 5 3 No tendency to overcontrol with Che nose
altitude in laintaining the desired
heading.
1/18/84 13 Mo 3 4 3 Oaaping appeared lower.
1/18/84 14 No 3 40 3 A piece of ealce.
1/18/84 15 No 3 32 2 A piece of cake.
1/19/84 1 No 3 24 4 Not a suostanttal problem. There 'was
not the apparent tendency to overcon-
trol.
1/19/84 2 Yea 3 31 3 No problems with heading control. No
tendency to overcontrol.
1/19/84 3 Yea 3 29 3 Heading control not a problem. Large
pedal excursions factor. Heavily damped
decreased tendency to overcontrol or
make it virtually nonexistent.
1/19/84 4 Yea 3 15 3 No significant problems in maintaining
heading control and decelerating.
1/19/84 5 Yea 3 23 3 Slight tendency to overcontrol on my
part, down when we got into the transla-
tional environment.
1/19/84 6 Yea 3 39 3 No tendency for the nose to wander.
1/19/84 7 No 3 30 3 No problems.


































Too faat. I started decelerating too
late. Tendency to overahoot the area,
not overahoot but, in the OECEL to have
a higher than perhaps deaired noae
attitude. That did not adversely affect
being able to hold the heading.
Really no probleoa. I had to go back
and forth an the pedals to oiaintain the
heading.
No particularly abrupt or rapid maneu-
ver. Control is not in question but had
to work at doing it.
Mo real major problems. I was able to
keep heading under control.
Quite nice. The symbology helps a
lot. Prefer head up display. Biggest
task was getting the nose up high enough
so as not to overshoot the desired
points. It seeoed like It takes a
nose-up pitch attitude in order to
anticipate and overshoot the desired
point of stop.
Once I got the aircraft settled down
through the first turn and all, the
second turn went much better. However,
I slowed the airspeed from UO to
20 knots, I think, which may have been
the factor for the improvement. Overall
deceleration was acceptable. Heading
control was not much of a problem
although it was a bit looser in the
deceleration in the previous run.
Task would be a lot easier if the veloc-
ity vector was on HUD rather than PMD
where you had to come inside to assist
in getting a rate of deceleration. You














1/23/84 2 Mo 2 26 5 Went to pot, aoatiy becauae of crosa-
check rather than aircraft perfor-
aiance. Taak '^ouid be Jlmpier if you
could gauge your deceleration. Adequate
perfonnance uaa obtainable.
1/23/aU 3 •fea 2 13 4 Deatred perfonnance required Juat moder-
ate coopenaation.
1/23/84 4 Mo 2 34 4 I n9V9r did switch so the riover aode,
but gueaa it doean't aatter oecauae it
didn't have the aymboiogy. Mothing of
any significance. Seairsd perfonnance
and Juat noderate coopenaation.
1/23/84 5 Mo 2 28 4 The heading control waa fine.
1/23/84 6 Mo 2 10 4 Heading control didn't seem to be amen
of a problem.
1/23/84 7 res 2 5 4 Mothing significant to point out there.
1/23/84 8 Yea 2 19 7 Heading control waa /ery poor during "the
tranattion from flight to hover.
1/24/84 1 Yea 19 6 Extenaive compenaation required in
controlling yaw axia.
1/24/84 2 Yea 9 6 Large pedal inputs required to maintain
some kind of a straight course.
1/24/84 3 Yea 25 4 Moderate compensation required.
1/24/84 4 No 12 3 Yaw axia controllability worked out very
well.
1/24/84 5 Yea 39 3 It waa very eaay to maintain heading
during the deceleration.
1/24/84 6 Mo 22 4 Very eaay to execute the quick atop.
Some compenaation waa required for yaw
excursions due to coilective changes.
1/24/84 1 Mo 2 6 3 The deceleration waa simple and easy.













1/2U/a4 2 Mo 2 3 4 Mo problems encountered.
1/24/84 3 No 2 4 4 Having a alight problem with visual
cues.
1/24/84 5 Mo 4 4 3 Mot a lot of compensation required.
1/24/84 6 Yea 4 18 7 Large power changes cauaed large excur-
3 tons in heading.
1/24/84 7 Mo 4 12 4 I Icept putting in lots of pedal in
chasing the yaw movement of the nose.
1/24/84 10 Mo 4 26 3 Mo particular comments. Performed
normal deceleration.
1/24/84 11 No 4 6 4 No large problems due to yaw. There was
a slight amount of collective to yaw
coupling which caused a change in head-
ing of 8«.
1/24/84 12 Mo 4 20 3 No problems in maintaining aircraft
heading.
1/24/84 13 Yea 4 13 4 The addition of the wind did not cause
much of a problem.
1/24/84 14 Yea 4 27 7 I overcontroiled the yaw axis a lot.
The worlcload was so high that I forgot
to go from transition mode to hover mode
on the HUD.
1/24/84 15 Yea 4 19 7 Overcontroiled the yaw axis during the
deceleration.
1/24/84 16 Yea 4 9 7 Because I was trying to control altitude
with large collective movements, heading
control was off a considerable amount.
1/24/84 2 No 2 14 3 Deceleration to a hover was comfortable
and easy to do.
1/25/84 3 Yea 2 9 4 It was a fairly steady deceleration













1/25/84 4 MO 2 20 4.5 Mo ppobiems with yaw concroi during
deceleration.
1/25/84 5 Yes 2 27 4 The deceleration went fairly smoothly.
1/25/84 6 Yea 2 33 4 The aircraft was fairly stable in yaw
during the deceleration.
1
1/25/84 1 Mo 1 30 3 Easily controllable in yaw axis.
1/25/84 2 Mo 1 28 2 Pilot compensation was not a factor,
especially in the yaw axis.
1/25/84 3 Yes 1 21 4 I have to sake a fair amount of pedal
inputs to oaintain the neading.
1/25/84 1 Yes 4 11 5 No particular problems.
1/25/84 2 No 4 28 2 There wasn't a lot to do in the yaw axis
since there was ainimal yaw to
collective coupling.
1/25/84 3 Yes 4 33 4 There was no substantial collective to
yaw coupling and any change in heading
was pilot induced.
1/26/84 1 Yes 2 25 4 Mo significant problems, directional
control was fairly easy.
1/26/84 2 Yes 2 11 4 Mo problens with yaw control.
1/26/84 3 Mo 2 18 5.5 The yaw to collective coupling was
fairly noticeable on the start of the
deceleration. It was difficult to
modulate the nose movement with pedal
inputs because the pedals were so sensi-
tive.
1/26/84 4 Yes 2 3 4 No problems with yaw control during
Initial stages of deceleration, but the
aircraft seemed to want to wander around
In heading toward the deceleration
termination.














1/26/84 6 Yea 2 29 4 I was able to control the yaw axis very
well.
1/26/8U 1 Yes 1 29 4 I flew this aaneuver very aggressively.
1/26/84 2 Yes 1 13 4 It was relatively easy to maintain a
desired heading during the deceleration;
however, there was moderate compensation
in correlating the yaw to collective
coupling.
1/26/84 3 Mo 1 40 4 It didn't require much compensation to
maintain a (desired heading while apply-
ing the collective, but if an input were
made it required a fair amount of com-
pensation to control the heading.
1/26/84 4 Yes 1 23 5 I had to stay in the yaw loop to main-
tain the desired heading.
1/26/84 5 Yes 1 32 4 I was able to stabilize close to the
desired heading with a moderate amount
of compensation.
1/26/84 6 Yes 1 15 4 It required moderate pilot compensation
to maintain the desired direction. I
was finding also that the yaw has some
effects in coupling Into the roll axis.
1/26/84 7 No 1 24 4 Moderate compensation, but I was able to
stabilize on approximately the desired
heading.
1/26/84 8 Yes 1 31 3 Very aggressively flown. Heading con-
trol worked out beautifully.
1/26/84 9 Yes 1 15 4 There Is not much in terms of pilot
wcrlcload in yaw and collective.
1/26/84 10 Yes 1 55 5 High pilot workload In the quick stop,
and I also attacked the maneuver with
considerably less aggressiveness than
I've done before.














1/26/aU 2 Mo 4 30 3 Mo particular opoblema. Mo pilot
worldoad In yaw to Irceep it on heading.
1/26/au 3 Yea 4 37 3 Mot ouch compenaation required.
1/26/84 u Mo 4 24 3 I am able to hold the noae generally in
the right direction and roll out on
north at the end of the deceleration.
1/26/84 5 Yea 4 21 3 Mot a lot of compenaation required.
1/26/84 6 Mo 4 40 3 Mo apparent yaw to power coupling prob-
lema that I uaa required to comoenaate
for.
1/26/84 7 Mo 4 22 3 There waan't much compenaation required
during the deceleration.
1/26/84 3 tea 4 23 4 The yaw control Morlcload waa oonaider-
adiy higher than what I thought it
3nouid be.
1/26/84 9 Yea 4 51 4 Moderate compenaation required to main-
tain the heading.
1/26/84 10 Mo 4 54 5 It waan't high on workload. I only
wandered off inneading 5'-'0'.
1/26/84 11 Mo 4 52 3 Minimal drift in heading control
1/26/84 12 Yea 4 55 5 I had to really concentrate in malcing
only very small pedal novementa.
1/26/84 13 Mo 4 58 5 Yaw to power compenaation required.
229











1/17/84 6 Mo 3 26 4 Could not command the desired turn rate;
in other words, a tendency to overshoot.
1/17/84 7 fes 3 3 5 The desired turn rate could be com-
nanded, could be (once established),
modulated as necessary co speed it up or
slow it down. Tendency to overshoot and
for aircraft to want to continue In
existing direction.
1/17/84 a Yes 3 11 4 The trend of turn rate was there. The
primary problem of difficulty was In
arresting the heading on the aircraft on
the desired heading. Tendency again to
overshoot and to bicycle a bit. Low
frequency of rather large siagnitudes.
1/17/84 1 Mo 1 3 4 Tendency to PIO. Very slow frequency
and some minor overshoots of yaw. Light
friction on collective. Seems to drift,
difficulty in loolcing at the PMD and
trying to Iceep nay position on the out-
side and staying on the point.
1/17/84 2 Yes 1 7 4 Controls are a bit sensitive and tend to
overshoot. Increased pilot worKload,
moderate compensation. Mo apparent
torque differential across pedals.
1/17/84 3 No 1 18 7 Pitch and roll sensitivity same as
before; however, yaw sensitivity
increased considerably. Mumerous over-
shoots and also very excessive rates for
small pedal inputs.
1/17/84 9 Yes 3 27 3 Desired rate of turn could be easily
achieved and controlled, there was a
tendency to undershoot as opposed to
overshoot on the desired heading. But
again, the desired performance could be











1/17/84 5 Yea 1 33 4 Yaw azla control waa no real problem In
teraa of conducting the turn, atabiiiz-
Ing on the heading. Oacillatlona in yaw
control, poaaibly PIG, show up in the
turn alip indicator and HUD.
1/17/84 6 Mo 1 4 3 Problem in recurning to -he deaired
heading. £aaier to aiaincain the deaired
poaitlon over the ground.
1/18/84 1 No 3 10 6 The ability co iceep the :urn rate and
ondulate the turn rate aa you are turn-
ing la extremely difficult becauae of
the damping.
1/18/84 2 Yes 3 33 4 Difficulty in owdulating yaw rate,
becauae of diaplacement required in
pedala.
1/18/84 3 No 3 20 4 The deaired race could be eaaily
attained. Tendency to overshoot the
deaired heading.
1/18/84 4 Yea 3 19 5 Seema to be some coupling. It seemed
nice there waa a narked lateral drift in
the aircraft. I attempted to null it
out in order to maintain the approximate
poaitlon. There waa also a tendency to
undershoot the turns going to the right,
and overshoot the turna going to the
left.
1/18/84 5 Yea 3 17 5 Tendency to generate higher than deaired
yaw rate, with a small pedal input and
consequently with the damping being
apparently decreaaed in that there waa a
tendency to overshoot the turn and then
make a flurry of pedal inputs to try and
get in under control and sustain the





Date Run turdu- Piioc Gonflg- PR Consnencs
no. lencs uracion
1/17/84 10 No 3 34 2 The desired rate of turn couid be easily
achieved and could be nodulated quicker
or slower, and stopping on the desired
heading again could easily be done with
no apparent overshoot.
1/17/84 11 No 3 6 4 The desired turn rate or yaw rate could
be easily escaOiished and modulated. Mo
tendency to overshoot or 'onderahoot the
heading or to adapt to the fact that the
large control displacemencs were
required in yaw. As a corollary to
that, if one is adapted to smaller
magnitude control displacements corre-
lating to some yaw rate, then it is
immediately noticeable that to achieve
the approximately same yaw rate you have
to increase the amount that the pedals
are displaced.
1/17/84 12 U3 3 9 5.5 Substantial tendency on my part to
overshoot the headings, requiring a very
large opposite direction control input.
1/17/84 13 Yes 3 13 3 Large magnitude of pedal displacements
required to get the aircraft moving and
Iceep it moving.
1/17/84 14 Yes 3 7 3 Relatively easily attained and modulated
small heading adjustments needed.
Tendency to overshoot.
1/17/84 4 No 1 28 4 Problem maintaining the desired position
over the ground within 5 ft, so position
came probably in the neighborhood of
7 or 8 ft of the desired point. Rate of
turns are fairly rapid and little ten-
dency to overshoot and not get on the












1/18/84 3 Yea 1 3 5 ConaideraOie compenaatton. Yaw race
built up very rapidly. Very i^rd co
stabilize on the deaired heading at Che
end of the turn. High aenaitiviCy in
pedala.
1/18/84 4 Yea 1 27 4 Perceived some drift. No problem with
turn rate and thinga of thac nature.
1/18/8U 5 Yea 1 17 6 Very aenaitive, undamoed coo. Yaw
control required axtenaive pilot
comoenaacion. Orisncacion over the
point for oe waa not poaaibie with che
yaw rate Chat I ended up acnieving.
1/18/84 6 Yea 1 11 6 High aenaitivity in the yaw axia. Again
it aeeoa to create problema, is far aa I
am concerned. Crawling out of che
desired heading with a good roll rate or
yaw rate eatabliahed extenaive pilot
coopenaation. And, once on che heading
again, extenaive pilot crompenaation
required co namtain chac .leading.
1/18/84 10 No 3 12 4 The deaired race could aaaily be
obtained. Some alight difficulty in
modulating the rate, alowing or speeding
it up and stopping on the deaired
heading.
1/18/84 11 Yea 3 25 4 The deaired rate could be achieved or it
could be modulated and arreated on che
deaired heading without intolerable
worlcload
.
1/18/84 12 Yea 3 5 3 Relatively eaaily accompliahed. Damping
and control aenaitivity reaaonably
matched. The aircraft ia not aa quick
as might neceaaarily be deaired. I'd
nice the time conatant to be a little
shorter on thia, but nonetheleaa the
tuma were eaaily eatabliahed and did
not affect the atationkeeping task.





Oace Run turbu- Plloc Gonfig- PR Camencs
no. lence uraCion
1/18/84 6 Mo 3 18 3 Could be accooplished with 3ome degree
of precision over it, in liaving it make
larger than desired control
displaceaent.
1/18/84 7 Mo 3 14 4 Aircraft did not want to turn. Large
pedal displacements in order to make it
turn. Tendency to undershoot Che
desired target heading.
1/18/84 8 Mo 3 20 3 The yaw rate could be easily attained
and nodulated high or slower and ihen
rested on the desired heading without
significant difficulty.
1/16/84 1 Mo 1 34 4 High pilot workload in the pitch and
yaw. Sensitivities appear to be high.
Difficulty in uaintaining position over
the ground.
1/16/84 2 Yes 1 13 5 Considerable pilot compensation with a
very large tendency to ?I0 m the lat-
eral axis. Difficulty in fsalntaining
the position over the ground. Very
difficult task requiring considerable
compensation.
1/18/84 1 Yes 1 5 4 Maintaining a constant rate was a con-
cern to ae. It appears that a particu-
lar pedal input did not necessarily come
up with a rate command. I started, with
what I would say, slow turn right at the
beginning and ended up with the rate
accelerating throughout the turn requir-
ing moderate compensation in the yaw
axis to control the rate of turn.
Difficult to maintain ground position.
1/18/84 2 No 1 20 3 Easy to establish a desired rate, quick
response of the pedals is a nice
trait. Mice characteristics in the
hovering turn. Was able to maintain








Dace Run turou- Plioc config- ?R Connenca
no. Lence uration
1/18/84 14 Mo 3 40 3 Becauae of the alowneaa of the yaw rate
at full control defection, atationkeep-
ing could be very, very precise. You
have the ability to atop and atart the
yaw pate. There waa really only one yaw
rate that you could obtain, stopping on
the deaired heading could be eaaily
accomplished.
1/18/84 15 Mo 3 32 3 Mo problem whataoever.
1/19/84 1 MO 3 24 3 Mo real tendency to overcontrol or over-
or undershoot the desired heading.
1/19/84 2 Yea 3 31 3 I could get the rate I wanted, modulate
the rate alower or faater, and atop on
the deaired heading. There waa no
tendency to overahoot. However, it did
not aeeo to reapond as quiclcly aa per-
hapa waa deaired.
1/19/84 3 fea 3 24 4 Larger than deaired pedal diaplacemenca
to generate the yaw rate. The deaired
yaw rate could be oiodulated. Slow or
faater, it did require relatively larger
pedal dlsplacefflenta in aome other
configurationa.
1/19/84 4 •fea 3 15 4 Mot any great worlcload aa far aa the
directional axia ia concerned. In
yawing aircraft, in generating the yaw
rate it aeemed lilce it waa inducing a
tranalation about the area, requiring
conaiderable workload aa far aa the
cyclic waa concerned in trying to main-
tain the hover poaition.
1/19/84 5 Yea 3 23 3 Mot nnich different than previoua config-
uration except required leaa effort aa



























Less of a tendency to translate while
yawing. Could easily concentrate or
split concentration between statlonkeep-
Ing and going up to the heading, main-
taining a constant yaw rate and stopping
on the desired heading.
Starting with run 5, I ^carted 'osing the
trio button nore, push release button
and ensuring once I got that, I'd hit It
a couple times to otaiee sure that I had
it all squared away, and then I'd do the
pedal turns. I found in doing that I'
a
translating all over the place. I had
not been doing that as aaich In the
previous run. Could easily do low turn.
I could accurately statloniceep to make
the turns, aodulate the rates, stop on
the desired headings and still remain
precise in staying in the bob-up
position.
In this particular case, did not re- trim
and did the turns and was still able to
aiaintaln precise stationlcseping, so
triaalng doesn't seem to be a factor.
Other than the fact that they are highly
sensitive, could generate larger rates
very easily. Had the tendency to go
back and forth on the pedals, in order
to maintain the desired yaw rate.
In trying to obtain a rapid yet con-
trolled rate, control was in question.
Significant tendency to overcontrol the
aircraft. Not able to maintain perfor-
mance standard and actually did descend
into the ground while trying to maintain



























There was a anappiness, a good crispness
to the yaw race. I was able to control
it while keeping it going, speed it up,
slow it down, stop an the desired head-
ing. No real tendency :o over- or
undershoot the desired heading. Some
tendency to translate in position over
the surface, however certainly control-
lable without any major wor^ Load.
Problems lootcing at ?MD. Tendency to go
faster and turn greater than wnat I
really had.
Task was easy out display setup limited
performance. Problems with position
control. A lot of Jerlcing, necessitat-
ing more control applications to
cyclic. Tendency to overcontrol.
Desired performance requiring aioderata
pilot compensation and a little sit of
difficulty with position retention. The
aircraft wanting to drift, primarily
laterally, it ^leemed like in the turn.
I would perceive the velocity vector
moving out to the side, but the sensi-
tivity seemed to be such that it took
quite a bit of Lateral stick to correct
for that.
Quite easy. Virtually no altitude
control necessary. Biggest .workload was
trying to keep a stable rate of turn and
I kept several times trying to change
the rate or to decrease it a iittle bit
based upon what I saw visually.
Satisfactory without improvement.
It took more pedal pressure to establish
the turn and keep it going and I found
because of that it seemed like my turn
rate was slower. Position retention was






























Real cofflforeabie, the cuea were good. I
felt It waa much better Chia clme Just
looking outside about the rate and
having the overall control of me flying
the airplane rather than flying the
target gauge. More comi'ortable control^
ling the rate of the turn.
The rate of control seema auch better
looking ouc of the cockoit rather than
using the panel-oounted display.
I felt good about the rate of turn and
good about :he position recenclon. I
was able to start and acop the turna
siaoothly looking outside while incorpor-
ating the panel-oounted display informa-
tion Into the task.
Comfortable hover and comfortable curns,
buc aircraft was a little loose Ln
attitude control. It also wobbled
around a bit.
There was a tendency for the aircraft to
slow down in the turn. There was also a
tendency for "he aircraft wO drift away
from the pivot point. 1 waa not per-
ceiving the drift visually, although it
seemed significant on the ?MD. I fre-
quently had to Chase the drift
correction.
Very nice crlspness In generating a good
yaw rate. Moderate compensation is
required to stabilize at the desired
heading with only one or two overshoots.
Once you put the pedal input In, a rapid
yaw rate builds up. It takes a consid-
erable amount of opposite pedal input to
stop the yaw rate and there's a tendency
to overshoot numerous times before













1/24/84 3 res 1 25 5 You can pretty inuch stabilize In the
desired heading. Small overshoots
required considerable compensation in
the yaw axis.
1/24/84 4 No 1 ^2 4 It was very easy to stabilize on the
desired turn rate.
1/24/84 5 Xea 1 39 4 Very easy to 3top on desired heading.
Aircraft did not generace ;he kind of
rates that I would lllce to see.
1/24/84 6 Mo 1 22 4 Very easy to roll out on desired head-
ing, although I cannot generate the kind
of yaw rates that I would lllce to see
with full pedal Input.
1/24/84 1 Mo 2 6 4 The ability to stop on a precise heading
was pretty good.
1/24/84 2 Mo 2 3 3 Secaoe slightly confused tsetween the
(notion cues and the cues displayed on
the PMD.
1/24/84 3 Mo 2 4 3 Aircraft characteristics were excellent,
but I became confused when trying to use
both outside visual cues and the PMD
simultaneously
.
1/24/84 5 Mo 4 4 3 Was able to get satisfactory
performance.
1/24/84 6 fes 4 18 3 Old not overshoot or lag ouch during the
pedal turns.
1/24/84 7 No 4 12 7 Very small amounts of pedal Input caused
large yaw rates. All of my attention
was directed to that aspect; therefore,
altitude and position degraded.
1/24/84 10 No 4 26 3 No problems In maiclng the low hover
turns
.
1/24/84 n No 4 6 3 Was able to maintain exact position over













1/24/84 12 No 4 20 3 It only took a amall amount of pedal to
get the turn going. There waan't a lot
of lag In It, and I uaa able to generate
the rate reaaonably well and stop It
without aiovlng away from Che reference
point.
1/24/84 13 Yes 4 13 7 1 Icept fixating on trying to maintain
position over the ground, thereby let-
ting all other control taakca
2 irlorate.
1/24/84 14 Yea 4 27 7 Yaw axis by itaelf waa not that high a
worteload. 3ut with the wind factored in
controlling ail of the axia, preclae
control of the yaw azla waa degraded
somewhat.
1/24/84 15 Yea 4 19 7 I waan't able to aalntaln poaltlon or
altitude while initiating the hover
turna.
1/24/84 •16 Yea 4 9 3 Waa trying hard Just to oaintaln air-
craft control.
1/24/84 2 No 2 14 4 Pedal displacement and pressure waa a
little bit high, which reaulted in a
rather alow turn.
1/25/84 3 Yea 2 9 7 I thought the senattlvlty of the pedala
waa way too high. I waan't able to
modulate the pedala such that I could
ever get to a steady state In yaw. The
pedal predictability waa bad.
1/25/84 4 No 2 20 3 The yaw coordination, the pedal prea-
aure, and force required for a ateady
rate turn waa very good. I waa able to
modulate the forcea and change the turn
rate to get Juat what I wanted quite
eaally. I waa alao able to stop exactly
where I wanted to.
1/25/84 5 Yea 2 27 4 Just a slight bit of difficulty in














1/25/3U 6 fea 2 33 6 I seeoed aoie co €scaoii3h a :urn and
keep a fairly constanc Eurn rate going
and stop it where I wanted to, but there
was extensive compensation in trying to
aiaintain aircraft position at the same
time.
1/25/84 1 Mo 1 30 2 Very easy to stabilize on the desired
heading, and also very easy to generate
the ;cind of rates I lilce to see with
pedal dispiacement.
1/25/34 2 fJo 1 28 3 Very easy to generate desired rates and
roil out on the desired heading.
1/25/84 3 res 1 21 4 I didn't lilce the aaziousi pedal rates
—
the sensitivity is too low. There is a
tendency to overshoot once you get to
Che desired heading.
1/25/84 1 Yes 4 11 5 I didn't feel that I was as auch in
concroi of the yaw rate as I would like,
but I was able to accomplish the taslc.
1/25/84 2 Mo 4 28 3 A small amount of pedal gave ae an
appropriate amount of yaw rate that I
was used to and was able to control.
1/26/84 1 Yes 2 25 5 Altitude concroi was someunat of a
proolea in ground effect. I used the
panel -<noun ted display probaoly 30t of
the time.
1/26/84 2 Yes 2 11 3 Primarily used panel-mounted display for
the maneuver.
1/26/84 3 No 2 18 6 The yaw rate was a problem. Because of
the sensitivity of the pedals, a very
slight input caused the yaw axis to go
too fast. It was kind of difficult to
slow it down or change it.
1/26/84 4 Yes 2 3 7 It takes a lot of pedal pressure and
displacement to stop the yaw response or














1/26/84 5 Yes 2 38 4 The yaw rate once eatablished uaa all
right. I felt, Chough, that there uaa
too ouch pedal preasure when I wanted to
aake a pedal input.
1/26/84 6 ies 2 29 4 The yaw rate waa baaically fine, but the
ability to naodulate and change the yaw
rate waa not aa good aa I would like it
to be.
1/26/84 1 iea 1 29 5 I liked the ariaoneaa with which you can
build up a yaw race, but I feel the
pedala are a bit too sensitive.
1/26/84 2 Yea 1 13 4 It ia very eaay to generate the kind of
yaw ratea that I would like to see and
it ia alao very eaay to stabilize an the
deaired heading with very little
overahoot.
1/26/84 3 Mo 1 40 5 Very nice to get a rapid acceleration
and end up with a high conatant rate.
However, when you want to stop on a
deaired heading you end up with several
overshoots of i6-8'.
1/26/34 4 Yea 1 23 5 The pedal sensitivity waa Juat a little
bit too ouch and the rate of washout
into a constant rate turn was too
quick. There ia also a tendency to
overshoot when rolling out on the
desired heading.
1/26/84 5 Yea 1 32 4 I would like to be able to nove the
aircraft in the yaw axis a little bit
faster.
1/26/84 6 Yea 1 15 5 Able to establish on deaired heading
without any overshoots or nininial over-
shoots in magnitude, but very hard to
maintain position over the ground. I














1/26/84 7 Mo 1 24 4 Damping looics good, but I would like to
ae« a little bit more rate for the
aoount of pedal diaplaceaenc.
1/26/84 8 tea 1 31 4 Initial accelerations are good, but I
atill don't have the icind of yaw rates
that I would Iil£e to see.
1/26/84 9 Yea 1 15 4 Damping la very good. Saay :o roll out
on heading, but I would Lilce to see an
increase In the yaw rate.
1/26/84 10 Yes 1 55 6 Very easy to build up a /ery rapid rate
(even excessive). To arrest that rate,
it required extensive pilot worlcload.
1/26/84 1 Yea 4 39 4 I put in pedal, the rate would build up
nicely and then would fall off. I would
have to put in 3»re pedal to get the
rate up to itMrs I wanted it.
1/26/84 2 Mo 4 30 4 I had to put in more pedal than I
thought I should to get the thing
turned. Once the rate built up, it was
where I wanted it.
1/26/84 3 Yea 4 37 H A little bit more pedal than I would
like to have to put in to build up the
yaw rate, but the yaw rate got there
reasonably fast and stayed there.
1/26/84 4 Mo 4 24 4 I was able to reasonably develop a yaw
rate, but the pedals felt a tad
aluggiah.
1/26/84 5 Yea 4 21 4 I felt that I got an inadequate yaw rate
even though it stayed reasonably
constant.
1/26/84 6 No 4 40 4 Not as quick or crisp as I would like,
but once the rate built up it was pre-
dictable. I also had to fine tune the













1/26/84 7 Mo 4 22 4 I had to put in a lot of pedal Co get
the aiDount of turn rate that I wanted
and I was not able to precisely control
the heading.
1/26/8U 8 Yea 4 23 5 There was a lack of precision in the
pedals. The amount of pedal required
throughout the turn varied.
V26/8U 9 Yea 4 51 5 It had to continually make small to
medium corrections in the pedals in
order to Iceep the turn going.
1/26/84 10 No 4 54 5 A given amount of pedal would develop a
yaw rate and then that rate would sees
to wander off or speed up depending on
where I was in the turn.
1/26/84 11 No 4 52 5 The cyclic woricload forced ne to slow
the turn rate iown.
1/26/84 12 Yes 4 55 5 Because of the type of control system, I
had to do the tasic a lot slower.
1/26/84 13 No 4 58 5 The cyclic worlc load caused ae to
degrade my yaw performance.
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TABLE a-4.- PILOT COMMENTS ON TASK 4 (HIGH HOVER)
i
Mind/ ! A/C
Oace ^'^ turou- Plloc
!
aoni'ig- PR Conmencs
no. lenca j uration
1/17/84 6 Mo 3 26 3 Mo question of good concrollability.
1/17/84 7 Yes 3 3 5 The desired turn rate couid Tse comnanded
once estabiished, and nodulaced as
necessary Co speed it up or siow it
down. Tendency to overshoot—desire for
aircraft to want to concinue in existing
direction, -oss of visual r.ear field
cues chac help you cargec on che desired
heading increased piloc workload.
1/17/84 3 Yes 3 11 !i The trend of turn rate was c.nere. The
primary probiesi of difficulty was in
arresting the neading on the aircraft on
the desired heading. Tendency to over-
snoot and to bicycle a bit. Low fre-
quency of rather large aagnituoe.
1/17/84 1 No 1 3 4 Tendency to ?I0. 7ery slow frequency
and some ainor overshoocs of yaw. Light
friction on oolleccive. 3eenis to
drift. Difficulty in looking at the PMD
and trying to ^eep aiy position on the
outside and staying on the point.
1/17/84 2 1 Yea 1 7 3.5 Controls are a ait sensitive and tend to
overshoot. Increased power workload,
ooderate compensation. Mo aoparent
torque differential across pedals.
1/17/84 3 Mo 1 18 7 Takes a high-pilot workload co maintain
the desired heading with power change
.compared to other configurations.
Increased yaw sensitivity. Mumerous
overshoots and also very excessive rates
for small pedal inputs.
1/17/84 9 Yes 3 27 3 Desired rate of turn could be easily
achieved and controlled. There was a
tendency to undershoot as opposed to
overshoot on the desired heading. 3ut
again, the desired performance could be











1/17/84 10 Mo 3 34 3 The dealred race of turn could be easily
achieved and could be aodulaCed quicKer
or alower, and stopping on the deaired
heading again could eaaily be done with
no apparent overahoot. Primarily the
loaa of near field Iceya froo the imagery
due to out of ground effect hovering
tended to degrade ability to hold
heading.
1/17/34 11 No 3 6 4 The deaired turn rate or yaw rate could
be eaaily "ataoliahed and aodulated. Mo
tendency to overahoot or onderanoot the
heading or to be adapted to the fact
that the large control diaplacementa
were required in yaw. Aa a corollary to
that, if one la adapted to smaller
magnitude control diaplacementa corre-
lating to 3ome yaw rate, then it ia
immediately noticeable to achieve che
same yaw rate you r.ave to mcrsaae t.he
amount t.hat the pedala are diaplaced.
1/17/84 12 Yea 3 9 5.5 More concentration required to get the
deaired heading performance. Tendency
to overahoot.
1/17/84 13 Yea 3 13 3 Ho real aigniflcant difficulty or intol-
erable Horic load.
1/17/84 13 Yea 3 7 4 Relatively eaaily attained and modu-
lated. Small heading adjuatmenta
needed. Tendency to overahoot.
Increaae in uoridoad due to loaa of near
field viauala, and hence viaual cuea.
1/17/84 4 No 1 28 4 Rate of turna are fairly rapid and
little tendency to overahoot and not get
on the deaired heading. High gaina
create high pilot worlcload. Difficult
to maintain deaired altitude.














1/17/3U 6 No 1 4 3 Problem in returning to the deaired
heading.
1/18/84 1 Mo 3 10 6 The ability to iceep the turn rate and
nwdulate the turn rate aa you are turn-
ing ia extremely difficult.
1/18/84 2 Yea 3 33 4 Difficulty in modulation yaw rate
becauae of Large diapiacemenca.
1/18/84 3 No 3 20 4 The deaired rate could be eaaily
attained and Mia potentially lea i.red.
Tendency to overahoot the deaired
heading.
1/18/84 4 Yes 3 19 5 Seema to be some coupling. It aeemed
lilce there oaa a marked lateral drift In
the aircraft. It attempted to be nulled
out in order to saintain the approximace
poaition. There .^aa alao a tendency to
'onderahoot the tuma going to the rignt
and overshoot thoae to the left.
1/18/84 5 Yea 3 17 5 Tendency to generate higher than deaired
yaw rate, with a small pedal Input and
conaequently with the damping being
apparently decreaaed it appeared that
there waa a tendency to oversnoot the
turn and then a flurry of pedal inputa
to try and get under control and sua tain
the deaired heading. Tendency to
overahoot left and undershoot right.
1/18/84 6 No 3 18 4 Tendency to overahoot and underahoot the
turn.
81/18/84 7 No 3 14 4 Aircraft did not want to turn. Large
pedal diaplacementa in order to make it
turn. Tendency to underahoot the
deaired target heading.
1/18/84 8 No 3 20 3.5 A bit more work than the low turn; still













1/l6/8tt 1 Mo 1 34 4 High pilot worlcload In the pitch and yaw
axis. Sensitivities appear to be
high. Difficulty in maintaining posi-
tion over the ground.
1/16/8U 2 Yes 1 13 5 Considerable pilot compensation with a
very large tendency to PIO in the lat-
eral axis. Difficulty in aiaintaining
the position over the ground. Very
difficult taskc requiring sonsideraole
compensation.
1/18/84 1 Yea 1 5 4 Maintaining a constant rate was a con-
cern to me. It appears that a particu-
lar pedal input did not necessarily come
up with a rate cormand. Difficult to
maintain ground position.
1/18/8U 2 Mo 1 20 3 Easy to establish a desired rate. Quick
response of the pedals is a nice
trait. Mice characteristics in the
hovering turn. Was able to maintain
position over ground easily.
1/18/8U 3 Yes 1 3 5 Considerable compensation. Yaw rate
built up very rapidly. Very rtard to
3tabili2e on the desired heading at the
end of the turn. High sensitivity in
pedals.
1/18/84 4 Yes 1 27 4 Perceived some drift. No problem with
turn rate and things of that nature.
1/18/84 5 Yes
1 17 6 Very sensitive, undamped too. Yaw
required extensive pilot compensation.
Orientation over the point, for me, was




































High sensitivity in the yaw axis. Again
it seetns to create probiaas, as far as I
am concerned. Crawling out of the
desired heading with a good roll rate or
yaw rate established extensive pilot
compensation. And, once on che heading
again, extensive pilot compensation
required to maintain that neading.
Waaler as far as obtaining precision in
starting and stooping the aircraft on
the desired heading.
Mot appreciably different from Che low
turns. Did feel some lateral, some
perceived lateral oscillations shaking
the aircraft. Means Chat the linear not
angular type oscillations, perhaps
indicative of curbulence. Orientation
over the point for me was not possible
with the yaw rate Chat I enaed ao
achieving.
High sensitivity in the yaw axis. Again
it a««ma to create problems, as far as I
aa concerned. Crawling out of the
desired heading with a good roll rate or
yaw rate established extensive pilot
compensation. And, once on the heading
again, extensive pilot comoensation
required Co oaintain that heading.
Easier as far as for precision in start-
ing and stopping the aircraft on the
desired heading.
Not appreciably different from the low
turns. Did feel some lateral, some
perceived lateral oscillations shaking
the aircraft—means that the linear not
angular type oscillations, perhaps
indicative of turbulence or whatever,














1/18/84 12 Yea 3 5 3 HelaClveiy saally accompliahed. Mo
probien starting and stopping the turn.
1/18/84 13 Mo 3 14 3 Mo noticeable difference in the ability
to do the turna in-ground affect or
outer-ground effect.
1/18/84 14 Mo 3 40 3 Oeaired heading could be aaaily
obtained.
1/18/84 15 Mo 3 32 3 Mo problem whatsoever.
1/19/84 1 Mo 3 24 3 Mo real tendency to overcontroi or over-
op undershoot the deatred iieading.
1/19/84 2 Yea 3 31 3 I could get the rate I wanted to, oiodu-
late the rate slower or faster, and stop
on the desired heading. There was no
tendency to overahoot. However, it did
not sees to respond as qmcjcly as per-
haps was desired..
1/19/84 3 Yea 3 24 4 Larger than desired peoal displacements.
1/19/84 4 Yea 3 15 4 Not any great workload as far aa the
directional axis is concerned. In
generating the yaw rate it seemed lik:e
it was importing a translation aoout the
area requiring considerable -worldoad a.s
far as the cyclic is concerned In trying
to maintain the hover position.
1/19/84 5 Yea 3 23 3 Mot much different than previous config-
uration except required less effort aa
the translation was of a lesser
magnitude.
1/19/84 6 Yea 3 39 3 Less of a tendency to tranalate while
yawing. Could eaaily concentrate or
spilt concentration between statlonkeep-
ing and going up to the heading, main-
taining a constant yaw rate and stopping
on the desired heading.
1/19/84 7 Mo 3 30 3 Could easily do high turn and stay













1/19/84 8 No 3 22 3 I could accurately statlonlceep to make
the turns, axjdulate the rates, stop on
the desired headings and still remain
precise in staying in the bob-up
position.
1/19/84 9 fea 3 16 3 In this particular case did not re-Crim
and did the !:urns and was still able to
maintain precise stationkeeping, so
trliming doesn't seem to be a factor.
1/19/84 10 res 3 53 4 Other than the fact that they are highly
sensitive, could generate larger rates
very easily. Had the tendency to go
back and forth on the pedals in order to
oaintain the desired yaw rate.
1/19/84 11 iea 3 57 7 riad to work substantially to get the
kind of performance I wanted. Tendency
to overconcrol and oversnoot.
1/19/84 12 Yea 3 51 3 There was a snappiness, a crispness to
the yaw rate. I was able to control it
while keeping it going, slowing it down,
speeding it up, stopping on the desired
heading. No real tendency to over- or
undershoot the desired lieading. Some
tendency to translate a position over
the surface. However, certainly con-
trollable with no major pilot workload.
1/19/84 2 No 2 12 3 Problems looking at PMD, Tendency to go
faster and turn greater than what I
really had.
1/19/84 3 Yes 2 17 3 Task was easy but display set-up limited
performance. Problans with position
control. A lot of Jerking—necessitated












1/23/84 1 Ifea 2 7 4 Deaired performance requiring- moderate
pilot compenaation and a little bit of
difficulty with poaition retention—the
aircraft wanting to drift, primarily
laterally, it seemed lilce in the turn.
I would perceive the velocity vector
moving out to the aide, but the aenai-
tivity aeemed to be such cnac it took
quite a bit of lateral stick to correct
for that.
1/23/84 2 Mo 2 26 2.5 Quite eaay. Virtually no altitude
control neceaaary. Biggeat worldoad waa
trying to keep a stable rate of turn and
I kept trying to change the rate or to
decrease it a little bit baaed upon what
I saw visually. Satisfactory without
improvement.
1/23/84 3 Yea 2 13 3 It took more pedal preaaure to eatablish
the turn and iceep it going and I found
because of that, it seemed like my turn
rate was slower. Position retention was
worse, but still satisfactory. A lot of
lateral displacement.
1/23/84 4 Mo 2 34 3 Cues weren't as good aa for low hover.
It felt quite good.
1/23/84 5 Mo 2 28 3 The rate of control seema ouch better
looking out of the cockpit rather than
uaing the panel-a»unted display.
1/23/84 6 No 2 10 3 I felt good about the rate of turn and
good about the position retention. I
waa able to start and stop the turns
smoothly looking outside while incorpor-
ating the panel-mounted display informa-
tion into the task.
1/23/84 7 Yea 2 5 3 There waa no vibration or wobbling at
all.
1/23/84 8 Yea 2 19 4 I spent more time looking at the PMD and












1/24/84 1 Yea 1 19 4 Very nice criapneaa in generating a good
yaw rate. Moderate compensation la
required to staoilize at the desired
heading with only one or t«o overshoots.
1/24/84 2 'iea 1 9 7 Once you put the pedal input in, a rapid
yaw rate builda up. It talces a conaid-
erabie amount of opposite pedal input :o
stop Che yaw rate, and :here'3 a :en-
dency to overanooc numerous 'imea oefore
you're able to stabilize on a heading.
1/24/84 3 iea 1 25 5 You can pretty 3ucn stabilize in the
desired heading. Small oversnoota
required conaiderabie compenaation in
the yaw axis.
1/24/84 4 Mo 1 12 4 It waa very eaay to stabilize on the
deaired turn rate.
1/24/84 5 fes • 1 39 4 Very eaay to stoo on the deaired head-
ing. Aircraft did not generate the ;cind
of rates that I would like to see.
1/24/84 6 Mo 1 22 4 Very easy to roll out on the desired
heading, although I cannot generate the
Icind of yaw rates :hat I would lilce to
see with full pedal input.
1/24/84 1 Mo 2 5 4 The ability to stop on a precise heading
waa good. I felt that the position
retention waa a oit off due :o the lack
of vlaual cuea.
1/24/84 2 Mo 2 3 3 Became alightly confuaed between the
motion cuea and the cuea diaplayed on
the PMD.
1/24/84 3 Mo 2 4 3 Spent more time on the PMD due to the
lack of outaide viaual cuea.
1/24/84 5 Mo 4 4 3 Had no problem in keeping the aircraft
within the conatrainta box.














1/24/84 7 Ho 4 12 7 Very snail aoounts of pedal Input caused
large yaw rates. All of ny attention
hiaa directed to' that aspect, therefore
A/C altitude and horizontal position
suffered
.
i/2U/au 10 No 4 26 3 Mo problem making the high hover turn.
1/2U/8M n Mo 4 6 3 Lack of visual cues did not compromise
my ability to hold over a single point
while doing the turn.
1/25/84 3 Yes 2 9 7 I thought the sensitivity of the pedals
was way too high. I wasn't able to
oodulate She pedals such that I could
ever get to a steady state in yaw. The
pedal predictability was very bad.
1/25/84- 4 Mo 2 20 3 The yaw coordination, the pedal pres-
sure, and force required for a steady
rate turn was very good. I was able to
modulate the forces and change the turn
rate to get Just what I wanted.
1/25/84 5 fea 2 27 4 Just a slight bit of difficulty in
ajodulating che turn rate due to the
added wind/ turbulence.
1/25/84 5 Yea 2 33 6 I seemed able to establish a turn and
keep a fairly constant turn rate going
and stop it where I wanted to, but there
was extensive compensation in trying to
maintain aircraft position at the same
time.
1/25/84 1 No 1 30 2 Very easy to stabilize on the desired
heading, and also very easy to generate
the kind of rates I like to see with
pedal displacement.
1/25/84 2 Mo 1 28 3 Very easy to generate desired rates and













1/25/8U 3 Yes 1 21 '^ I didn't nice the oaziinuffl pedal rates.
The pedal sensitivity Is too low. There
is a tendency to overshoot once you get
to the desired heading.
1/25/84 1 Yea 4 n 7 While performing the taslc I could not
aiaintain tolerances that were respective
of adequate performance.
1/25/8U 2 Mo 4 28 3 A small aiMunt of pedal gave ne the
appropriate amount of yaw rate that I
was used to and was aole to control.
1/26/84 1 Yes 2 25 5 The pilot woricload was somewhat affected
by the requirement to pay a little a»re
attention to altitude.
1/26/84 2 Yes 2 11 3 Primarily used panel-mounted display for
the maneuver.
1/26/84 3 Mo 2 18 6 The yaw rate was a problem because of
the sensitivity of the pedals; a very
slight Input caused the yaw axis to go
too fast. It 'was ^clnd of difficult to
slow it down or change It.
1/26/84 4 Yes 2 3 7 It takes a lot of pedal pressure and
displacement to stop the yaw response or
to modulate Lt. It Is very
unpredictable.
1/26/84 5 Yes 2 38 4 I felt too much pressure In the breakout
forces when I wanted to make pedal
inputs
.
1/26/84 6 Yes 2 29 4 There was kind of a disharmony In forces
required for the turns in both
directions.
1/26/84 1 Yes 1 29 5 I tended to overshoot one or two oscil-
lations before stabilizing on the













1/26/84 2 Yea 1 13 4 It la very eaay to generate the iclnd of
yaw ratea that I would lllce to see and
It la alao very eaay to stabilize on the
dealred heading with very little
overahoot.
1/26/84 3 Mo 1 40 5 Very nice to get a rapid acceleration
and end up with a high conscant rate.
1/26/84 U Yes 1 23 5 The pedal senaitlvlty waa juat a little
bit too ouch and the rate ox'* overshoot
Into a conatant rate turn waa too
quick. There la alao a cendency to
overahoot when rolling out on the
dealred heading.
1/26/84 5 Yea 1 32 4 I would nice to be able to move the
aircraft in the yaw axla a little bit
faater.
1/26/84 6 Yea 1 15 5 Able to eatabllsh on desired heading
without any overshoots or olnlmal over-
shoots In nagnltude, but very hard to
maintain poaltlon over the ground. I
would nice to see Increased senaitlvlty
m the pedala.
1/26/84 7 Mo 1 24 4 Dafflplng loolca good, but I would like to
see a little bit more rate for the
aaiount of pedal dlaplaceoent.
1/26/84 8 Yea 1 31 4 Initial aceeleratlona are good, but I
atlll don't have the Iclnd of yaw.
1/26/84 9 Yea 1 15 4 Damping la very good. Eaay to roll out
on heading, but I would lllce to see an
Increaae In the yaw rate.
1/26/84 10 Yea 1 55 6 Very eaay to build up a very rapid rate
(even exceaalve). To arrest that rate
It required extensive pilot workload.
1/26/84 1 Yea 4 39 4 I had to continually fine tune the














1/26/84 2 Mo 4 30 4 I had CO puc in more pedal than I
thought I anouid to get the aircral't
turned. Once the rate ouilt up, it waa
where I wanted it.
1/26/8U 3 Yes U 37 4 A little bit axsre pedal than I would
nice to have to put in :o 3ui.id ao the
yaw rate, Dut the yaw rata got there
reasonably faac and stayed there.
1/26/84 4 Mo 4 24 4 The yaw control waan't quite aa precise
as I thought it should ae.
1/26/84 5 Yea 4 21 5 The worlcload was greater In the pedals
becauae I felt that I had to change
pedal poaltion to mintain the dealred
yaw rate.
1/26/84 6 Ye» 4 40 4 Mo particular difference between thia
and the Low lover turn. Moc aa quicic or
criap aa I would liWe.
1/26/84 7 Mo 4 22 4 I had to put in a lot of pedal to get
the aaount of turn rate that I wanted
and I waa not able to precisely control
the heading.
1/26/84 8 Yes 4 23 5 The effect of weathercock stability waa
more apparent than during the in-ground-
effect hover.
1/26/84 9 Yea 4 51 5 I had to continually malce small to
aiediua correct iona in the pedala in
order to Iceep the turna going.
1/26/84 10 No 4 54 5 The weathercocic tendency waa worse than
the low hover but the woric load waa not
any more extenaive.
1/26/84 11 No 4 52 5 The cyclic worVcload forced oe to alow my
turn rate down. I Inatinctively brought
down the yaw rate until I could get the
aircraft under control.













1/26/84 13 No 4 58 5 The cyclic worieload caused me co degrade
oy yaw performance.
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1/17/84 6 No 3 26 5 Tendency to overshoot and have to come
bade. Compromise to performance of that
one and while the desired rate of quicle-
ness was there, the tendency to over-
shoot it LS what has caused che tracking
problem.
1/17/8U 7 fea 3 3 Not rated.
1/17/au 3 ^83 3 n 5 Tendency to overshoot caused difficulty
in maintaining che retioal on che
target.
t/ 17/84 1 No 1 3 5 San out of fingers to control all the
functions on Che cyclic sticlc. I had to
release Che force gradient disable
switch to aiove Co the attach display
aiode and then had to use che same Co hit
the missile fire switch, resulting in a
late fire. If you want to fly with the
force gradient off you have to use your
thumb and workload goes up considerably.
1/17/84 2 Ua 1 7 4 Easy to acquire the target as the left
gradient was on. Target easily traclced
initially as well. Tendency to over-
shoot when swinging around co acquire
the target. Aircraft tends to drift a
bit too much.
1/17/84 3 No 1 18 No comments.
1/17/84 9 Yes 3 27 3 Apparent vibrations perceived while
flight did not adversely affect the
stationkeeping taslc.
1/17/84 10 No 3 34 2 Controllability not a problem.


















Sensitive. The task of arresting the
yaw rate and getting it going in the
opposite direction to follow adong with
the tasic required considerable effort
with a tendency to overshoot. Control
reversals and :he magnitude of the pedal
displacements and Crying to arrest the
turn rate in one direction and Linme-
diately get it started in another were
bad.
Best performance so far as the ability
to keep the retical on the air target,
where there is learning on my part
because of the apparent sluggishness of
the aircraft. There is less of a
tendency to overshoot in trying to
rapidly displace the nose on the retical
in the vicinity of the target and then
fine triffl.
Seeming lateral shake in the aircraft.
Initially connanding a rather large yaw,
a high rate yaw excursion, arresting it,
and then going back to tracking the air-
to-air target. Mo tendency to over-
shoot. Damping appeared adequate.
Old acquire target in cross hairs.
Olfflciilt to release the force gradient
and have full control of the aircraft
and I am physically limited in the
ability to re-orient the head depth
display to fire power and also to launch
the missile, and that I cannot disable
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Oace Run turbu- PlioC soni'lg-
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1 4 4 Tendency to oversnooc Chrougn che -rargec
before you couid stabilize on the
target. Once stabilized on the target,
you get the perspective of she velocity
of which the target is moving across the
front. Traclcing ability becomes consid-
erably easier. Initial acquisition is a
real problem there. Moderate pilot
compensation required.
i/is/au 1 No 3 10 Tendency to oversnoot with Large
aagnitude pedal displacemencs ac a full
control action, ac moderate frequency
bacic and forth.
1/18/84 2 Yes 3 33 4 a«cau3« of the large pedal displace-
ments, there was a tendency to under-
shoot, or perhaps overshoot, essentially
lagging Che target in trying to tracic.
because of pedal actions.
1/18/84 3 no 3 20 5 Tendency to under- and overshoot the
target while trying co aaintain the
necessary yaw rate :o tracic it.
1/18/84 u Yea 3 19 4 Marked tendency to undershoot and you
^d to sort of creep uo to it to place
the retical on che target.
1/18/84 5 Yes 3 ! 17 5 Tendency to overshoot the target and in
recognizing che oversnoot, then the
compensation would be not to put in such
a large pedal input and chen through the
tracking task, it appeared that the
retical was lagging behind the target.
Relatively low apparent damping and high
sensitivity.
1/18/84 6 No 3 18 4 Initial tendency to overshoot the
target. A large right yaw rate imparted
to the aircraft, it was arrested and
then a left yaw rate was commenced to
track the target. Initially, there was
lagging behind the target and then I was




























The tracking t^ak was compromised by the
inability for the aircraft to respond
rapidly enough. The desired damping Is
there, but is inhibiting trying to get
the aircraft to respond with any degree
of rapidity, consequently always lagging
behind the target with the retical.
Performance was not oampromLsed by the
directional 'landling capaoLlity. Rapid
yaw displacement at a hign rate,
followed by that being arrested and then
a yaw rate to the right to begin to
traclc the target. No problems in the
rate reversal; there was an initial
tendency to undershoot the target.
Moderate comoensatlon required, tendency
to oinor PIG in the yaw axis trying co
engage the target and aiaintain the
aircraft orientation on the target
throughout the tracking taslc. Small
roll inputs also tend to cause the slip
indicator to go from large excursion
outside the number lines which is very
distracting in head-up display the way
it's set rignt now.
Initial acquisition required moderate
compensation, followed by continuous
inputs in the yaw axis to tnaintain the
desired track on the target.
Considerable compensation required for
initial target acquisition then tracking
required moderate compensation.
Tracking required extensive compensation
at a ramge because of the high sensitiv-
ity in the pedals. You have to be very
tight in the loop to ensure target





























Maxifflufli ainount of pilot coopenaation
required. Unable to acquire and hold
the 'target. I had quite a tendency to
overahoot. Almoat undamped oscillationa
about the target to the point that you
could not locK on.
Had to lower the noae of the aircraft to
aiaintain the target aircraft in the
croaa, conaequentiy reauitmg In a drift
acroaa the ground. Controllability in
the yaw axia waa there once I waa able
to acquire the target, I waa able to
maintain track on the target.
Unable to acquire the target within the
time conacrainta and unaoie to iauncn a
miaaile. Part of it waa working againat
the force gradient contributing to high
power workload, and that 'a part of the
phyaical conatrainta in the cyclic
aticlc—unable to diaengage the force
gradient while you are trying to acti-
vate your fire control aoae, then switch
it on the cyclic or thumb operation.
Not rated.
Not appreciably degraded one way or
another. Concentration required in the
directional axia of the target tracking
taak. There waa an initial tendency to
overahoot. I waa able then to track the
target without difficulty with aome
tendency to bicycle on the pedala in











1/18/8U n :fes 3 25 4.5 Statlonkeeping perfonnance was not
seriously degraded by the directional
handling qualities. The tracking task,
however, was less than desired. Oaoping
coupled with the apparent control sensi-
tivity, there was a tendency in keeping
the retical on the targec co walk it
back and forth. In the aiajority of
times, the target was underneath the
retical symool pretty much most of the
time.
1/18/84 12 Yea 3 5 4 Saslly accooplished, the rate reversal
yawing left, first right target ini-
tially appeared from the left was easily
accomplished. It took a bit of
adjustment when I verniered it and
matched yaw rates and tracked the target
with some ease. Still had to mentally
anticipate and put in a larger than
desired pedal 3>otion.
1/18/84 13 No 3 14 3.5 Perhaps in anxiousness there is nothing
more. Just a tendency to overcontrol in
trying to vernier the retical on the
target, but got the rates matched up
without a great deal of difficulty and
was able to hold them and execute the
launch.
1/18/84 14 No 3 40 Not completed.
1/18/84 15 No 3 32 No pilot rating.
1/19/84 1 No 3 24 4 Easily accomplished. First off, there
was Just a slight tendency to undershoot
and I'm going to track the target.
1/19/84 2 Yes 3 31 No pilot rating.





Oace Sun turou- 1 Ptloc 1 config- ?R CoBsaenca
no. lencs uracion
1/19/84 4 Yea -^J 15 4 No algnificanc orobiema. I 4aa able to
generate the ieaired yaw ratea and iiatcn
well with the target. To noid on the
target waa no problem.
1/19/8U 5 Yea 3 23 3 The aircraft yaw rate could be matched
with the target '3 velocity and I could
rapidly acquire che target and iiatch yaw
ratea and stay within aignt parametara.
1/19/8U 6 Yea 3 39 3 Aaide from :he initial iiatraction of
the target coming in from the left, or
from the right, and yawing oactc toward,
Juac aental coooeratton. Thinga ;-iad a
alight tendency to overcontrol, in that
regard, but I waa able to satch
velocitiea and stabilize the yaw rate.
1/19/84 7 No 3 30 4 Initial alight tendency to overconcrol,
overshoot the target. However, there
waa adequate damoing i.n there to come
back and vernier onto che target without
any real tendency toward aicycling on
the pedala.
1/19/au 8 Mo 3 22 4 A tendency to over- and underahoot on
the target. A alight bicycling of the
pedala and wound up with -he ratical
lagging the target and nad the vernier
on. A little bit more difficult than
before.
1/19/84 ^ Yea 3 16 3 Slight Initial tendency to overcon-
trol. I waa able to natch uo on the
target and keep the ratea and shoot the
target.
1/19/84 10 Yea 3 53 4 More tendency to overcontrol, overshoot
the target, bicycle the pedala, but I
waa able to vernier that out and track
the target. Overall control sensitivity
seemed to be adequate, I certainly would
not want something any aore responsive
with the decrease in damping.





















I waa able io rapidly get the aircraft's
nose around to track the target and
natch rates. One overshoot and ini-
tially aiatching rates, but that was in
the rate direction reversal, going from
a right yaw rate to a left yaw rate Co
sjatcn up. The "est of that ' was able
to adjust the .'etical onto :he target
and was able to iceep the r«»tical cen-
tered on "he target chrougnout the
engagement
.
I think I'm still aaiddling through,
trying to figure out what's really going
on. Biggest workload I think Is trying
to aentally think about -inere :he trees
are, to get the airplane 'onaer control
again and then get back :o putting the
pipper on the target.
Don't know whether I am 3 ft or 300 ft
from target. Difficult to get the
retical on the target and keep it on the
target for aore than a second or a
second and a naif. Marginal
performance
.
I overshot :o the left and had diffi-
culty coming aacic to the right. I never
got a tone. I had an overshoot prob-
lem. I don't know or maybe ay mind or
my eyes were Just a little out of fore-
sight. Adequate performance required
considerable compensation.
I thought I kept the retical on the
target long enough to engage target, but
probably didn't change the pitch suffi-
cient to move up or down to get the
foresight on. Inefficient performance
in knowing where I am in relation to the











1/23/84 3 Yea 2 13 6 Sloilar to laat tine. It heipa to back
up if you don't hit the treea so fast
and I 'a having trouble iceeping the
retical on the target. I can't quickly
get it on there and keep it on there in
yaw control, so I'd aay that the deaired
performance ia not obcamable. Adequace
performance requiring axtenaive
oompenaatlon.
1/23/84 4 Mo 2 34 7 Overahot cuice and waa nevnr able to get
ateady on :he target. Mo positive
inputa on pitch much, aecauae I'm having
a hard time on yaw. Difficulty perceiv-
ing where I am in relation to the ter-
rain. I am unable to make small accu-
rate diaplacementa in the yaw axia,
i.e., the A/C keepa Jerking around and I
can't get the pipper lined up on target.
1/23/8U 5 Mo 2 28 7 Quickly to aove over to the target but
Just unable to get quickly on the target
and atabilize; and once I do overshoot,
I am unable to make small displacements
in yaw, such that I can get the pipper
lined up with the targec.
1/23/8U 6 Mo 2 10 5 I waa able to get the pipper on the
!
target and <eep it there fairly well
within constraints
.
1/24/84 2 Yes 1 9 4 The target was very easy to acquire and
then track.
1/24/84 3 Yea 1 25 6 Extensive compenaation in trying to
acquire the target.
1/24/84 4 ^ro 1 12 5 I can't get the pipper on the target and
get a proper engagement signal.
1/24/84 1 Mo 2 6 5 It took me awhile to get the aircraft
aettied down in yaw to match the air-

















1/24/84 2 No 2 3 6 I am unable to get qulcicly on the
target, due to the overahoota. When I
finally get the yaw under control, time
has run out.
1/24/84 5 Mo 4 4 4 Aircraft required oore Chan normal
control inputa to get the .-squired
reaponae, even though I waa able to get
on target in a reaaonable cine.
1/24/84 6 Yea 4 18 4 When changed the collective during the
taalc, the yaw tracicing waa affected.
Therefore, it toolc too long to atabilize
on target.
1/24/84 10 No 4 26 7 I Icept over- and underahooting the
target until I ran out of time.
1/24/84 n No 4 5 5 I sight have gotten the target if I had
had oore time.
1/24/84 12 No 4 20 4 It toolc a reaaonable amount of workload
to get the pipper on target, but once it
waa on target, it waa eaay to track.
1/24/84 13 yea 4 13 5 I overahot the target twice before I
could get the proper rate and put the
pipper on the target.
1/24/84 14 Yea 4 27 5 The target acquiaition waa harder than
the tracicing. Once I got the pipper on
the target I waa aurpriaed how eaay it
waa to track.
1/24/84 15 Yea 4 19 5 I waa quickly able to get oriented on
the target and match ratea, even though
I had to hold an odd pitch attitude.
1/24/84 16 Yea 4 9 7 I had all klnda of control power to
quickly acquire the target, but I kept
overahooting it. I didn't want to fly















1/25/84 2 Yes 2 14 5 I was able to gec the pipper on targec
very easily and guicicly, but I couldn't
hold it on for 1 second.
1/25/84 3 Yes 2 9 7 The ability to tupn and sue the pipper
on the targec ^^as excremeiy poor. I
drifted zonsideraoly from -jnere I
started over the ground.
1/25/84 4 No 2 20 7 I am not able to quickly gec -he pipper
there and '<eep it there. I am still
aaking a ioc of inputs and overcontrol-
ling soffleuhat in pedal concrol.
1/25/84 5 Yea 2 27 7 I'll initially sweep througn :n yaw and
overshoot as I try to turn :oward the
targec. I'll aither not put In snougn
concrol or too inucn and swing ;hrougn or
fall short again. The predictaoility of
the pedal inpucs is poor.
1/25/84 1 So 1 30 4 A tendency to overshoot initially due to
the forced gradient. You can't disen-
gage the force gradienc and also change
displays due to the concroiler
configuration.
1/25/84 2 Ho 1 28 4 I don't lilce particularly working
against the force gradienc. One over-
shoot and then it is .-elativeiy easy to
get the pipper on the target.
1/25/84 1 Yes 4 11 7 I was unable to hold very steadily on
Che targec.
1/25/84 2 No 4 28 3 Minimal compensaCion. Once I goC the
pipper on the targec, I was able to
match the rate of the target helicopter,













1/26/84 1 Us 2 25 7 I tried to go quickly to the target and
waa not able to atop on the target, but
overahot It 20" or so. I waa able to
continually decrease the error, but it
took what ! would oonaider an excesaive
afflounC of tine.
1/26/aU 4 Yea 2 3 7 I Juat waa unable to quickly get the
plpper on target and '<eep It there. I
waa continually trying to make amaii
correctiona but ! icept over- and under-
shooting the carget.
1/26/84 5 Yea 2 38 7 I 'a unable to make the correct pedal
inputs to get the pipper where I want it
and '<eep it :here, or to sake small
correctiona to quickly match aiy turn
rate with that of the target.
1/26/84 6 Yea 2 29 4 I waa Juac '<ind of wallowing around
there and Juac happened to get the
acquialtion box and waa able to shooc
the olaaile.
1/26/84 1 Yea 1 29 4 Very saay to generate a rapid yaw rate
to attempt to acquire the target. There
waa a tendency to oversnoot initially
due to the nigh senaitivity in the
pedala.
1/26/84 4 Yea 1 23 6 It waa very difficult to acquire the
target and also the follow-on tracking
waa a difficult taak. I seem to be
experiencing control ratcheting.
1/26/84 5 Yea 1 32 4 I would like to have a quicker rate to
be able to move the aircraft in the
direction of the target faster. I also
overahot the target several times.
1/26/84 6 Yea 1 15 4 Very aggreaalvely went after the target
and overshot it by two oacillationa.











1/26/84 7 Mo 1 24 5 I used full pighc pedal deflection to
rotate the aircraft in the direction of
the target and went through a series of
three overshoots trying to stabilize on
the target. 3amping was good, but I
would lilce to ie able to generate higner
rates
.
1/26/84 8 Yea 1 31 4 Easy to acquire and traclc the target.
1/26/84 9 Yes 1 15 4 Had to use full pedal deflection to
swing the aircraft around to the right
to engage the target, one overshoot, and
then I was able to track it.
1/26/84 10 Yes 1 55 5 You can get a good rate buildup to move
over to where the target Is. The ten-
dency is to overshoot quite a bit. Once
you are aole to dampen those oscilla-
tions down ana «nd up with a good track,
it is relatively easy to continue the
tracking operation.
1/26/84 1 Yes 4 39 5 I could get the nose of the aircraft
over to the target quickly with a large
pedal application, but then when I
wanted to reverse the direction, I
overshot the target A/C. Had to natch
the rate with the pipper with minor
pedal corrections.
1/26/84 2 No 4 30 3 It only took a couple of small movements
to track the target.
1/26/84 U No 4 24 6 I had to put in a lot of pedal to get
the pipper on target. After the fourth
overshoot I used the cyclic stick.
1/26/84 5 Yes 4 21 4 I was able to get the pipper on the














1/26/84 6 Yea 4 40 4 It felt to me like I put In two pedal
applicatlona to get the rata going.
Once I got It there, it stopped reason-
ably well with no real overshooting
problem.
1/26/aU 7 Mo 4 22 5 The aircraft felt too sluggish. I had
to put in considerable peaal to get the
nose in the direction I wanted.
1/26/84 8 Yes 4 23 5 The aircraft was sluggish when I tried
to acquire the target initially.
1/26/84 9 Yea 4 51 4 I didn't notice a laclc of yaw rate In
acquiring the target, but there was a
slight bit of hunting with the pedals
when I was trying to locic on.
1/26/84 10 Yea 4 54 6 The initial reaponae waa very good, but
I Icept over- and undershooting the
target. I finally started using cyclic
to alJB the aircraft.
1/26/84 11 Mo 4 52 4 Reasonably reaponalve in yaw to acquire
the target.
1/26/84 12 Yea 4 55 6 I think the key to tracking with thla
ayatea is attempting to acquire very
rapidly and quickly match rates. I used
my previous pilot strategy and that took
too much time.
1/26/84 13 Yea 4 58 4 Pedals were reaaonably reaponalve.
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APPENDIX H
^AU RESPONSE QUE TO TURBULENCE
Table H-l lists the heading response generated after the introduction of light
turbulence at a hover.
TABLE H-1.- TURBULENCE RESPONSE DATA
V after 3 39C With no pilot input oncer Lignt tiirbulence.
For initial conditions the aircraft is at a hover.
Wind direction is 45" to the right of Che nose.
Configuration 1 Configuration 7
PS I, deg PS I. deg
Minimun s -0.19879E 02 Minimum = -0.'I^5S5E 00 j
.iaxiauB s .79133E 01 Maximum j .3262UE 01
pas = .n906E 02 nas s .220U3E 01
Mean = -.57551E 01 Mean = .;8211E 01
Standard deviation = .10a23E 02 Standard deviation = . 12420E 01
N saapie = .12200E 03 M sample : . ' 2200E 03
Configuration 3 Configuration 9
?SI. deg PSI, deg
Hinimum = -0.171U2E 00 Minimum = -0.1700UE 02
Max 1 man = .TTSUSE 01 Maximum = . lUaU^E 01
nas : .45972E 01 rma = .10515E 02
Mean •• .36712E 01 Mean = -.a366aE 01
Standard deviation : .27671E 01 Standard deviation = .636a5E 01
H sample = . I2200E 03 H aamnle = . ;2200E 03
Configuration 5 Configuration T1
PS I, deg PSI, deg
Minimum = -0.50a83E 01 Minimum = -0.93ia2E-02 |
Maximum = .201d1E 01 Maximum = ,12571E 02
rms = .25477E 01 rms = .76282E 01
Mean = -.13632E 01 Mean = .59735E 01
Standard deviation = .2152UE 01 Standard deviation s .47U42E 01
N sample = .12200E 03 M sample = . 12200E 03
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TABLE H-K- Gonclnued
Conflsuracion '3 ConflRuracion 23
?SI. deg PSI. deg
Mlnifflua = -0.4iA5UME 01 Minimum : 0.43257E-05
Maximum = . 17098E 01 Maximum s .39196E 01
nna s .24905E 01 nna = .2tt569E 01
Mean = -.16337E 01 Mean : .21U69E 01
Standard deviacion : . 18798E 01 Standard deviacion = .U9^6E 01
N .umple 3 .12200E 03 N sample : .12200E 03
Configuration 15 ConflKurattion 25
?SI, deg PSI, deg
Minimum = -0.233U6E 01 Minimum = -0.5a969E 01
Maxtfflum = . noTOE 01 Maximum - .45601E 01
rraa = .naSSE 01 ma 3 .387a9E 01
Mean s -.U2a32E 00 Mean - -.235iaE 01
Standard deviation = . n090E 01 Standard deviacion = .30a45E 01
N sample = . :2200E 03 M sample = . 12200E 03
Conflagration 17 Conflguracion 27
PSI, deg PSI, deg
Mintmiun = 0.856aiE-06 Minimum = 0.23463E-05
Maximum s .21797E 02 Maximum = .42698E 01
naa s .97941E 01 nna : .262nE 01
Mean s .72516E 01 Mean : .22622E 01
Standard deviation = .6583 IE 01 Standard deviation : .1323aE 01
M sample : . 12200E 03 N sample : . 12200E 03
Configuration 19 Configuration 29
PSI, deg PSI, deg
Minimum = -0.35183E-02 Minimum = -0.98a52E 00
Maximum : .21311E 02 Maximum = -.ma25E-ou
naa = . 10207E 02 naa : .7U43UE 00
Mean s .7U625E 01 Mean : -.6935 IE 00
Standard deviation s .69636E 01 Standard deviation = .27036E 00
M sample : . 12200E 03 N sample = .12200E 03
Configuration 21 Configuration 31
PSI, deg PSI, deg
Minimum = -0.30909E-01 Minimum : -0.86200E 00
Maximum : .17240E 01 Maximum : .73896E 00
ma 3 .991tt2E 00 nna s .4497UE 00
Mean s .81875E 00 Mean z -.10539E 00
Standard deviation s .55906E 00 Standard deviation : .43722E 00





?SI, deg ?SI, deg
Mlnirmim s 0.291U0E-05 Minifflua = -0 .90663E-01
Maxuauffl = .:U554E 02 )laxiouffl : .25352E 01
rma • .75263E 01 rma s . 16746E 01
Mean = .54999E 01 Mean s . :43T*E 01
Standard deviation = .5137aE 01 Standard deviation s .36927E 00
M saopie 3 . I2200E 03 N sample = .12200E 03
Confiscuration il Configuration 12
?SI, deg PS I, deg
Minimum = -C).36260E 00 Minimum : -0 .54167E 00
Maxiimun = .96953E 01 Maximum : .6557aE 00
rma s .^355aE 01 rma s .360a3E 00
Mean s .26062E 01 Mean : .73246E-01
Standard deviation s .3^90 IE 01 Standard devlacion s .3529 IE 00




General transfer function (yaw axis)
L (a) ' »«'
- N S -^ U N cos 41
r V
!Jg s 15 toJoca 5 25 ft/ sec
*o =
'*5»
cos 45» = 0.707
The open loop poxes and closed loop poles of sach of tne configurations are plotted
on the following root loci graphs (figs. I-l to 1-20). For the closed loop system
the feedback gain has the value of one where the closed ioop transfer function has
the form
4p ^'' - 1 a(s)H(3)
r (fig. 1-21) is the predominant time constant and an alternative aeasure for
settling time. The envelope of the transient response decays to 371 of its initial
value in t sec. For a second order system it can be approximated by
^^Zii*ii-
Tj. (fig. 1-21) is defined as the time required for the response to a unit step
function input to rise from lO co 90% of its final value. For a given transfer
function this Is done by closing the loop with a unity feedback gain. The
resulting T taken from a root loci plot then becomes Tj^.
After plotting T^ vs r (system time constant) (figs. 1-22 to 1-23), the
following conclusions may be made:
For the low hover and high hover tasks a Tf^ < 0.2 sec and r < 0.6 give the
best pilot ratings.
For the air-to-air acquisition task a Tj^ < 0.13 and t < 0.33 yields the
best pilot ratings.
















UNITY FEEDBACK !< >0.5
-0.5 2 J (0.3217)
figure II.- Hoot locua plot (configuraclon 1),
transfer function
1Z5j_
















/ K - 0.75
Figure 12.- Root locus plot (configuration 3).
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1« PILOT RATINGS














CLOSED LOOP POLES (K - 1) -0.07, -».9
-1
Figure 13.- Root locus plot (configuration 5)
USjl














CLOSED LOOP POLES (K - 1.65) -O.OS, -7.60
.-_,
Figure 14.- Root locus plot (configuration 7).
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0.S* PILOT aATINGS
j2 + 0.5$ > 0.1767 LOWHOVen 3.25
HIGH HOVEH 3.00
%-o.s TARGET ACQ 3.00
Mf • 0.5
N^ • 0.01 -•J
K-0.5
-2
POLES -0.25 t i 0.338
CLOSED LOOP (K - O.S) -0.771, -0.23
-1
Figure 15.- Root locus plot (configuration 9),
0.7Si PILOT RATINGS
s2>, + 0.1767 LOW HOVER 4.40













CLOSED LOOP (K - 0.75) -1.087. -0.163
't















CLOSED LOOP (K-1) ..96. -0.04 ..-,



















CLOSED LOOP (K • 1.65) -7.63. -0.025
Figure 18.- Root locus plot (configuration 15)
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'3-Si P'LOT RATINGS
i^ > Q.5s > 0.088 LOW HOVER 5.00
« , Q^g HIGH HOVER 5.00




POLES -0.25 ± j 0.29


























Flgur* no.- Root locus plot (configuration 19)
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CLOSED LOOP -4.98, -0.02
---1
Figure 111.- Root locus pioc (configuraClon 21),
JJgj.













CLOSED LOOP (K - 1.65). -7.63, -0.01
---
1













CLOSED LOOP (K - 0.5) -0.964, -0.046
Figure 113.- Rooc locus pioc (configuration 25)
'3.7S» PILOT RATINGS


























CLOSED LOOP (K-t) -4.49, <0.01
J
Figure 115.- Soot locus plot (configuration 29)
1.8SS PILOT RATINGS
i2 > 8i> 0.044 LOW HOVER 3.66
HIGH HOVER 4.00








CLOSED LOOP (K - 1.6S) -7.64, -0.005
..-J
Figure 116.- Root locus plot (configuration 31).
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1.5 » »ILOT RATINGS












Figure 117.- 3ooc locua plot (configuration 33).
0.75 1 PILOT RATINGS











CLOSED LOOP (K - 0.75) -1.74, -0.01
Figure 118.- Root locua plot (configuration 35).
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CLOSED LOOP (K-1) -A.99. -0.004
figure 119.- Hoot Locus plot (conftguraclon 37),
1.65«









CLOSED LOOP (K - 1.65) -7.85, -0.003
J







(Lf I ENVELOPE OF
/| I THE transient;
RESPONSE
^dr^
Figure 121.- ?Ioc of uniC-jceo response of an underdaoped ^second-order ^yscem




















Figure 122.- Pilot ratings for rise time {T^) vs predominant time constant





^ - 2.S. 2.5
^R 2.5,2.27
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Figure 123.- Pilot ratings for rise time (Tj^) va predominant time constant
(t) - low hover turns taslc.
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APPENDIX J
YAW CONTHOL FREQUENCY HESPONSE DATA
Table J-i ILata the adjusted piloe gain X- to give a selected phase oargin
(30*) at the selected crossover frequency and the derived values for open-loop and
closed-loop banduidths. Figures J1 through J3d list the open and closed loop
frequency response plots for each configuration.





1 5.35 0.90 2.40
3 4.07 1.26 2.45
5 4.93 4.00 3.28
7 4.03 5.42 3.65
9 5.97 .74 2.50
11 4.14 1.14 2.30
13 4.96 1.60 3.10
15 4.05 1.30 3.60
17 6.02 .64 1.30
19 4.18 1.30 2.48
21 4.98 4.00 3.19
23 4.06 5.34 3.65
25 6.05 .57 2.30
27 4.20 1.00 2.40
29 4.99 4.00 3.24
31 4.06 6.00 3.61
33 6.07 .52 2.25
35 4.21 1.05 2.32
37 5.00 4.00 3.10
39 4.06 3.65 3.50
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Figure J2.- frequency response for open loop transfer function
configuration 3.
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Figure J6.- Frequency response for open loop transfer function
configuration 11.
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Figure J12.- Frequency response for open Loop transfer function
configuration 23.
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Figure J18.- Frequency response for open loop transfer function
configuration 37.
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Figure J20.- Frequency response for closed loop transfer function with










Figure J21.- Frequency response for closed loop transfer function with
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Figure J22.- Frequency response for closed loop transfer function with
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Figure J23.- Frequency response for closed loop transfer function with














Figure J2U.- Frequency response for closed loop transfer function with
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Figure J25.- Frequency response for closed loop transfer function with
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Figure J26.- Frequency response for closed loop transfer function with
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Figure J27.- Frequency response for closed loop transfer function with
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Figure J28.- Frequency response for closed loop transfer function with
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Figure J29.- Frequency response for closed loop transfer function with
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Figure J30.- Frequency response for closed loop transfer function with
pilot aiodel - configuration 21.
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Figure J31.- Frequency response for closed loop transfer function with
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Figure J32.- Frequency response for closed loop transfer funccion with
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Figure J33.- Frequency response for closed loop transfer function with
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Figure JS**.- Frequency response for closed loop transfer function with
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Figure J35.- Frequency response for closed loop transfer function with
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Figure J36.- Frequency response for closed loop transfer function with
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Figure J37.- Frequency response for closed Loop transfer funccion with












Figure J38.- Frequency response for closed loop transfer function with
pilot aodel - configuration 39.
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APPENDIX C
FIRE-CONTROL TASK PERFORMANCE DATA
Tables '<.-' through J-5 list, reaqecciveiy, che aucceaafui firing timea, the
missLon outcome aodea, "he plloc raaccion cijae, the oircuiar arror radius perfor-
mance daca, and the aaxiouai /aw race perforoance tlaca for the alr-co-air misaile
engagemenc tasic by piloc and teac configuracion.




pi ?2 P3 p4 n X 3d
3
4 ... ... 11-160 9.410 2 10.285 0.075











— 7.010 1 7.010
— — 7.490 1 7.490






,«- — 9.790^ 1 9.790




— ... 7.920 ... 1 7.920
«M 7.970 ... 1 7.970
19 ... 8.930 6.820 2 7.875 1.055
20 ... ... 4.300 9.220 2 7.010 2.210
21 ... 10.390 11.230 2 11.060 .170
22 ... ... 10.350 9.980 2 10.165 .185
23 9.600 7.650 8.450 3 8.567 0.300
24 ... ... 7.380 ... 1 7.380
25 ... ... ... 9.600 1 9.600
26 12.640 ... ... ... 1 12.640
27 ... ... ... 7.200 1 7.200
28 ... ... ... 9.410 1 9.410
















pi P2 P3 p4 n X 3d
37 ... 7.290 1 7.290
38 a. 540 ... 3.550 7.780 3 3.290 0.361
39 ... ... 9.760 ... 1 9.760
40 ... ... ... 7.580 1 7.580













58 ... — — 3.640 1 3.640
Average 3.300 ;o.370 3.200 3.700
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pi P2 P3 P4 s' f2 l3 % Success
3 3 3 3 1
4 9 1 2 2 100.00
5 1 1 2 1 1 56.37
6 1 3 9 1 2 1 33.33
7 9 3 9
3
2 2
3 9 3 1 1 2 50.00
9 3 4 3 1
10 3 1 1 1 2 50.00
n 9 1 3
12 3 1 2 1 1 66.57
13 3 9 1 1 2 50.00
14 9 3 5 2 2
15 1 •o 1 3 100.00
16 3 •. 1 1 2 33.33
17 3 3 3 3 1
18 1 1 1 2 50.00
19 9 1 2 2 100.00
20 3 3 1 2 2 50.00
21 •> 1 2 1 100.00
22 .. 1 2 1 100.00
23 1 .- 1 3 100.00
24 4 .. 1 1 2 33.33
25 2 3 5 1 3 25.00
26 1 3 9 1 2 1 33.33
27 3 1 1 2 50.00
28 9 3 3 1 2 1 33.33
29 1 1 3 1 100.00
30 1 •> 1 3 100.00
31 3 .^ 2 1
32 3 ~ 5 2 1
33 3 1 1 2 50.00
34 3 1 1 2 50.00
37 .. 1 1 2 100.00
38 1 3 1 3 1 75.00
39 .~ 1 1 1 1 50.00
40 — 1 2 100.00
51 —
.
>- 1 2 100.00
52 ~ .. .. 1 100.00
53 .. .- -^ 1
54 .- -. — 3 1















Pilot fires aissile before 15 sec limit.
^Hun ends because tiioe limit was exceeded,
altitude limit -was exceeded, or aircraft crashed
into the surrounding terrain.
^Run was Incomplete due to simulation problems.
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TABLE K-3.- ?ILOT aEACTION TIMES (SEC) "OR TASK 5 (TASK ACQUISITIOM)
Tesc
coni'l^racion pi 92 9l p4 n % 3d
3 6.483 1.482 ... 1.532 3 3.166 2.345
4 4.563 ... 2.283 2.303 3 3.049 1.070
5 3.383 ... 3.273 1.482 3 2.379 1.019
6 2.602 .148 4,673 .312 3 2.696 1.577
7 3.903 4.412 4.493 1.962 4 3.593 1.024
8 3.633 2.203 3.383 ... 3 3.239 .740
9 ... .048 3.363 .522 2 2.193 1.670
10 ... 1.582 2.332 .... 2 2.207 .525
n ... ... 2.323 3.363 2 3.093 .270
12 .433 ... 2.642 2.303 3 1.793 .972
13 ... 1.772 5.033 .332 3 2.379 1.966
1U 3.142 .522 4.122 ... 3 2.596 1.520
15 .148 1.572 2.593 2 2.082 .510
16 2.353 1.752 1.923 3 2.009 .252
17 2.923 2.193 5.233 ... 3 3.449 1.296
18 ... 4.563 1.772 2 3.168 1.395
19 ... .242 3.313 .722 3 1.426 1.348
20 4.223 .142 4.563 .722 4 2.413 1.994
21 ... ... 2.013 .142 2 1.077 .935
22 ... ... 2.193 .242 2 1.218 .975
23 1.202 ... 2.153 1.103 3 1.486 .473
2U .043 ... 1.163 1.393 3 .366 .590
25 1.482 1.873 1.113 1.722 4 1.548 .287
26 .302 3.503 2.373 2.303 4 2.245 .959
27 ... .142 ... 2.063 2 1.102 .960
28 6.283 .433 4.412 .142 4 2.818 2.617
29 1.322 .722 ... .242 3 .929 .661
30 1.533 ... 2.783 2.443 3 2.286 .482
31 .043 ... ... 1.633 2 .338 .795
32 .722 ... 2.542 ... 2 1.583 .960
33 ... ... 5.233 2.063 2 3.648 1.535
3U ... 3.553 ... 1.292 2 2.423 1.130
37 ... ... 2.153 ... 1 2.153
38 .238 2.113 1.433 2.063 3 1.869 .309
39 ... ... 3.582 2.253 2 2.967 .715
40 ... ... .722 1 .722






... 2.493- 1 2.493
... ... ...
.332 1 .332
55 2.063 ... 2.443 2 2.253 .190
57 ... ... .623 1 .623
58 ... ... ... .242 1 .242
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rABLE S-4.- CIRCJLAR SRROR RADIUS PERFORKANCE OATA (FT)
FOR TASK 5 TARGET ACQUISITION
?iioc
ConflguraClon Average
1 2 3 4
3 18 14 20 17.3
4 3 a 6 7.3
5 6 4 10 3 7
6 10 3 6 20 11
7 3 4 6 4 5.5
8 6 10 3 6 7.5
9 6 10 a 6 7.5
10 4 6 5
n 18 6 4 10 9.5
12 12 18 6 12 12
13 28 10 6 3 13
14 14 14 22 12.5
15 6 2 6 4.56
16 20 4 3 10.5
17 3 4 3 10 7.5
18 3 6 3 10 3
19 12 3 6 3.66
ao 14 3 a 10 10
21 12 10 10 10.6
22 3 3 3
23 5 4 12 7.3
24 14 14 3 12
25 6 4 6 10 6.5
26 22 4 20 3 13.5
27 18 3 3 4 9.5
28 12 10 2 4 7
29 4 18 26 4 13
30 16 4 22 10.5
31 34 3 3 16.5
32 34 12 4 16.6
33 10 4 6 12 3
34 12 4 12 12 10
35
36
37 6 6 6
38 4 2 6 3 5
39 6 14 10
40 16 9 8.36




























TABL2 K-5.- fAW SATE PERFORMANCE DATA (DEG/SEC)
FOR TASK 5 TARGET ACQUISITION
?tloc
Configuracion Average
1 2 3 4
3 43.9 18.3 20.2 27.4
4 36.5 37*. 18.9* 30.3
5 29.7* 25.9* 13.7 23.1
6 25. 2» 12.3 17.3 18.6
7 23.4 14 9.9 11.7 23.1
8 31.3 13.5 24.9^ 23.4
9 25.4 22 41 17.0 26.4
10 18.1 37» 27.5
11 32 39-7 20.6 30.7
12 35.6 3.3 35.1* 20. 3« 27.6
13 20.5 14 17.7 15. 4» 16.9
14 21.9 14.5 13.6 16.7
15 42« 28» 10. 5» 26.3
16 38 40* 13 30.3
17 29.3 22 28 26.6
18 17.7 36» 21 24.9
19 32* 22. 2* 27.1
20 38.2 18.6 29« 20.1* 26.4
21 29* 19. 0* 24
22 31* 23. 4« 33.1
23 45 » 31* 23.4* 33.1
24 49 31* 20.0 33
25 30.6 24 35.1 22.4* 37.3
26 40. 6» 28 26 26.1 30.15
27 21.5 25 27.7* 24.7
28 38.5 19.5 36.3 25.2* 29.9
29 31. 7* 15.3«| 17.5* 21.6
30 28. 3» 28* 27* 27.9
31 35 13.4 24.2
32 32.4 32.4
33 27.8 26 24.3* 26




38 27. 6» 13.6 35» 11.8* 22
39 36» 17.1 26.5
40 26.7* 26.7
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